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preface
Compared to the vacuum tube, the transistor has been used
only a comparatively few years. During this time, engineers and
technicians have designed and built numerous transistorized circuits in all phases of the electronic art. Transistors have virtually
"taken over" in the computer field and are making significant
strides in the areas of communications and industrial electronics.
The simplicity of the transistor is, of course, deceptive, having
been brought about by an abundance rather than a lack of knowledge. We therefore should not be surprised that considerable
knowledge is required in order to make effective use of the
transistor. It is the intention of this book to impart an adequate
fundamental understanding to permit those familiar with vacuumtube practices to extend their technical endeavors to the field of
transistors. To facilitate this objective, the mathematical approach
is avoided where possible. Instead, the context is largely limited
to qualitative and descriptive narration. The underlying editorial
motif is analogy with vacuum-tube circuits and principles.
Throughout this text a very fundamental approach is taken,
with considerable attention being given to the physics of semiconductors and transistors. By delving deeply into this area, a far
greater penetration of the semiconductor field is possible. Especially, it will enable the reader to comprehend the highly advanced
areas in this field, which are discussed in the latter portion of
the book.
lt is the author's viewpoint that the aforementioned treatment
of the subject will prove beneficial to those whose incentives to

understand transistors are quite diverse. Technicians, radio amateurs, repairmen, and hobbyists will find the book of tremendous
value. Students, engineers, and physicists interested in subsequent
study of advanced material will first require a broad introduction
to the field. It is felt that this book will serve such a purpose.
The author acknowledges extraordinary fortune in having
derived counsel and guidance from some of the very workers in
the field who were directly responsible for the creation of the
junction transistor and for its subsequent development. With re~ard thereto, the author wishes to express his thanks and accepts
full responsibility in the matters of correct interpretation of
transistor concepts discussed with the following experts: (1) Dr.
Wm. Shockly, president, Shockly Transistor Corporation, Palo
Alto, California, (2) Dr. R. Noyce, vice president and director of
research, Fairchild Semiconductor Laboratories, Mountain View,
California, (3) Dr. J. L. Moll of Stanford University, (4) Dr. Joseph
Pettit, dean of Engineering, Stanford University, and (5) Dr. Dean
Knapic, president, Knapic Electro-Physics Corporation, Palo Alto,
California.
IRVING GOTTLIEB

June, 1960
Sunnyvale, California
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1. atomic physics

BASIC PRINCIPLES

The transistor and vacuum tube possess in common the wonderful property of proportionate amplification, whereby weak control signals are reproduced faithfully in form, but at a higher
power level (see Fig. 1-1). Our proficiency with the older device,
the vacuum tube, was enhanced by a general comprehension of its
basic operating principles. These included such phenomena as
thermionic emission, space charge, electron acceleration, and various laws regarding the interaction of electrostatic and mobile
charges. In similar fashion, we will be able to utilize the transistor
most expediently if we first become acquainted with the important
concepts underlying its operation.
THE PRACTICAL TRANSISTOR

End Result of Extensive Knowledge. It is advantageous to
contemplate analogous situations between operating mechanisms in
the two amplifying devices (see Fig. 1-2). Some of these analogies
will be somewhat loose and general in nature, whereas others will
suggest startling evidence of similar phenomena. Inasmuch as the
transistor evolved from physical knowledge of advanced degree
compared with that needed to produce the vacuum tube, it follows
that our grasp of the relevant basics must be more extensive than
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Fig. 1-1. The usefulness of both transistor and vacuum-tube stems from their ability
to increase the power level of a weak signal opplied to a control electrode.

that required for vacuum tubes. Accordingly, we begin our acquaintance with the transistor with a review and study of the
very principles which had to be understood and applied to bring
this marvelous device into creation.
We Must First Investigate Our Universe of Matter. Our
exploration of the working principles of transistors must necessarily commence with consideration of the nature of matter. Matter
is simply and broadly defined as the material substances from which
our universe appears to be built up.
At the very outset, we should learn to cultivate appreciation
of the essential differences between the "macroscopic" world of
every-day experience and the submicroscopic world of matter
building blocks. The significant aspect of the macroscopic world
is that it is very much an illusion due to the restricted responses
of our senses. The "realities" of our environment are, in general,
fragmented and distorted pictures; it is up to scientific instruments
to reveal doser views of the true situation. For example, a sheet
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Fig. 1-2. Analogous elec•
trode functions and operating principles prevail for
transistors and vacuum tubff.
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of steel feels "solid" to our sense of touch. Nevertheless, it is
common knowledge that X rays can "see" through an apparently
dense substance such as steel. This it can do only because the
steel sheet is composed of constituent particles with vast spaces
between them; in other words, contrary to information gathered
from the tactile sense, the steel is predominently space. Although
the relatively long wavelengths to which our eyes are responsive
,!o not penetrate the steel, shorter wavelengths, such as X rays,
find the steel quite transparent (see Fig. 1-3).
The events, impacts, and energy transformations observed in
the macroscopic world are gross actions involving large aggregations of basic matter systems. Technology and science did not
flourish until man sought knowledge in domains beyond those we
casually, and oftimes insistantly, proclaim to be "reality."
Even Well-accepted Theories Fall Short of Ultimate Truth.
In the submicroscopic world, we extend the response of our senses
by means of scientific instruments. Through logic, we correlate

Fig. 1-3. The "solidness" of
a steel plate is revealed by
X-rays to be an illusion of
our senses.

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM

diverse phenomena to enable visualization of the arrangement and
behavior of basic building blocks of the universe. By means of
experiments, observations, and theoretical analysis we arrive at
explanations which appear to tie together happenings of both
i,ubmicroscopic and macroscopic worlds.
However, not only must we constantly make ourselves cognizant of the difference between the environments of elemental
matter particles and of average or statistical effects of billions of
such particles, but we must also balance our mental outlook in
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yet another way. We must retain awareness of the great difficulty
in even describing the submicroscopic world in terms of words
intended for the experiences related by our senses. Thus, when
we investigate a fundamental-matter particle such as the electron,
we tend intuitively to think of such an entity as a very minute
globule of "substance." It is probably nearer the truth of the situation to state that the electron "particle" is not at all an almost
unimaginable small speck of material, but rather a wave packet

VIBRANT ENERGY

0

SPHERE OF "SUBSTANCE"

Fig. 1-4. An atomic particle,
such as the electron, is probably a unique manifestation
of vibrant energy. However,
it is useful to think of such
an entity as a minute sphere
of "substance/'

of energy (see Fig. 1-4). However, such profound endeavor to get
at the ultimate truth of creation will defeat the purpose at hand,
for we would soon find it essential to reinforce our science with
metaphysics, philosophy, and theology.

THE ATOM
Basic Building Block of our Matter Universe. The atom
represents the fundamental system devised by nature for the building up of the mat~rial or matter universe. The configuration of
the atom involves a nucleus, which can be likened to a sun, and
electrons which orbit about the nucleus in the manner of planets
in a solar system (see :Fig. 1-5). The analogy to celestial bodies is
even more striking when we consider that the electrons have an
axial spinning motion as well as magnetic poles.
There are 92 different kinds of atoms, these corresponding to
the 92 chemical elements. The gases, liquids, and solids of our
environment are made up of these basic atoms and various
combinations thereof. The simplest atom is that of hydrogen which
contains a single electron in orbit about the nucleus. The nucleus
of this atom behaves as an electrically charged particle and is
approximately eighteen-hundred times "heavier" than the single
orbital electron. Surprisingly, the distance between nucleus and
orbital electron, proportionate to their sizes, is comparable to
the distance between the sun and the earth!
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Relationships of Electric Charges in the Atom. Not only the
hydrogen nucleus but the nuclei of all atoms bear a positive
electric charge. The orbital electrons, on the other hand, manifest
the opposite electric charge, each electron representing a unit
negative change (see Fig. l-6). Each of the 92 elements involves
a unique arrangement of orbital electrons, such that the sum of
the electronic negative charges exactly balances the net positive
charge of the nucleus. Thus, the element hydrogen is made up
of atoms having a nuclear positive charge of one unit and a single
orbital electron which bears one unit of negative charge. The
helium atom has a nucleus which has a positive charge equal to
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Fig. 1-5. The simple model of the
hydrogen atom is depicted as a
single electron in orbital motion
about a nucleus, which bears a unit
positive charge.
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2 units. For this reason we find two orbital electrons in this atom.
Again, the sodium atom consists of a nucleus with a net positive
charge of II, this being balanced by II orbital electrons. The
heaviest and most complex atom, uranium, has a positive nuclear
charge of 92 with a like number of electrons in orbital rings about
the nucleus.
The Orbital Rings of the Atom. The simple model of the
atom is depicted as a system of planetary electrons orbiting about
a sun-like nucleus. The orbital motion of the electrons produces
a centrifugal force just sufficient to prevent the electrons from
"falling" into the nucleus due to the attractive force of opposite
electric charge borne by the nucleus. The electrons describe their
orbits within various concentric rings about the nucleus. The
innermost orbital ring, the one closest to the nucleus, can contain
only two planetary electrons. A second orbital ring may contain
as many as eight electrons. The third ring can hold I 8 electrons
and the fourth ring, 32.
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Fig. 1-6. The schematic representatian of hydrogen is
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A given orbital ring need not be filled up before electrons
will occupy the next outermost ring, however. An important rule
is that such planetary electrons cannot maintain orbits in spaces
between the imaginary concentric rings surrounding the nucleus.
When an atom is subjected to excitation by electrical forces, or
from heat or light, electrons may be forced to jump from one
orbit to another. This will be discussed in more detail.
At this time it is well to appreciate that a variety of phenomena is attributed to the behavior of the orbital electrons.
This includes chemical reactions, magnetism, electricity, and
emission of radiant energy such as light and X rays. The nucleus
of the atom does not enter into interactions in any of these
manifestations. The importance of the nucleus is that its positive
charge determines the number of electrons contained in the orbital
rings, which in tum governs the kind of atom built up (see Fig. 1-7).
THE NUCLEUS

Role of the Nucleus. It is expedient to think of the nucleus as a
simple particle bearing a certain number of positive charge units
Such a conception is workable because many observed and experienced phenomena are manifestations of the orbital electrons. However, it will not be amiss to briefly investigate some of the salient
aspects of the nucleus. Although the nucleus itself is not directly
involved in transistor action, it determines the orbital configurations of atoms, which in turn participate in the unique conduction phenomena of semiconductors.
Composition of the 1\!ucleus. The nucleus is thought to be
made up of at least several fundamental particle-like entities. Only
those will be mentioned here which suffice to convey a simplified
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picture of the nucleus. Of major importance, from this point of
view, is the proton. The proton is a fundamental entity, which
bears a unit positive charge. The proton is approximately eighteenhundred times as heavy as the electron.
Another particle, or particle system, residing within the
nuclear domain is the neutron. The neutron apparently consists
of a proton closely associated with an electron. Such a combination bears a net electric charge of zero and therefore contributes
to the mass of the nucleus but not to its charge. This gives rise to
the so-called isotopes.
Isotopes are members of the same chemical element which
differ in atomic weight but not in chemical properties. For
example, the oxygen atom has a nucleus with a net positive charge

N= NUMBER OF UNIT
POSITIVE CHARGES
CORRESPONDING TO
TOTAL NUMBER OF
ORBITAL ELECTRONS

Fig. 1-7.

Only a certain
number of electrons may be contained in
the various orbital rings.
maximum

of 8. This charge condition permits an orbital electronic arrange•
ment consisting of eight electrons. Two of these electrons are in
the inner of two orbital rings, the remaining six are in the
outer ring.
For oxygen there exist three kinds of nuclei, all having a
net positive charge of eight and all supporting the same orbital
electronic arrangement. These three nuclear varieties differ only
in the number of neutrons they contain. One isotope contains
eight neutrons; another, nine; and the third, ten. In a sense, the
nucleus is "shielded" from chemical and electrical participation
by the orbital electrons (see Fig. 1-8).
CHEMICAL ACTION

It is not at all easy to visualize why different electronic configurations should give us the characteristics associated with the
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various elements. Although explanations are well grounded in experiments and mathematics, it is exciting to the imagination to
contemplate that the number and arrangement of revolving electrons within atoms produce the diverse properties displayed by
the substances around us. It is indeed a startling fact that chemical
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Fig. 1-8. Atoms representing the three isotopes of
oxygen.

reactions are interactions of outer ring electrons, such electrons
being displaced, interchanged, or shared when atoms come together. Thus, chemical action is in essence, an electronic phenomena. This is convincingly demonstrated by the electromotive
cell or battery in which materials are so oriented that the interatomic exchange of electrons circulates through an external circuit.
In simpler cases, we mix two chemicals and observe the generation
of heat. We may safely postulate that this heat is produced by
the movement of electrons, that is, the flow of electricity, within
the reagent itself.
Stable States of the A tom. The question must naturally arise
as to why atoms should enter into combination with one another
when an apparently stable charge condition exists due to equalization of nuclear and orbital electronic charge. It is true that this
condition confers sufficient stability to enable the atom to exist as
such. However, in general, niere equilibrium of nuclear and
electronic charges does not represent the lowest energy level possible for the atom.
It is axiomatic that. atoms tend to assume a configuration
representing the lowest energy needed to maintain a given nuclear
charge in association with a group of orbital electrons. Although
the atoms do indeed seek an arrangement permitting equilibrium
of nuclear and electronic charges, they also seek another condition
of equilibrium which is not obvious without resort to elaborate
mathematics. This is an arrangement of eight electrons in the
outermost orbit.
(Hydrogen and helium atoms are exceptions because their
orbital electrons are contained in the first orbital ring. The
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maximum number of electrons allowable for the first ring is two.
It so happens that, for these atoms, possession of two orbital
electrons corresponds to maximum stability. The helium atom,
for example, with its two orbital electrors is already satisfied and
has no need to unite with other atoms. Consequently helium
is chemically inert, forming no compounds with other elements.)
The Mechanism of Chemical Combination. Chemical combination occurs between atoms which can derive mutual benefit
from the association, this benefit being in the nature of a lower
energy state. For example, common table salt is the union of
sodium and chlorine atoms. The sodium atom has a single
electron in the third and outermost orbital ring from the nucleus.
If it could shed this lone electron, a stabler state, one representing
a lower energy level, would be attained with eight electrons in
the second orbital ring. Because of the attractive force of the
positive nucleus, this electron can be shed only under the influence
of a stronger force. In similar fashion, the chlorine atom lacks
an electron needed to fill its outermost orbital ring to eight
electrons. Due to the nuclear positive charge of 17 units, the
additional electron, that is, the 18th in the atom, can be acquired
only under the influence of a stronger force. When a sodium atom
and a chlorine atom come together, the "extra" electron from the
sodium atom moves into the outermost orbit of the chlorine atom.
Both atoms have supplied strong forces to overcome one another's
charge. Both atoms arc now "satisfied" with eight outer orbit
electrons (see Fig. 1-9).
TRANSFER OF ONE
ELECTRON

/

Fig. 1-9. The electrovalent type of association
provides mutual stability
for both combining atoma.
After transfer of one or
more electrons from one
atom to the other, both
atoms satisfy their ten•
dency to maintain outer
orbits with eight electrons.
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We see that the altered sodium atom now has a net positive
charge of I unit, whereas the altered chlorine atom now has a net
negative charge of I negative unit. These charge conditions constitute the force of chemical combination. As long as nothing is
done to the resultant compound, sodium chloride, each atom
satisfies its charge "hunger" on the other atom, thereby producing
a condition of charge stability.
We note that atoms in such chemical combination are not
strictly the same atoms of the constituent elements. This accounts
for the fact that compounds have radically different properties than
their constituent elements.
Instances will be described in which atoms combine but do
not transfer or receive orbital electrons from one another. In such
cases (diatomic atoms) the net substance retains many of the properties of the constituent elements. The entity formed through
association of two or more elemental atoms is known as the
molecule. Molecules are the smallest portion of a substance which
retain the properties of the substance.
Ionization. We have noted that in one type of chemical
reaction the atoms undergo modification when they combine. The
modification is such that the over-all molecule is electrically
neutral. This is because the positive and negative charges of the
modified atoms cancel. The modified atoms are called ions. The
chemical union thereby produced is said to be maintained by
electrovalent or ionic forces. Ions are of great significance because
they can be caused to exist apart from the molecule itself. For
example, the sodium chloride union can be split in such a way
that sodium ions and chlorine ions are produced. We see that
ions are essentially electrically charged atoms. As such, they may
serve as carriers of the electric current, the flow of electricity being
a manifestation of moving charges.
Inasmuch as the ion has a different orbital electron arrangement from the atom, we do not expect the ion to display the
properties of the atom from which it was derived. For example
the sodium atom, that is, the element sodium, is poisonous. Yet,
we do not become poisoned from table salt because the sodium
is in its ionic state.
One of the ways in which ionization is produced is by dissolving a compound in water (see Fig. 1-10). Water as a solvent,
provides a special condition whereby the electrical force of attrac-
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tion between ions of a molecule is greatly weakened. Water has
a very high dielectric content; that is, a given cross-sectional area
of water can support many lines of electric force. This diminishes
the intensity of the force between regions of electric charge.
An analogous situation which may be suggested is magnetism.
The force existing between the poles of a horseshoe magnet is
greatly decreased when a substance offering ready passage to magnetic lines of force, such as a block of iron, is placed between the
poles.
The water may be said to provide a medium in which the
electrical forces of the ions are weakened to the point that ions
with unlike charges are no longer impelled to remain in molecular
combination. The disassociated ions are now available as mobile
carriers of the electric current.
A demonstration of this phenomena is readily accomplished
by immersing two chemically inert electrodes, say of carbon, in

SODIUM CHLORIDE CRYSTALS

WATER

SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION

Fig. 1-10. Neither sodium chloride nor woter provides chorge corriers for the
conduction of electricity. In the solution, however, disossocioted sodium and chlorine
ions move to the electrodes, thereby enabling the flow of the electric current.

a solution of water and table salt. A battery and a meter connected to the external circuit reveal the solution to be a conductor of electricity. The experiment is made more convincing
by also showing that ordinary table salt is a nonconductor, as is
pure water. The solution of water and salt conducts electricity
because, under influence of the applied electric field, the negatively
charged chlorine ions are attracted to the positive electrode, and
the positively charged sodium ions are attracted to the negative
pole. The mutual transition of the two ions constitutes the flow
of electricity within the solution. When the negative chlorine ion
reaches the positive pole, it sheds its surplus electron and becomes
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an electrically neutral chlorine atom. When the pos1t1ve sodium
ion reaches the negative pole, it acquires an electron to fill the
"hole" in its outer orbit. It then becomes an electrically neutral
sodium atom. (The chlorine atoms escape into the atmosphere
as chlorine gas. The sodium atoms undergo further chemical action
in the water, forming sodium hydroxide and hydrogen.)
Dynamic Concept of Jon Production and Recombination. It
is postulated that the ions in a solution are not static but rather
are in a constant cycle of formation and extinction (see Fig. I-I I).

---- ---Fig. 1-11. Free ions continuously disassociate and reassociate.

Formation of ions is caused by weakening of the force of electrovalent charge by the water. Extinction is caused by recombination
of ions. The tendency towards recombination always exists, due
to the attractive force between oppositely charged ions. The rate
of ion formation and recombination sets up a condition of
equilibrium which governs the extent to which ionization exists
in the solution. Thus, the charge-carrying ions can be said to
have certain lifetime.
The Covalent Bond. Chemical union is not always attended
by transfer of electrons from one atom to the other. Atomic associations are also made on a sharing basis wherein one or more
outer orbit electron becomes the common property of two atoms.
Whereas the ionic binding force of electrovalence involves two
unlike atoms, covalent binding force can unite like or unlike
atoms (see Fig. 1-12). The hydrogen molecule, for example, consists of a pair of hydrogen atoms thusly associated. Later, we shall
find the covalent bond a significant feature of the germanium and
silicon used in transistors.
Basic Action Tendencies of Atoms. The different ways in
which interatomic associations are established is apt to create confusion. It is well to appreciate that atoms form combinations in
order to equalize imbalances in force fields and to bring the
atomic system to a state requiring less internal energy (see Fig. 1-13).
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To drive home these facts, we note that certain atoms, those
corresponding to the inert elements-helium, neon, argon, krypton,
xenon, and radon,-are already satisfied and do not participate in
chemical reactions. These atoms, with the exception of helium,
all have eight electrons in their outermost orbit. (As previously
mentioned, eight electrons in all outer orbits. except the closest
permissible one to the nucleus, represents a condition of stability.
For the closest permissible orbit the highest stability results from
two electrons.) When this condition coexists with the balance of
nuclear and orbital electronic charges, maximum atomic stability

Fig. 1-12. The covalent bond.
The paired atoms of the hydrogen molecule share one
another's lone orbital electron.
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results. This, we indeed recognize, is the case with the inert
elements. Not only do atoms of these elements abstain from
chemical combinations with other elements, but other phenomena
involving outer orbit electrons are likewise absent.
Thus, there is no disassociation into ions without excitation
from an external source of energy and no covalent association.
Paradoxically, despite their nonentry into reactions, the inert elements have high academic significance. This is because all other
elements are chemically active due to their tendency to assume
the electronic arrangement of the closest inert element. This is
the basic motivation; despite the fact that the stability of the
nearest inert element is never actually reached, all chemical reactions seek the ultimate satisfaction in energy balance inherent
in the inert elements.
Now, let us reexamine previously discussed reactions in this
light. For example, consider the covalent bond of the hydrogen
molecule. Here, the individual hydrogen atoms share one another's
single orbital electron. This sharing approximates the conditions
of the nearest inert element, helium, wherein two electrons are
contained in the single orbit. However, the covalent bond satisfies
only the tendency to effectively duplicate the arrangement of
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The goal of chemical reactions. Atoms seek to attain stable configura•
tions of the inert elements.

orbital electrons in the helium atom. Because there are now
effectvely two orbital electrons per hydrogen atom, the hydrogen
molecule manifests a net negative charge. Therefore, the hydrogen
molecule itself seeks associations with other atoms in order to
attain charge equilibrium. We observe that the pair of atoms
making up the hydrogen molecule cannot be inert, as is helium,
because the nucleus of the hydrogen atom bears only a single
positive charge. The helium nucleus has a positive charge of two
units, thereby balancing the negative charge of its two orbital
electrons.
In our discussion of the chemical union involved in producing
sodium chloride, we noted that the sodium atom released its lone
outer-orbit electron which moved to the outer orbit of the chlorine
atom, filling the electron deficit, or "hole," in that electronic
arrangement. We are interested now to see that this transaction
results in the sodium atom partaking of the electronic configuration of the inert element neon. At the same time, the chlorine
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atom has been modified to have an orbital electron arrangement
identical to the inert element argon. Nevertheless, the elements
neon and argon are nonexistant in the compound sodium chloride.
The modified sodium atom, now the sodium ion, differs from the
neon atom in the matter of the positive nuclear charge. The same
is true of the chlorine ion; its resemblance to the helium atom
ceases when nuclear charges are compared.
Reaction Between EnerfsY and Atomic Systems. We have
already noted that the particle nature of atomic entities, such as
electrons, is but one aspect of their existence. Although we prefer
to deal with the electron much as we would a billiard ball and
describe its behavior in terms of mass, impact, and kinetic energy,
the wave-motion characteristic of radiant energy is also associated
with the electron. Indeed, a more rigorous treatment of electronic
phenomena within the atom dispenses largely with treatment of
particle behavior but explains its existence and manifestations in
terms of the mathematics of wave motion.
Conversely it is also true that radiant energy such as light
produces effects related to noncontinuous causation; it is as if
the light energy propagates in tiny successive bundles of energy,
quite suggestive of a train of discreet particles.
Thus, what we "intuitively" think of as two domains of
nature, matter and enerfsY, are not so different after all. Perhaps,
it is a carryover from our illusionary macroscopic world of everyday experience that causes us to insist that matter and energy are
qualitatively different. Not only is there an exact equivalence
between "matter and energy," but diverse physical phenomena
can be successfully interpreted in terms of either particle or wave
analysis. This being the case, we should not be surprised to find
many interactions between radiant energy and atomic systems, for
they are essentially of the same ingredient.
Most chemical reactions are speeded up by the addition of
heat. Here, thermal energy has acted on the orbital electrons,
moving some in larger orbits, thereby weakening the nuclear binding force. When the cathode of any vacuum tube is heated, both
particle-like and wave-like disturbances ensue; that is, electrons,
and light are emitted. The light is due to thermal excitation of
inner orbit electrons, whereas the electron emission results from
excitation of outer orbit electrons.

16
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Here we observe that the thermal reaction with similar entities
at different energy levels gives rise to two emissions. From the
similar causation, we are led to suspect that the effects are closely
related. In the vacuum tube, the electron stream impinging on
the anode produces heat. It is as though the energy has reverted
to its earlier form. If the anode voltage of the vacuum tube is
sufficiently high, the innermost electron orbit of the anode metal
is violently excitec~ and X rays are produced. These high-frequency

Fig. 1-14. Heat and light
exhibit a dual nature, mani•
festing both corpuscular and
wove behavior.

waves display a particle-like property when they encounter orbital
electrons of gas atoms, for the reaction is in the nature of an
impact wherein electrons are ejected from the gas atoms, producing
ionization.
We have considered sufficient phenomena to appreciate the
interplay and overlap between so-called particles and waves. Having
decided for the sake of simplicity to deal with atoms as particle
systems, it will facilitate our discussions of energy interactions
with atoms if we emphasize the particle-like properties of radiant
energy. For this purpose, we think of radiant energy as transmitted in discrete packages called />lwtons. In this way we will be
dealing essentially with a particle-to-particle impact phenomenon
which lends itself to nonmathematical visualization more readily
than analysis based on wave-to-wave or wave-to-particle reactions
(see Fig. 1-14).
Large Aggregates of Matter. A gas consists of tremendous
numbers of atoms, atomic pairs, or molecules existing more or less
independently. Liquids and solids require closer associations
between such entities.
Let us investigate some aspects of the structure of sodium
chloride crystals. Such crystals are gross chunks of matter which
owe their existence to a repetitive pattern of ionic arrangement.
This pattern or orientation of ions is called the ,rystal lattice.
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-THE CUBIC+LAT~+

(±) = SODIUM

0

ION

= CHLORINE ION
BUILDUP OF GROSS SUBSTANCE
FROM REPETITIVE NETWORK
OF CUBIC LATTICES
Fig. 1-15.

Crystalline structure of sodium chloride.

For sodium chloride the crystal lattice is a symmetrical cube. Since
the crystal is constructed of such ionic cubes, each sodium ion is
surrounded by six chlorine ions; likewise, each chlorine ion is
surrounded by six sodium ions. In this type of matter buildup,
it is more meaningful to consider the crystal lattice rather than
the molecule as the basic building block (see Fig. 1-15).
Germanium and silicon crystals are used in preparing the
material from which transistors are made. In pure form, such
crystals consist of like atoms arranged in repetitive patterns of
the cubic lattice and maintained by covalent binding force. Crystal
lattices of various substances may be constructed from ions, atoms,
or molecules and may involve a single element, or elements, in
chemical union. The essential ingredient always involves a repetitive arrangement of systematically oriented particles. Most
solid substances are at least capable of assuming crystalline structure. When crystalline structure is lacking, the substance is said
to be amorphous. In such a case, the structure is generally a haphazard one of cohering molecules. Molecules as well as all other
matter particles or aggregates have an affinity for one another.
This force is in the nature of a gravitational field and is relatively
weak compared to the electrical forces within the atom. In a gas,
the molecular forces are negligible in comparison with the inftuence of thermal energy which sets the individual gas molecules
in violent motion. If the gas molecules are brought together by
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pressure and if heat is removed by cooling, the molecular forces
of attraction do assert themselves, and the gas is converted into
the liquid state. Additional cooling further removes the disturbing
effect of thermal energy with the result that the substance attains
its solid state.

2. electrical conduction

THE ESSENTIAL MECHANISM OF CONDUCTION
Our investigation of basic physical and chemical principles
underlying atomic behavior now leads us into discussion of electrical conduction, perhaps the most important atomic phenomenon
involved in transistor action. We have already touched upon some
aspects of electrical conduction, having found that the electric
current is produced by moving charge carriers. Let us pursue
further the study of electrical conduction in several substances.
First we shall account for the most common type of conduction
in electrical practice, the flow of current through metallic wires
or objects; then we shall concern ourselves with liquids and gases.

CURRENT FLOW

In Metals. A metal such as copper is an elemental substance,
being composed of copper atoms. The formation of the gross substance, copper, involves relatively tight packing of these atoms.
The atoms are thought to be so close together that the outer
electronic orbits overlap. Such electrons are not uniquely bound
to any one particular atom; rather these electrons exist in the
material somewhat as a "fog" surrounding the atoms. Consequently,
these electrons are quite free to move from atom to atom. At
ordinary temperatures, these electrons are imparted random motions by the action of thermal energy. This erratic displacement
19
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of free electrons produces pulses of electric current which may be
audibly or visibly detected with the aid of a high-gain amplifier.
This so-called "noise" actually embraces a very wide frequency
spectrum.
If we subject the free electrons to the pressure of an electric
field by connecting a battery to the wire, an orderly procession
of electrons is superimposed upon the thermally induced random
motion. Electrons are then supplied by the negative pole of the
battery and "collected" at the opposite pole. Within the wire,
electrons are impelled to move from one atom to another. Other
than thermally induced vibration, the bulk of the atom is not free
to move. It must not be thought that any particular electron
injected into the negative end of the wire makes a speedy transition to the positive end. Rather, what we speak of as a flow of
electrons is more precisely a relaying process wherein the impetus
received at the negative end of the wire is communicated with
great speed to an electron at the positive end of the wire. The
latter electron is ejected from the wire and collected at the positive
pole of the battery.
Thus, while it is true that electricity traverses such a conductor with a speed close to that of light, the motion of individual electrons from one end of the wire to the other is more
in the nature of a slow drift (see Fig. 2-1). The basic mechanism
involved may be demonstrated by arranging a row of marbles on
a table. An impact conveyed to an end marble is quickly transmitted to the marble at the opposite end which is "expelled" from
the row. The impacting "shooter" marble did not have to traverse
the length of the row in order to eject the marble at the opposite
end. Accompanying the ejection of the final marble was a "drift"
of all marbles in the same direction toward which the final marble
was ejected.
fo Liquids. We have, in the previous chapter, found that
electrical conduction in certain liquids is a consequence of the
ionization process which provides mobile charge carriers. Generally,
the current is made up of two components: one provided by the
positive ions, and one provided by the negative ions. The movement of positive ions toward the negative pole and the negative
ions toward the positive pole constitutes a migration of gross
matter, a phenomenon of which practical use is made in electroplating. As in the case of metallic conduction, the flow of charge
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carriers is very slow compared with the so-called speed of electricity,
for it is the propagation of the impetus from ion to ion which
manifests itself as the electric current. Liquids, such as alcohol,
oil, or a sugar solution do not contain free ions. Such liquids are
insulators since they have no mobile charges to conduct the
electric current.
In Gases. In gases the atoms lead existences relatively independent from one another, and each atomic nucleus exerts strong
binding forces on its orbital electrons. Therefore, a gas in its
normal state does not carry an electrical current.
A gas can, however, be forcibly ionized, whereupon mobile
charges are provided to support electrical conduction. One method
of producing ionization is simply to subject the gas to a strong
electric field. Under the pressure of the electric field, outer orbit
TYPICAL "FREC ELECTRONS
AVAILABLE FOR CONDUCTION

2+8+18+1=29

E

Fig. 2-1. Copper atoms are densely packed. The outer orbit electrons are free to
move from atom to atom because these orbits overlap one another.

electrons are tom from the atoms and attracted to the positive
pole of the voltage source. The atoms are in this manner converted to positive ions, which then move toward the negative pole.
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Thus an electric current consisting of two component movements of charge carriers exists in the gas. The electrons and positive
ions move in opposite directions, but their effects are additive
insofar as total electric current is concerned.
Gases, even those classified as inert, are susceptible to ionization by impinging thermal photons as well as photons produced by
higher-frequency radiant energy such as radio waves, light, and X
rays. When subjected to strong excitation from such energy sources,
outer-orbit electrons are dislodged from the binding force of gas
atoms. Such electrons may absorb sufficient energy from the
radiation to subsequently dislodge one or more additional electrons
from other atoms. The dislodged electrons as well as the resultant
positive ions may then be directed to polarized electrodes. The
voltage impressed across the electrodes may be considerably lower
than that required for ionization in the absence of excitation by
radiant energy.
We see that, no matter how produced, mobile charge carriers
are necessary for conduction. It is also apparent that, whereas
metals and ionized liquids (electrolytes) are ready to provide
electrical conduction, energy must be added to a gas before mobile
charge carriers are produced to carry current (see Fig. 2-2).

INSULATORS
Substances which normally do not provide mobile charge
carriers do not permit passage of the electric current. Such substances are known as insulators. In our study of transistor action
it will be important to appreciate that even insulators generally
become conductive when subjected to appropriate energy bombardment. For example, as we pointed out, gases are insulators prior
to penetration by photons, or to the influence of a strong electrical
field. Also, solid insulators suffer degradation from the application
of heat, and as the temperature approaches the melting point,
relatively good conduction generally occurs. The germanium and
silicon crystalline pellets used in transistors depend upon roomtemperature-induced thermal photons to help free atom-bound
electrons.
Our discussion of atomic structure was premised upon atoms
in their so-called ground state wherein each orbital ring was of
minimum allowable diameter. Such, indeed is the state of many
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types of atoms under normal conditions because energy interactions from thermal photons at room temperature are dwarfed
by the strong nuclear binding forces. However, atoms subjected
to intense excitation must somehow absorb the incipient energy.
The easiest way this can be done is by the orbital electrons
jumping into larger diameter orbits. It still holds true that orbit
expansion occurs in "jumps," only certain definite orbits being
available to the excited electrons. Of particular importance, when
INERT ATOMS 00 NOT CONTRIBUTE TO CONDUCTION
UNLESS PARTICLE OR FIELD IS ENERGETIC
ENOUGH TO DISLODGE AN OUTER ORBIT ELECTRON
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the outer orbital electrons are driven farther from the nucleus
in their planetcry excursions, the nucleus relinquishes a considerable amount of its binding force. Such electrons arc readily dislodged from their atomic associations by moderate electric fields.
Once freed, they are available as mobile charge carriers for conduction of the electric current.
GERMANIUM

Conductive Properties. \Ve will discuss the conduction of
electricity within germanium specifically, but it should be understood that conduction phenomena are essentially the same in
silicon. Later, we shall explore some of the properties of ger-
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manium and silicon which account for differences in characteristics
in transistors made of the two substances.
The germanium used in transistors consists of a small wafer
sliced from a large crystal. The germanium crystal is a repetitive
pattern of atoms arranged in symmetrical cubes. Such a building
block, or crystal lattice, is similar to that already described for
sodium chloride, except that the atoms of the lattice are all of
one kind. The force which constrains the atoms in their lattice
positions is derived from covalent bonds in which each germanium
atom shares its four outer-orbit electrons with four equally distant
neighbors. In this way, each atomic nucleus has effectively a
planetary arrangement of electrons with eight outer orbit electrons.
Such an arrangement satisfies the tendency of the germanium
atoms to emulate the nearest inert element, which in this case is
krypton. In this electron-sharing association, the balancing of
positive and negative charges within each atom is not disturbed.
Each atomic nucleus still retains its positive charge of 32 units
as in the case of an isolated germanium atom. Each atomic nucleus
balances 32 orbital electrons as would be the case in an isolated
germanium atom. Nevertheless, each germanium atom of the
crystalline substance shares four extra electrons from four neigh-
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hors, simultaneously sharing its own four outer-orbit electrons with
four neighbors (see Fig. 2-3).
We recall that the binding force in the sodium chloride crystal
was ionic, the crystal lattice being composed of ions. In contrast,
the binding force in the germanium crystal is of the covalent
variety, and the crystal lattice is composed of uncharged atoms.
Inasmuch as germanium appears to have no charge carriers, mobile or otherwise, we might expect thi~ substance to be an insulator.
However, the four outer-orbit electrons of the germanium atom
are rather loosely bound.
Impingent thermal energy due to room temperature is sufficient to dislodge some of the shared orbital electrons. Under such
circumstances, the presence of an electric field imparts a directional
drift to such electrons much as in an ordinary conductive metal.
\Ve see that the dislodged electrons are effectively free, mobile
charge carriers. At room temperature, however, relatively few electrons are torn loose from their covalent bonds within the crystal
lattice.
Consequently, germanium cannot be classified as a conductor
along with such metals as copper or aluminum, nor can germanium
be considered a good insulator. Accordingly, it is termed a semiconductor. Other semiconductors are crystalline carbon (diamond),
crystalline tin, and silicon.
At lower than room temperatures fewer orbital electrons are
freed for conduction from their covalent binding force, and a semiconductor behaves more like an insulator. At elevated temperatures,
many electrons are freed from their covalent bonds, and conduction becomes relatively good. This is only part of the story
however; interestingly enough, although no mobile ions exist at
any time, there is another charge carrier in semiconductors besides
freed electrons.
Conduction by Holes. The nature of the covalent bond in
germanium is such that an electron dislodged from its lattice leaves
behind an electrical "vacuum," or "hole," to which other covalent
electrons from other atoms are attracted. This being the case, an
electron from an adjoining atom jumps into this hole. In so doing,
this electron creates a similar hole in its lattice structure, which
in turn is likewise filled by yet another electron from another
atom. In this way there is a migration of holes toward the negative
electrode and a migration of electrodes toward the positive elec-
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trode (see Fig. 2-4). Electrons which escape holes are collected at
the positive electrode, whereas holes which escape electrons are
attracted to the negative electrode. The important point we are
making is that the holes are as instrumental in providing electrical
conduction as the electrons. It is helpful to think of the holes as
positive charges.
This prompts us to recall a somewhat analogous situation
in conducting liquids (electrolytes), wherein positive ions and
CURRENT= SUM OF ELECTRONS AND HOLES
COLLECTED AT ELECTRODES .

.-----I+

11111------f

+

3
Fig. 2-4. Conduction in on
intrinsic semiconductor such
as pure germanium.

negative ions moved in opposite directions, both contributing to
the net electric current. The total conduction in germanium is
similarly the sum of electron current and hole current. In pure
germanium, freed lattice electrons and the resultant holes are the
only charge carriers available for electrical conduction. The ions
produced when an atom loses an electron are constrained in their
crystal lattices. They therefore do not become mobile charge
carriers.
Pure germanium is frequently called intrinsic germanium, and
the attendent electric conduction is called intrinsic conduction.
Conduction is said to be due to generation of electron-hole pairs
by thermal energy (see Fig. 2-5).
Population Turnouer of Charge Carriers. Just as the formation of ions in an electrolyte is a dynamic process in which an
equilibrium exists between ion formation and ion recombination,
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the electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor likewise undergo constant generation and recombination. When an electron or hole
recombines, it is no longer available for conduction. The average
time during which these charge carriers are available for conduction is called their lifeti.me. The conductivity of a semiconductor is not only proportional to the number of electron-hole
pairs generated but also to their lifetimes.
The Effect of Certain Impurities in Germanium. We now
arrive at a very interesting phenomenon involving the conductivity
of semiconductors. Let us add a very small trace of an element
with five outer-orbit electrons, such as antimony, to our crystalline
germanium. \Ve will form such an alloy while both substances
are in their molten state, thereby permitting the antimony to
diffuse uniformly throughout the germanium. After slow cooling
the crystalline state of the germanium is attained. Let us see
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Fig. 2-5. At room temperature, a small force suffices to produce free electrons in
germanium.
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how the antimony fits into the atomic lattices of the resultant
material.
Antimony has five electrons in its outer orbit. Only four
are required to participate in the covalent lattice arrangement.
The fifth electron remains loosely bound to the antimony atom
but is not bound to any other atoms. This extra electron in the
lattice structure is more easily dislodged from its parent atom
by thermal photons than are those germanium and antimony electrons which participate in the covalent-lattice arrangement. Con•
duction in the "doped" germanium is greatly enhanced by the
lattice-free electrons provided by the antimony.
We note that now the major current carrier is the electron.
Although there is more opportunity for holes to recombine with
electrons than in intrinsic germanium, all of the holes cannot be
neutralized even by the excess of electrons. This is because electron•
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hole pairs are constantly being thermally generated. Even though
most of the current is now the result of majority electrons, a tiny
portion of the current is still contributed by the migration of
minority holes. Germanium doped by an impurity which donates
five electrons is known as n-type material because the majority
current carrier is a negative charge. We see that impurity atoms,
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such as antimony, with five outer-orbit electrons donate a conduction electron in addition to four crystal-lattice electrons. Such
impurity atoms are therefore known as donor atoms (see Fig. 2-6).
Enhancement of Hole Conduction. Another type of adulteration of intrinsic germanium is of equal importance in transistor
action. I£ the added impurity atoms have three outer orbital
electrons, the atomic lattice structure in some instances will be
"shy" a covalent electron. Such a lattice will then harbor a "hole,"
which acts as a positive charge. The same kind of hole migration
from atom to atom is caused by thermal energy as already described
for intrinsic germanium. However, the holes released by the
impurity require less energy for liberation from covalent bonds
than do the holes generated in pure germanium. The conductivity
of the germanium is greatly enhanced by the addition of such
impurity atoms (see Fig. 2-7). We note that the hole is now the
major current carrier.
Although greater opportunity for recombination of electrons
exists than in intrinsic germanium, all of the conduction electrons
are not neutralized by the excess of holes. This is because electronhole pairs are constantly being thermally generated. Even though
most of the current is now the result of holes, a tiny portion of
the current is still contributed by the migration of electrons.
Germanium doped by an impurity which supplies three electrons
is known as p-type material because the majority current carrier
is effectively a positive charge. We see that impurity atoms with
three outer-orbit electrons accept electrons from the crystalline
environment in order to complete the covalent bond. Such
impurity atoms are therefore known as acceptor atoms. Indium
and aluminum are examples of elements which can provide
acceptor atoms (sec Fig. 2-8).

THE P-N JUNCTION
It is now appropriate that we investigate the important
characteristics of the p-n junction. As the name implies, we are
dealing with phenomena occurring at the meeting zone of oppositely doped semiconductor material.
Let us visualize a bar of crystalline germanium in which half
the length is of the p type, and half is of the n type material. If
the positive lead from a battery is connected to the p electrode,
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Fig. 2-7. Majority current
carriers in "doped" sendconductor wafer. Conductivity in both devices is greatly
enhanced over that of in•
trinsic conduction.

"N" MATERIAL

making contact with the p material, and the negative lead is
connected through an ammeter to an electrode contacting the n
material, heavy conduction will be found to exist. Conversely, if
we reverse polarity, very little current flow can be detected.
Although the mere knowledge of this fact suffices to enable
us to employ the p-n-junction diode as a rectifier, we have arrived
at a point in our discussion where it is very important that we
understand causes as well as effects; otherwise transistor theory
cannot be evolved. After we have acquainted ourselves with the
mechanism of rectification in the p-n-junction diode, it is comparatively easy to extend these concepts to embrace transistor
action.
The Nature of Juncticms. Inasmuch as a p-n junction is essentially a reservoir of opposite charges paired off side by side, we
might expect that such a condition could only be of transitory

Fig. 2-8. "Holes" or loosely
bound positive charges ore
contributed by acceptor
atoms with three outer-orbit
electrons.
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nature. for it would appear that opposite charges must rush
together. terminating their lifetime by recombination. Even if
this did not happen, we might suppose that the p-n diode would
behave as a charged capacitor (or an electromotive cell) which
would provide a current through an external load connected to
the electrodes of the diode. By investigating the reasons no such
current is actually available, we can gain considerable insight into
mechanisms basic to transistor action.
The Depletion Layer. Although the transition from the p
to then region may be relatively abrupt, there is always a narrow
region separating the two "doped" regions. This separation zone
is known as the depletion layer. The depletion layer has the con-

Fig. 2-9.

A p-n junction di-

ode: (A) generol representa-

tion; (B) its basic operation.

(a)

(b)

duction properties of intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor material.
A simple way to account for this is to postulate that in the exact
middle of the p-n diode equal numbers of oppositely charged
impurity atoms exist, thereby producing net cancellation of such
charges (see Fig. 2-9).
A better approach involves a dynamic rather than a static
concept of charge behavior. Imagine that the p-n junction has just
been formed. There is indeed a tendency for the electrons and
holes provided by the impurity atoms to diffuse across the junction
and terminate their existence by recombination. This begins, but
not without a secondary effect. The impurity atoms which provide
these migratory electrons and holes are left in an ionized state,
bearing the opposite charge from the departed carrier. However,
the atoms of the impurity substances in the p and n regions are
not mobile. Rather, like the germanium atoms, they are constrained in their positions in the crystal lattice. These impurity
ions form parallel rows or "plates" of opposite charges facing
each other across the depletion layer.
If a majority carrier attempts to cross the depletion layer, it
will suffer one of two fates. Either it will be captured by an
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impurity ion of opposite sign, that is, the row of impurity ions
guarding its own region, or it will get through to the depletion
layer wherein it will be repelled by the opposite row of impurity
ions. In the second instance it has a small lifetime which abruptly
ends by recombination with a majority carrier of opposite sign
HOLES IN CRYSTAL
LATTICE GIVE RISE
TO POSITIVE MAJORITY

EXTRA ELECTRON IN
CRYSTAL LATTICE GIVE
ISE TO NEGATIVE
MAJORITY CARRIERS
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Formation and maintenance of depletion layer is dependent upon immo•
bility of impurity ions and continuous charge replenishment by thermally generated
minority carriers: (A) two regions with acceptor and donor impurity atoms; (8)
initial tendency of two charge regions is to move towards one another; (C) minus
signs indicate fixed negative charges produced by loss of hole from crystal lattice,
and plus signs indicate fixed positive charges produced by loss of extra electron
in crystal lattice; (D) The formation of the depletion layer is a dynamic: process in
whic:h charge replenishment is constantly being made by thermally generated
minority carriers.

Fig. 2-10.

which has similarly entered the depletion layer from the oppositely
doped region of the diode.
All this time, the facing rows of oppositely charged ions are
themselves recombining and reforming. The whole process is one
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of turbulancc and chaos as far as indh·idual charge carriers are
concerned, but has an aggregate semblcnce of order in relation
to the net effect of all participating carriers. The over-all result is
the establishment and maintenance of the depletion layer and the
prevention of mass annihilation of mobile charges. Instead, a
limited rate of majority-carrier recombination prevails in the
depletion layer; more correctly, the depletion layer exists by virtue
of this limited recombination. Meanwhile, in the body of both
doped regions charge replenishment of ionized impurity atoms
is constantly provided by thermally generated minority carriers
(see Fig. 2-10).
Equilibrium of Voltage Sources. Inspection of Fig. 2-ll will
now show why no external voltage or current is detectable at the
diode terminals. The equivalent circuit representing the three
charge regions of a p-n diode consists of three like-voltage batteries connected in series and polarized so that no voltage or current is available at the "terminals." In the equivalent circuit we
note that an "internal" voltage does exist.
CONDUCTION IN P-N JUNCTION DIODE

Forward Conduction. Let us now connect a battery and ammeter to the p-n diode, polarization being in the so-called forward
direction with the p region positive relative to the n region (see
Fig. 2-12B). The majority carriers in both regions are repulsed
from the respective electrodes and driven toward the depletion
layer. Due to the energy acquired from the electric field, such
carriers cross over into oppositely doped regions and are collected
at the electrodes there. Some recombination occurs in the depletion layer; but many of the charge carriers, because they now have
energetic and directed motions, pass one another, continuing their
journeys until arrival in opposite conductivity regions. Such arrival
manifests itself as current flow in the external circuit, much as
plate current in a vacuum tube results from electrons arriving at
the positively charged plate.
Relative Doping. It is not at all necessary, nor even desirable
that the doping in the two impurity regions of a p-n diode be
uniform. It is possible to have conduction achieved preponderantly
by one carrier, either electrons or holes. For example, a p-n-diode
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rectifier may be made with relatively heavy impurity concentration in the p region as compared to the n region. In such a case,
forward conduction is primarily achieved by holes because of their
availability. Different semiconductor devices and different applications have their unique requirements for relative concentration
in the two impurity regions.
Reverse Conduction. Next, we reverse the polarity of the
battery connections, thereby polarizing the p region negative with
respect to the n region (see Fig. 2-12C). Mobile majority charges
in the p and n regions now are attracted to opposite charges appearing at their respective electrodes. Thus, electrons in the n region
recede from the junction and move closer to the electrode contacting the n region. The mutual action of the charges in the
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oppositely doped regions effectively widens the depletion layer,
thereby decreasing the effective capacitance of the junctions. If
we raise the voltage, the widening_ of the depletion layer is increased (sec Fig. 1-12D). In this way, a junction diode behaves as
a voltage-controlled variable capacitor in which the "plates" of
the capacitor are made up of the oppositely charged impurity
ions facing the depletion layer. The "dielectric" of this capacitor
behaves as intrinsic germanium because of the near-absence of
majority carriers.
We note that current cannot flow by transport of majority
carriers because the electric field tends to pull them away from the
depletion layer. A tiny current does flow due to thermally generated
electron-hole pairs within the depletion layer. This is essentially
the current which would flow in pure germanium. Thus the
dielectric is a somewhat leaky one because germanium is a semiconductor not an insulator.
EFFECT OF REVERSE VoLTAGE ON CURRENT. The small reverse
current in junction diodes is nearly independent of applied voltage
over a wide voltage range (see Fig. 2-13). Let us see why this is so.
We know that in a vacuum-tube diode, the electrons are accelerated more as the plate-cathode voltage is raised. This results
in a greater number of electrons to reach the plate in a given
time, which is tantamount to higher plate current. In contrast to
this situation, the charge carriers in the depletion layer of a p-n
junction polarized for reverse conduction reach their respective
electrodes at constant rates. It is true that the electric field tends
to accelerate the charges as in a vacuum diode. However, when
the electrons and holes are forced to move faster, the increased
number and violence of collisions and reflections from lattice
atoms offset the initial increase in speed of carrier movement. The
net rate of arrival of carriers at their respective electrodes therefore remains approximately constant despite the initial accelerating
force of the electric field.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON REVERSE CURRENT. Although reverse current in the p-n diode is not greatly affected by wide
variation in the applied voltage, this current increases extremely
rapidly with temperature. At first consideration, this may not
appear consistent with the situation described with respect to
voltage variation. It might be argued that, to a first approximation,
the over-all effect should be about the same whether the carriers
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are under impulsion of an electric field or are being provoked
by thermal photons. In either case, when their motion becomes
more violent, net increased speed of movement towards the electrodes is counteracted by increased, and more violent, encounters
with atomic forces.
It might further be anticipated that the increased vibration
of atoms within their lattices would impart even more violent
deflection to passing carriers and further impede their general
drift toward their respective electrodes. This would constitute a
factor operating in beha1f of a current decrease with respect to
15
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Fig. 2-13.
The reverse
current in a p-n junction
diode is substantially constant over a wide range
of applied voltage.

increased temperature. Although such arguments are valid in
themselves, they are completely overwhelmed by another consideration: to wit, the tremendous increase in the number of electronhole pairs resulting from small increases in temperature.
Thus, the sheer availability of charge carriers is much more
significant in the over-all picture than the additional road blocks
created to impede their drift toward their respective electrodes.
Reversion to Intrinsic Conduction at High Temperatures. If
the temperature of a semiconductor junction diode exceeds room
temperature by too many degrees, the reverse current can become
as great as, or greater than the forward current, for given voltage
values. At high temperatures conduction in both the reverse and
forward direction is primarily due to thermally generated carriers
in the parent material. In such a case, the impurity atoms arc
not of any great consequence, and conduction is nearly the same
for both polarities of applied voltage. Rectifying action is thereby
lost as the material assumes the characteristics of its intrinsic state.
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Effect of Temperature on Rectification. At depressed temperatures, the reverse current becomes very low because of the
diminished availability of thermally generated carriers. This can
have both desirable and undesirable effects in semiconductor
devices. In diode rectifiers low reverse conduction is generally
advantageous. However, it is also true that forward conduction
suffers at low temperatures. Rectification efficiency is governed by
the ratio of forward-to-reverse conduction. This implies that rectification efficiency drops off at both low and elevated temperatures.
In a transistor, operation at very low temperatures may cease
in a manner roughly analogous to a vacuum tube deprived of
thermionically produced electrons, as might happen by reduction
of filament current. We see that p-n-junction rectifiers must operate
within an appropriate temperature range, and we can anticipate
this to likewise be the case with transistors which embody p-n
diodes in their structure.
Excessive Reverse Voltage. Although the current in a reversebiased p-n junction remains at a low saturation value over a wide
range of applied voltage, a sufficiently high reverse voltage projects
the operation of the diode into an entirely different region. When
a certain value of voltage is reached, the current abruptly undergoes a tremendous increase.
We are reminded here of the phenomenon of ionization in
a gaseous diode. The sudden breakdown is nondestructive as long
as a series-limiting resistor is incorporated to restrict the maximum
allowable current. The voltage at which breakdown occurs is governed by temperature, by the impurity concentrations in the doped
30---~--~-------.
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regions, and by geometrical factors in the structure of the diode.
Breakdown potential from several to 100 volts is readily attainable.
When operated at breakdown voltage, the reverse-biased p-n
diode performs the useful function of voltage regulation in a
circuit similar to that used with gaseous regulators (see Fig. 2-14).
An advantage, in addition to selection of a wide breakdown range,
is that the firing and operating voltage of the reverse-biased diode
is substantially the same.
Voltage-Breakdown Phenomena. Two different breakdown
mechanisms are postulated. One theory accounts for the sudden
increase in current in terms of an avalanche phenomenon similar
to the Townsend effect in electrified gas.
AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN. According to this theory the thermally generated charge carriers in the depletion layer obtain sufficient energy from the accelerating force of the electric field to
dislodge other carriers from their covalent bonds. A cumulative
production of carriers is thereby produced, for each available
carrier impacts one or more lattice-bound charge with sufficient
force to overcome the covalent bond. Such impacted charges not
only become current carriers but participate in the avalanche process by impacting other lattice-bound charges. A tremendous number of carriers are created, and conduction becomes exceedingly
high (see Fig. 2-15).
ZENER BREAKDOWN. A second theory, that formulated by
Zener, accounts for the current increase by assuming that the force

THERMALLY GENERATED ELECTRON-HOLE PAIR
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Fig. 2-15. Avalanche breakdown in p-n junction. Impact
process is cumulative.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION
Fig. 2-16. Zener breakdown
in p-n jundion. Electrons are
torn out of their covalent
bonds by the force of the
electric field.
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of the electric field actually tears loose a large number of charges
from their covalent bonds in the atomic structure of the crystal
lattice (see Fig. 2-16). The difference between the two theories is
a somewhat subtle one insofar as practical results are concerned.
The Zener effect predominates at low voltages, below approximately 5½ volts in silicon. In germanium, it appears that avalanche
breakdown occurs first. Therefore, except under special conditions,
Zener breakdown is not encountered in germanium.
So-called Zener diodes are silicon junction diodes which exhibit Zener breakdown below 5½ volts and avalanche breakdown
for higher voltage. There is a natural temptation to harness the
carrier multiplication due to either of these breakdown mechanisms
as a current-amplifying process in transistors. In a subsequent
chapter we will encounter a transistor specially designed to utilize
breakdown phenomena.

3. transistor action

We have discussed basic principles of conduction in semiconductors. By means of a unique application of these principles
it is possible to create the semiconductor amplifier known as a
junction transistor. The junction transistor is both physically and
conceptually an extention of the p-n-junction diode. Whereas the
p-n-junction diode comprises two oppositely doped regions separated by a junction or depletion layer, the junction transistor
contains three alternately doped regions separated by two depletion layers. In place of the p-n diode, we have the p-n-p or n-p-n
structures. It will be shown that the operating principles of the
two structures are essentially similar. The n-p-n structure derives
its characteristics primarily from the effects of electron conduction.
The converse is true with respect to the p-n-p structure, which
depends primarily upon the effects of hole conduction.
From the standpoint of external circuits, the n-p-n transistor
is somewhat more analogous to vacuum-tube circuits due to similar
polarization of B battery connections. Consequently the n-p-n
transistor will receive favored treatment in subsequent analysis
except where it is directly expedient to discuss its counterpart,
the p-n-p transistor.
VACUUM-TUBE ANALOGY

The Positive-Grid Vacuum Tube. A vacuum tube with its
grid operated slightly positive with respect to its cathode provides
us with an analogous structure for discussion of transistor action.
40
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(The basic amplifying action of vacuum tubes is generally not
degraded by such operation;• furthermore some tubes, such as
those making use of a "space-charge" grid, actually do operate
with positive grids.) The cathode and the positive grid of a tube
constitute a rudimentary electron gun. Such an electron gun projects electrons in the direction of the collector electrode, or plate.
By a slight modification of the p-n diode structure, we can create
a semiconductor "gun" which also projects charge carriers into
the vicinity of a collector electrode. Such a semiconductor gun
is depicted in two forms in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2. The "gun" of Fig.

Fig. 3• l , The semiconductor
"electron gun" and its vacuum-tube counterpart.

3-1 projects electrons into an n-p-n transistor, whereas the gun
in Fig. 3-2 projects holes into a p-n-p transistor. The semiconductor
guns differ from the p-n diode in two essential respects. First,
one electrode contacts the side rather than the end of the structure;
secondly, one doped region is very narrow. Let us consider the
result of biasing the n-p gun in the forward direction.
Charge Injection. As with other junction diodes, forward conduction narrows the depletion layer and injects majority carriers
from one eloped region to the other, wherein the opposite charges
assume minority current-carrying status. Assume in this case that
the eloping of the n region is much heavier than the doping in
the p region. This causes the predominant portion of charge movement to consist of electron injection from the n to the p region.
We should keep in mind that the forward-bias voltage applied
to the emitter-bias diode effectively lowers the "built-in" internal
voltage which exists across the depletion layer. This permits the
flow of electrons, or, as we say, their "injection," from the emitter
region to the base region.
It is of paramount importance to appreciate that the electric
field gradient wthin the base region itself is very small. Once the
electrons have been injected into the base, they no longer are
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subjected to an appreciable electric field. Instead, their subsequent
movement is derived from the effects of thermal agitation. Due
to the fact that like chargei. repel, there is a tendency for the
electrons to continually seek regions of the base material in which
the electron population is less than in their present region. This
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(±)- TO COLLECTOR
ELECTRODE
Fig. 3-2.

The "hole" gun.

gives rise to the so-called concentration gradient and serves to
guide the net movement of electrons across the thin base region.
We see that, due to the concentration gradient, the electrons
have a directed transverse movement superimposed upon their
random motions. Because the p region is very thin, the injected
electrons arrive at the far-end region of the p material rather than
at the side-contacting electrode. Such electrons are then susceptible
to the attractive force of a collector electrode.
The analogous situation in the vacuum-tube gun involves the
electrons emerging through the apertures of the positive grid.
These electrons, too, are susceptible to the polarizing field of a
collector electrode (plate). Inasmuch as parallel mechanisms serve
to enhance the value of analogy, it behooves us to note that the
process of carrier diffusion is involved in both semiconductor conduction and thermionic emission (see Fig. 3-3). In the latter
case, electrons are impelled by thermal agitation to diffuse from
the interior to the emitting surface of the cathode. In our semiconductor gun, while the majority carrier is in the 'emitter" region,
it is similarly impacted in random directions by the thermally
induced atomic vibrations. In a very real sense, we produce a kind
of a "thermionic" emission here too.
Action Within the Transistor Structure. The semiconductor
electron and hole "guns" are not capable of operation actually
detached from the remainder of the transistor. However, they
do operate within the complete transistor structure as described.
A second diode section, formed by the base and collector, provides
the medium and means for collecting the charges injected by the
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Analogous mechanisms can be inferred from tube and semiconductor
"electron gun."

"gun." The first diode, formed by emitter and base regions, is
forward-biased. The second diode section, formed by base and collector regions is reverse-biased.
We see that the structure suggests two back-to-back diodes,
one forward-biased, the other reverse-biased (see Fig; 3-4). A significant feature possessed by the transistor is, however, lacking
in such an arrangement of physically separate diodes. We note that
once majority carriers are emitted from the emitter region, they
become minority carriers in the base and collector regions. This
is true in the base region by virtue of reversal of the doping and
remains true in the collector region for a different reason, i.e.,
the application of reverse bias (see Figs. 3-5 and 3-6).
Power Amplification in the Transistor. In the transistor, as
in the circuit comprising physically separate diodes, the reversebiased diode conducts very feebly. The small conduction which
exists is due to thermally generated carriers in the depletion layer.
In the separate-diode arrangement, this condition is not affected
by conduction phenomena in the independent forward-biased diode. In the transistor, however, a different situation prevails, for
here the forward-biased diode constitutes our previously discussed
charge gun. ·when the forward-biased diode is carrying current,
the majority carriers responsible for this current are injected into
the depletion layer of the reverse-biased diode, becoming therein
FORWARD

Fig. 3-4. Equivalent diode
circuits which depict biasing
polarities of transistors: (A)
circuit illustrating biases in
n•p•n transistor; (B) circuit illustrating bias in p•n•p transistor.
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Fig. 3-5. Complete transistor
structure with a possible
biasing arrangement. Basic
transistor action is demonstrated by this circuit. Collector current flows when
switch S, is closed, but falls
to very low value when S1
is open.

a rich source of minority carriers. As a result, very nearly the same
current flows in the collector circuit as in the emitter circuit.
Here at once we have the derivation of the name transistor and
the secret of the device's ability to provide power amplification.
We see that a current flow in the relatively low-resistance emitterbase diode causes, by charge injection, almost the same current
to flow in the relatively high-resistance base-collector diode. A
given current evolved in a high-resistance source furnishes more
power than the same current associated with a low resistance. This
is simply a manifestation of the relationship derived from the
Ohm's law, namely P = J2R.
Emitter-Base Doping. In order to achieve good· transistor action, the emitter-base diode must be doped in such a way as to
enhance injection of the charge which behaves as a minority carrier
in the reverse-biased base-collector diode. Thus, in the n-p-n
transistor we are interested in injecting electrons into the basecollector diode. However, the forward-conductive component of
current in the emitter-base diode which is due to passage of holes
from base to emitter does not serve this purpose. This part of the
BASE REGION
DEPLETION LAYER
DEPLETION LAYER
EMITTER REGION \
/ COLLECTOR REGION

I

~-1\H-- ~

Fig. 3-6.
An alternative
method for biasing the transistor.
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forward current degrades the power-amplifying ability of the
transistor because an accompanying increase in reverse current is
not thereby produced in the base-collector diode. Consequently,
it is desirable to dope the emitter region, the source of injected
electrons in the n-p-n structure, much more heavily than the base
region. This ensures forward current conduction primarily by
electron flow. (The opposite inequality in relative doping of
emitter-base regions prevails in the p-n-p transistor, for in this
case we wish to inject holes into the reverse-biased base-collector
diode.)
Collector Action in the Transistor and the Vacuum Tube.
Vacuum-tube action depends upon controlled injection of current carriers into a space-charge region produced by a polarized
collector electrode. The space-charge region ahead of the plate
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Fig. 3-7. Amplification in a transistor is in many ways analogous to amplification
in a vacuum tube. Although generally not required and often undesirable, a small
positive bias is shown applied to the grid of the vacuum tube in order to reinforce
the analogy.

receives injected carriers (electrons) from the grid apertures. The
grid can control the electron injection with negligible power consumption compared to the power represented by plate current.
This accounts for the tube's ability to provide power amplification.
An analogous situation exists in a transistor (see Fig. 3-7).
The complete transistor structure consists of a sandwich of alternately doped semiconductor regions. The doped regions are
separated by junctions or depletion layers. Assuming we are deal-
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ing with an n-p-n transistor, we identify the first n region as the
emitter, the p region as the base, and the second n region as the
collector. The second depletion layer is analogous to the space
between grid and plate of a vacuum tube. The collector region
collects injected changes as does the plate of a tube. The base
region is capable of controlling the injected changes in a way
suggestive of the grid of the vacuum tube (see also Table 3-1).

TABLE 3-1: AMPLIFICATION ANALOGY OF FIG. 3-7
Tramistor region

I.
2.
3.
4.
3.

Emitter region
Depiction layer
Base region
Depletion layer
Collector region

Fur,r!i<m or f>roperty

Charges originate
Electric field region
Control region
Electric field region
Charges collected here

T'acuum-tube region

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Emitter or cathode
Emitter-grid region
Grid
Plate-grid region
Collector or plate

The signal power required by the base to accomplish such control
is a small fraction of the controlled power available in the external
collector circuit. This basic requisite of power amplification is
brought about by the unequal doping of emitter-base regions and
by the high resistivity of the reverse-biased base-collector diode
compared to the resistivity of the emitter-base diode.
Collector Voltage vs. Collector Current. Considerable insight
into transistor action may be attained through inspection of the
relationship between collector voltage and collector current. In
the graph of Fig. 3-8 we observe several interesting characteristics.
First, it is quite obvious that collector current is substantially
independent of collector voltage relationship much as in a pentode
vacuum tube (see Fig. 3-9). In both devices, the output circuit
behaves as a constant-current generator. In the transistor, the
collector voltage exerts virtually no attractive force on carriers
originating in the emitter region. These carriers diffuse across the
thin base region and experience attractive force only after entering
the depletion layer of the collector region. No matter what voltage
is applied to the collector, the rate at which minority carrier collection takes place is primarily governed by current flow in the
emitter-base region, the charge gun of the transistor.
Similarly, in a pentode tube, the electric field established by
plate potential does not exert attractive force on electrons behind
the "muzzle" of the electron gun, that is, the positive polarized
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screen-grid. The electrons emerging from the apertures of the
screen-grid comprise the only current available to the plate. The
rate of flow of these electrons is governed by the voltage existing
between screen-grid and cathode.
Residual Collector Current with no Carrier Injection. We
note that with zero emitter current, there is a residual collector
current. Under this condition, the base-collector diode displays
the characteristics of a simple reverse-biased junction diode. The
small current is due to minority carriers which are thermally
generated in the depletion region between base and collector. Here,
likewise, the current is not governed by applied collector-to-base
voltage, but rather by the mechanism which makes minority
carriers available. In this case the carriers are thermally generated.
Therefore the residual collector current Ico is at the mercy of
ambient temperature. This current known as the collector saturation current, or collector cutoff current, cannot be eliminated by
reversing the polarity of the bias applied to the input diode, that
is, to the emitter-base diode.
Negligible "Wasted" Collector Voltage. One of the impressive
aspects of the collector-current vs. collector-voltage relationship is
the existence of full collector current at extremely low collector
voltage. This is a desirable characteristic, for it provides realization of almost the full 50% efficiency theoretically obtainable from
class-A amplifiers. The physical mechanism responsible for this
unique performance again involves the fact that carrier injection
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into the collector region is governed by the number of carriers
diffusing through the thin base region, not by any attractive force
established by collector voltage. The voltage applied to the collector may be considered to perform an external-circuit function;
i.e., it permits selection of an operating point and load line so
that the amplifier signal can undergo its peak-to-peak voltage
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Fig. 3.9. Plate current vs.
plate voltage for a typical
small pentode tube. Note
similarity with fig. 3-8.
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excursions. We also note that the curves are about equally spaced
with respect to equal increments of emitter current. From this we
deduce that amplification by transistor action is a current-actuated
phenomenon wherein output current is proportionate to input
current. This is in contrast to ordinary vacuum-tube operation in
which a varying voltage applied to the control element causes
variations in output current. However, even current-controlled
amplification has its counterpart in some types of tube operation.
For example, in class-B amplifiers the grid is driven into its currentconsuming region. Under this condition the tube may be said to
be current-controlled, resembling in this respect transistor action.
Electrode Currents in the Biased Transistor. When the transistor is polarized by its biasing batteries, the apparently paradoxical situation depicted in Fig. 3-10 exists. The emitter-base
diode supports entirely different currents in its two leads. Such
a situation obviously cannot exist with a simple p-n junction
diode. However, in the complete transistor, this phenomenon is
the consequence of the circuit connections. The large current
measured in the emitter lead is the result of current circulating
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in two circuits, not merely the circuit directly responsible for
forcing forward current through the emitter-base diode. The
vacuum tube operated with positive grid gives us a good analogy
of the situation. The current in the "emitter" lead of both the
transistor and the vacuum tube is the sum of input and output
currents. We see that opening the switch S10 in both transistor and
tube circuits leaves only the input "diode" baised in both instances. Under such conditions we would obtain equal currents in
the input diode leads. That is, in the transistor, 100 µ.a would
be indicated by base and emitter ammeters; in the tube arrangement, 100 µ.a would be indicated by grid and cathode ammeters.
Alpha, the Current Gain Factor. We have found that the basic
cause of power amplification in the transistor is the transference
of current carriers from a low-resistance to a high-resistance region.
The transferred current originates in the emitter region as majority
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Fig. 3-10. Transistor amplifier and an analogous tube arrangement for demonstrating current in control circuit. In both circuits the current in the connection to
the control element circulates in the input circuit and is lost to the collecting
element. The situation for a p-n-p transistor would be the same as that shown for
an n•p•n structure except for reversal of battery polarities and interchange in
roles of electrons and holes.

carriers. As a result of forward-conduction bias applied to the
emitter-base diode, these carriers cross the depletion layer and
enter the narrow-base region. Here, due to impurity doping of
opposite sign to the emitter region, the injected carriers assume
the status of minority carriers. Their movement in the base region
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is largely random, the impetus being derived primarily from
thermal energy. Unfortunately, not all of the carriers injected from
emitter to base ultimately enter the electric field in the depletion
layer between the two regions of the reverse-biased base-collector
diode. Some of these charge-carriers suffer recombination in the
base region (see Fig. 3-ll). The random motions of some result
in return to the emitter region.
Yet another loss in injection efficiency is due to emission of
opposite-sign charges from base to emitter. For example, in the
n-p-n transistor it 1s desired that electrons, as carriers of the forN
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Fig. 3-11. The effect of recombination at various regions within the transistor:
(A) and (8) .Recombination in emitter and base regions effectively result in loss of
carrier insofar as concerns collector current. Situation depicted in (8) produces
undesired base current. (C) and (D) Recombination of injected carrier in collector
region or at collector electrode establishes collector current. Note: Recombination
in depletion layers would also prevent completion of injection process. Only lco
would flow in the collector circuit.

ward-conduction current, be driven from the emitter to the base
region. However, there is a second component of forward conduction which yields no profit insofar as contributing towards a
"space" current effectively flowing from emitter to collector. It
is the movement of holes from base to emitter which constitutes
this loss. ·we recall that in an n-p junction, a small portion of
forward conduction current is due to the flow of minority carriers
in the opposite direction to the main movement of majority car-
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riers. The two effects are additive insofar as concerns current flow
in the external circuit. In the transistor, we designate a figure of
merit a (alpha), which is simply the ratio of input to output current measured in the common-base circuit.
collector current
I!!

a=

emitter current

=11

If none of the aforementioned injection losses existed, the
value of a would be 1. Because not all injected carriers reach the
collector and because of reverse injection of minority carriers, a.'s
between 0.90 and 0.99 are typically found in actual junction
transistors. We note that the transference of current from a low•
to a high-resistance region makes possible power gain notwithstanding current gains less than unity. Furthermore, we will later
find that current gains greatly in excess of unity are attained
through use of circuit configurations other than the grounded base.
a is unique to transistors; no counterpart is found in com•
monly used vacuum-tube gain parameters such as µ. or gm. We
can, however gain further insight into the nature of a. by devising
a special tube arrangement to which an analogous a. may be
assigned to describe a similar figure of merit as that prevailing in
transistors. In Fig. 3-12 the emitted carriers (electrons) do not all
reach the plate. Some are intercepted at the grid wires. Such intercepted electrons produce grid current and are analogous to the
electrons which suffer recombination in the base region of the
n-p-n transistor. If the tube is slightly gassy, a positive ion flow
from grid to cathode adds to the grid current but does not add
to plate current. This flow of positive ions from grid to cathode
suggests the base-to-emitter flow of holes in the n-p-n transistor.
Thus, cathode current exceeds plate current, and a. expresses the
ratio of "collected" to "injected" current.
plate current
12

a=----------=
cathode current

Improving Carrier Injection in Tube and Transistor. In the
tube, current interception by the positive grid can be reduced
by employing a grid structure made of fine wire and wound with
relatively large spaces between adjacent wires. In the ransistor,
a similar objective is achieved by doping the base region less
heavily than the emitter region. The relatively sparsely doped
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base then offers fewer recombination opportunities to the injected
charges. It furthermore injects fewer minority charges into the
emitter region.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TUBE AND TRANSISTOR
Nonanalogous Mechanisms. In establishing an analogy between tube and transistor operation, we must be fair with ourselves and bring to light basic differences as well as parallel
mechanisms (see Fig. 3-13). An important case in point involves
the driving force which causes charge carriers to traverse the
charge gun of the two devices. For the transistor, we concern
ourselves with the way in which emitted charges pass to and
!hrough the base region. The electric field due to the inverse bias
EMITTER BASE COLLECTOR
N

p

I2

Fig. 3-12. A vacuum-tube analogy for a in the transistor; Here we produce
cathode emission with the aid of an external heat source. Space current is then
governed by positive grid voltage supplied by battery B,.

applied to the base-collector diode exists as a potential gradient
across the depletion layer separating base and collector regions.
This field does not appreciably extend into the base region or into
the emitter region. Consequently, charges emitted into the base
region do not experience an attractive force from the collector
region. Some of these charges arc lost by recombination with
charges of opposite sign in the base region, this constituting col•
lection by the base electrode. Still others return to the emitterregion. Because the base region is very thin, most of these charges
are impelled by thermal agitation to zig-zag into the base-collector
depletion layer. Here they are swept up by the strong electric
field prevailing in this region and collected in the collector region.
We see that the charge must have suffered relatively long delay
in crossing the base region. Indeed, it is here that we encounter
one of the basic limiting factors to high-frenquency operation.
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In contrast to the relatively slow charge transit imposed by
thermal diffusion in the base region of transistors, the emitted
charges in the vacuum tube are constantly being accelerated by
a practically continuous electric field. Furthermore, the emitted
charges leave the cathode and are not thereafter buffeted or impeded to any extent by constituents of matter or their force fields.
Thus, the factor of charge transit time is a more favorable one
in designing tubes for high frequencies than is the case with
transistors.
Other Differences Between Transistors and Tubes. Another
difference between basic mechanisms in transistors and tubes is
the absence of a space charge surrounding the emitter region in
the transistor. In the tube, there is generally an accumulated
cloud of electrons or "space charge" which forms in front of the
cathode and limits emission. Inasmuch as our discussion generally
deals with tubes having positively biased grids, the space charge
can be considered neutralized. This was, indeed a factor in
postulating positive grid operation as a close analogy to transistor
action.
A final distinction between transietor and tube operation, one
which hears significantly on biasing requirements is the fact that
a component of the collector current, the so-called collector saturation current or collector cut-off current, is not subject to control
by the emitter-base diode. Whereas the plate current of a vacuum
tube can be reduced to zero by sufficient cutoff grid bias, the
ec POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE
OF NPN TRANSISTOR
NO POTENTIAL GRADIENT
IN BASE REGION

POSTl~•:02j

POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE OF

+

tO..L.J...L..1,,:___--4--------+COLLECTOR
N

°'

1

e
.__--~~+.:....,_.....,___~-111,,L,.:.+_ _,
Fig. 3-13. A significant difference between transistor and tube action. The
emitted charge carriers of the two devices encounter different field conditions in
their respective control regions. In the transistor charge movement is by thermal
diffusion. In the tube a potential gradient accelerates the charge through the
grid region.
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residual component of transistor collector current assumes an
irreducible value governed almost entirely by temperature. Unfortunately, its rate of increase is very great with respect to increasing temperature.

SUMMARY
In the study of transistors we encounter two basic structures,
two mobile charge carriers, two sources of creation of mobile
charges, and two driving forces for mobile charges. We find two
basic materials used, as well as two types of impurity materials.
We shall see in a subsequent chapter that there are several diverse
ways of forming the junction structure. Common to all structures
is a functional dependency upon temperature. Finally, we shall
have to enhance the agility and flexibility of our thinking by
nimbly jumping from the characteristics attending any one of
three basic circuit configurations to another. Most of these factors
have been at least briefly discussed in this chapter. It would now
be appropriate to resolve any confusion that may have arisen by
summarizing the salient features of transistor action.
I. Currents in doped semiconductor substances are the net
effect of two charge carriers, electrons and holes.
2. By controlting the relative doping in two adjacent conduction regions during manufacture, either electron or hole conduction can predominate.
3. A depletion layer, that is, a region relatively devoid of
mobile carriers other than those thermally generated, exists
between adjacent conduction regions.
4. The depletion layer acts as a space-charge region. For the
most part, potential gradients in the transistor exist only across
the depletion layers. In a sense, the depletion layers are the
"vacuum" regions in the transistor.
5. Charges are not electrostatically accelerated into the baseemitter depletion layer. However, once they diffuse into this region
under the influence of thermal agitation, they are then impelled
by the force of the electric field.
6. In the complete transistor structure, charge carriers are
injected from a forward-biased diode section into a reverse-biased
diode section.
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7. Power amplification ensues because virtually the same current is transferred from a section of low resistance, the emitterbase diode, to a section of high resistance, the base-collector diode.
8. The forward conduction bias applied to the emitter-base
diode controls the charge injection into the reverse-biased basecollector diode. The circuitry function of the base region is
analogous to that of the grid of a vacuum tube.
9. n-p-n and p-n-p structures involve similar concepts of transistor action, but the roles of electrons and holes are interchanged
in the two arrangements. The n-p-n transistor is somewhat more
analogous to the vacuum tube, in that electrons are the important
charge carriers.
10. From physical considerations, it is natural to deal with
the common-base transistor circuit, which is analogous to a
grounded-grid vacuum-tube circuit. However, circuitry considerations lead us to consideration of the common emitter circuit which
is analogous to the conventional grounded-cathode vacuum-tube
circuit. In either case, the analogy between transistor and tube
operation is enhanced by assuming that the tube operates in its
positive grid region.

4. transistor structure
and materials

INTRODUCTION
Purity of Semiconductor Material. A basic knowledge of the
materials and processes employed in the manufacture of transistors provides an additional path of understanding of transistor
action. Although there are different ways of producing the junction
structures, they all are initially dependent upon intrinsic material
of extreme purity. It is true that the required conduction characteristics are brought about by the presence of impurities. However,
in order to attain the required control over the concentration of
such impurities, it is necessary in the first place that the parent
material be almost completely free from contamination.
Toward this objective, ingots may be made by melting small
bits of powdered oxides of semiconductor material in a hydrogen
atmosphere (see Fig. 4-1). The solid ingot obtained after cooling
is then subjected to a "zone refining" process. In this process the
ingot is placed in a graphite or quartz container and then slowly
drawn through one or more high-frequency induction heating coils.
The portions of the ingot exposed to the intense field are melted.
As the ingot is pulled through the coils, the melted zones move
progressively toward one end. In so doing, they sweep impurities
into the last portion of the ingot exposed to the high-frequency
field (see Fig. 4-2).
The purity of refined semiconductor material is determined
from conductivity measurements. When the substance approaches
56
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its intrinsic state, it is known from its low conductivity that a
negligible number of impurity atoms are present.
Growth of Large Single Crystals. The next step consists of
growing a large crystal. The exact way in which the crystal is
grown depends upon the type of junction transistor desired. One
type of junction structure yields the so-called grown junction transistor. The crystal for such transistors is a large one. from which
a number of n-p-n or p-n-p junctions are sliced. To grow such a
crystal, a tiny crystal is lowered into a molten mass of the substance, then slowly withdrawn at a controlled rate. A portion of
the liquefied mass clings to the seed and solidifies. In turn, the
solidified material draws up more of the liquid, which likewise
solidifies and pulls up more melted material. In this way the
crystal-lattice structure of the original "seed" is continuously supplemented by more and more material. Inasmuch as the atoms
are arranged in the lattice structure in repetitive pattern, the adding of such atoms constitutes a growing process wherein the substance is not altered. We may say that the function of the seed
is to provide an atomic blueprint for the formation of the large
crystal.

Fig. 4-1. Forming a silicon
ingot. Ingot is slowly drawn
upward from melt. Heat is
supplied to melt from highfrequency induction generator via copper tubing coil.
(Fairchi/dSemiconductor
Corp,)
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FOUR BASIC MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

Although the fabrication techniques about to be described do
not exhaust the number of structures based upon different manufacturing processes, they are representative of the four principal
methods of making junction transistors. These can be classified as
(1) grown, (2) alloy, (3) diffusion, and (4) electrode-position
methods.
It is entirely possible that the end result of all of these techniques is essentially similar. However, some evidence exists wherefrom we may infer that the electrode-position method establishes
a somewhat different kind of p-n junction from the junctions resulting from the other methods. The alloy and diffusion methods
of producing junctions are not basically different; the term alloy
junction transistor generally describes a transistor in which emitter
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Purification of semiconduction ingot by zone refining proceu.

and collector regions are formed by fusing materials of appropriate
conductivity type to the body or surfaces of semiconductor material,
which material then serves as the base region.
On the other hand, the diffused junction transistor is generally
understood to be one in which the base region is obtained by
fusing a small amount of material of appropriate conductivity type
into a relatively large pellet or wafer of semiconductor material.
An evaporation process, or another alloy-produced union, then establishes a collector-base junction. An ohmic contact made to the
semiconductor wafer provides the emitter lead.
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In the ensuing paragraphs, at least one transistor representing
each of these four processes will be discussed. We shall also see
that two or more of these processes can be combined to produce
certain desired transistor characteristics.
The Grown Junction Transistor. In the grown junction transistor, the alternately doped regions are formed during crystal
growth. This is accomplished by dropping donor (n impurity) and
acceptor (p impurity) pellets into the large molten mass of parent
material (see Fig. 4-3). If the pellet of n substance, such as arsenic,

OHMIC CONTACT

EMITTER CONNECTION

N

THESE REGIONS ARE
DOPED WITH A DONOR
TYPE IMPURITY

~

Fig, 4-3. Basic structure
of grown junction and
rate-grown junction tran-

sistors.

THIS REGION IS DOPED
WITH AN ACCEPTOR
TYPE IMPURITY
OHMIC CONTACT
COLLECTOR CONNECTION

is dropped into the melt, this impurity rapidly diffuses throughout the melt and enters the body of the growing crystal.
Next, the doping of the crystal is reversed by feeding a sufficient amount of substance, such as gallium, to the melt. If the
concentration of such p material exceeds that of the previously
introduced n material, p-type doping then overcomes n doping.
As a result, a p region now forms adjacent to the previously formed
n region in the growing crystal.
The third step involves the injection into the melt of sufficient n material to overcome the p-type conductivity. This results
in the formation of the final n doped region in the growing crystal.
We see that we have grown a single large crystal from which it
is possible to slice a number of n-p-n structures. A similar procedure is employed for obtaining grown junction p-n-p transistors.
Fundamentally the same process is used in making silicon transistors.
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THE RATE-GROWN JUNCTION TRANSISTOR. Another junctionforming technique is used to produce "rate-grown junction transistor." The procedure is somewhat similar to that employed for
making grown junction transistors (see Fig. 4-3). However, donor
and acceptor impurities are simultaneously present in the melt. The
selection of one or the other for entry into the growing crystal is
governed by the rate of withdrawal from the melt. For slow rates
PENETRATION OF
INDIUM P MATERIAL
INTO BODY OF
SEMICONDUCTOR

N SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIAL

COLLECTOR
CONNECTION

INDIUM

fig. 4-4. lasic structure of
p-n•p alloy junction transistor.

OHMIC CONTACT

of withdrawal, n material enters the crystal, and the p material
remains in the molten state. Faster withdrawal rates are favorable
for the pulling out of p dominant material. This selective process
is, in part, due to the fact that then impurities have lower melting
temperatures than the p impurities. Thus by alternating crystal
withdrawal rates, alternate doped regions can be progressively
formed in the growing crystal. This process is generally repeated
several times, so that a large number of junction structures may
be sliced from the grown crystal.
The Alloy Junction Transistor. The alloy junction transistor
is made quite differently from the two grown junction types. The
process will be described for p-n-p germanium structures. Small
wafers are sliced from the body of an n-type crystal. Pellets of
indium are placed on the two surfaces of the wafers, and the
resultant assembly is heated in a hydrogen atmosphere. The
indium melts and with the germanium forms a chemical and mechanical bond similar to that produced in soldering. The indium
atoms penetrate into the body of the germanium material wherein
they behave as acceptor, or p-type impurity atoms. One of the
indium pellets placed on the wafer is larger than the other. This
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pellet becomes the collector electrode, whereas the smaller pellet
becomes the emitter electrode (see Fig. 4-4).
N-p-n alloy junction transistors are made in a similar way, but
the process makes use of p-type material to which is alloyed a
material whose atoms behave as donors within the body of the
parent substance. The alloy junction structure is particularly well
suited for transistors designed to handle high power. In such
transistors, the collector button is welded to a heavy copper plate,
which in turn, through the mounting provision, establishes good
thermal contact with the chassis or "heat sink." In this way the
temperature of the base-collector junction is maintained within
operational limits for relatively high values of power dissipation.
Diffused-Base Transistor. A modified alloying process is used
in making the diffused-base or "mesa" transistor (see Fig. 4-5). A
small pellet of n-type material is placed upon a surface of a p-type
germanium wafer. This assembly is placed in an oven whereupon
a thin layer of n impurity atoms diffuse into the surface of the
germanium. Surplus n material is then etched away. A second
diffusion process unites a film of p material such as aluminum
with the etched surface of n material. This p material alloys with
the n material and produces a p-n junction. A broad ohmic contact is made to the original germanium to form the collector
electrode. The diffused base transistor, like the surface barrier
transistor, has very good high-frequency possibilities because the
base region can be made extreme! y thin.
The Intrinsic Barrier (n-p-i-n or p-n-i-p) Transistor. One of
the ways in which an extension of high-frequency transistor action
can be achieved is to lower the effective capacitance of the basecollector junction. Operation of transistors at relatively high collector voltage helps in this respect because the depletion layer
between base and collector regions widens, thereby dcreasing the
BASE

CONNECTION

EMITTER
CONNECTION

COLLECTOR
..__ _ _
c_A_SE
_ _ __, CONNECTION

Fig. 4-5. Basic structure of
diffused-hose tra nslstor.
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collector capacitance. This operational technique has its limits
however. If we increase the collector voltage too far, transistor
action is lost due to the occurrence of avalanche in the base-collector diode, or to another phenomenon known as punch-through.
Punch-t.1-irough involves the widening of the base-collector
depletion layer to the extent that it extends entirely across the
base region and virtually joins the emitter-base depletion layer.
Collector capacitance can be decreased, and the punch-through
voltage raised by the insertion of an artificial depletion layer
N

p

1

p

I

N

I

p

OR
N

EMITTER-BASE
DEPLETION LAYER

REGION OF INTRINSIC
EMICONDUCTOR MATERIAL
Fig. 4-6. The intrinsic-barrier transistor.

between base and collector regions. Such an artificial depletion
layer consists of a region of intrinsic material (see Fig. 4-6).
Such a transistor structure also improves high-frequency operation by allowing heavier doping of the base region than would
otherwise be possible. This results in low resistance in the base
region, a required parameter for high-frequency operation. Since
the intrinsic layer provides the base-collector junction with a nearly
fixed width depletion layer, the base can be made very thin
without danger of punch-through at moderate voltages. A thin
base region enhances high-frequency operation inasmuch as less
time is then needed for the injected charge carriers to diffuse
across it. Such an improvement is analogous to decreasing transit
time in a high-frequency vacuum tube.
The "Drift" or Graded Junction Transistor. Similar objectives
to those attained in the n-p-i-n and p-n-i-p transistors can be realized in a somewhat related structure. If the doping of the baselayer gradually decreases in traversing from its emitter to its collector side, the base-collector depletion layer will tend to extend
less and less into the base region as increased impurity concentration is reached. This mitigates against punch-through.
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An additional desirable effect results from this structure. For
other junction transistors, it has been emphasized that the charge
carriers traverse the base region under influence of a concentration
gradient produced by thermal agitation. No appreciable electric
fielrl impels these carriers. If somehow these carriers could be
subjected to an electric field while in the base region, transit time
could be reduced, with attendant improvement in high-frequency
performance. It so happens that if the impurity doping of a
semiconductor region is more or less gradually stepped from a high
to a low concentration, a voltage gradient will exist along the
tapered impurity region. This voltage gradient is our "built-in"
internal junction voltage in modified form. Inasmuch as our
"junction" is no longer abrupt, it follows that the internal "junction" voltage is not abrupt either. In a sense, we have merged much
of the base region with the base-collector depletion region (see
Fig. 4-7). One is not distinguishable from the other over a substantial portion of the material in the vicinity of the base electrode.
If the decrease in impurity concentration takes place in the
direction proceeding from emitter to collector, charge carriers
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tion or "drift'' transistor. Due

to graded doping in base
region, the base-collector "depletion layer" has no abrupt
boundary in the base region.

b

DECREASING IMPURITY
CONCENTRATION

injected from the emitter region will be speeded in their transit
through the base region by this voltage gradient. Although the
voltage gradient prevailing in the base region is somewhat modified
by the application of bias voltages, we note that it is an inherent
feature of the drift transistor and is not primarily dependent upon
bias potentials.
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The Surface Barrier Transistor. Yet another junction-forming
technique is used in making surface barrier transistors (see Fig.
4-8). Both surfaces of a wafer cut from n-type germanium are subjected to jets of an electrolyte. The electrolyte in a typical instance
is a solution of an indium salt. D-c currents are passed through
the germanium and the jets in such a direction as to etch the

BASE

"N" SEMICONDUCTOR
MATERIAL

Fig.

4-8.

The surface-barrier
tran1l1tor.

surface of the wafer. When sufficient material has been removed
from the wafer, the directions of the currents are suddenly reversed.
Indium metal is now plated on the two surfaces of the germanium
wafer. Abrupt junctions are thereby formed at the surfaces of the
etched germanium.
This structure can be more precisely controlled than one
produced by the alloy junction technique. Very thin n-type base
regions are produced, and such transistors yield excellent highfrequency performance. The formation of the alternate conduction
regions is somewhat different in this structure than in other
junction transistors, inasmuch as heat is not applied to cause
appreciable diffusion of indium into germanium. This will be
elaborated upon in our subsequent discussion of the point-contact
transistor.
The Point-Contact Transistor. The proper scope of this book
is to convey basic understanding of junction transistor action. It
would, however, be relevant to make a few statements concerning
the predecessor of the junction transistor, the point-contact transistor (See Fig. 4-9). Paradoxically, although this was the first
semiconductor triode capable of producing amplification, its action
is not so well understood as that of the later and more successful
junction transistor.
A p-n-p point-contact transistor is made by pressing two
needle-like metallic points.separated by a few thousands of an inch,
against a surface of a wafer of n-type material. One point constitutes the emitter, the other serves as collector. A large-area
metallic contact is established at the underside of the wafer to pro-
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vide the base connection. Circuit-biasing is similar to that employed
in junction transistors. Apparently reversals in conduction properties exist between the metallic points and the semiconductor
material when forward and reverse currents flow. The emitter point
is often welded to the germanium wafer in order to stabilize the
characteristics of the structure. In a sense, the collector point is
also welded to the germanium but by a unique method and for
a different reason. It is found that the characteristics of the pointcontact transistor may be controlled during manufacture by pulsing a current through the collector point.
A theory of operation which affords some insight into pointcontact operation involves a peculiar surface phenomenon of semiconductor material. Regardless of the conduction characteristics of
the bulk material, there appears to be a tendency for the surfaces
to assume the charge state of p-type material. Furthermore, the

Basic structure of
the point-contact transistor.

Fig. 4-9.

"N" SEMI-CONDUCTOR
MATERIAL
"OHMIC" CONTACT

BASE CONNECTION

internal bulk of a slab of intrinsic germanium actually displays
n-type conduction characteristics. This is due to the fact that,
despite the equality of thermally generated electron-hole pairs, the
electrons have a higher mobility than the holes, that is, their rate
of movement is greater. The p-type surface in conjunction with
the n-type interior provides us with a natural arrangement for
forming transistors. In essence, we do this by introducing electrodes
at the surfaces.
There are many diverse ramifications to this theory; as presented in its simple form, however, it offers a basic explanation
of the point-contact as well as the surface-barrier transistor.
In the light of this theory it would appear that, to a first
approximation at least, the essential difference between the surface-barrier and the point-contact transistor is one of geometry.
A peculiarity of point-contact transistors is that their current
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amplification factor a is greater than unity. In some manner,
carriers are multiplied in the vicinity of the collector point. (A
similar end result is possible in the junction transistor as well.
For example, excessive heat or excessive reverse voltage applied to
the collector junction can increase generation of electron-hole pairs,
so that a current-multiplying mechanism operates to produce a
greater than 1.) In a vacuum tube, a similar end result could conceivably result due to secondary emission from a positive screen
grid. In such a case, the plate current would exceed the cathode
current, yielding a greater than 1. The grounded, or common-grid
circuit serves the best interest of illustration by analogy in this case.

CONTACTS
Ohmic vs. Junction Contacts. There may be a tendency
towards confusion in distinguishing so-called "ohmic" contacts
from electrodes which, by intention, participate directly in transistor action. The difference is one of material and of geometry.
If the contact is intended as a medium for conveying current to
or from semiconductor material, but is not intended as part of a
junction region, the desired connection will be ohmic. Such a
connection ideally serves the same purpose as an ordinary soldered
splice.
If the contact is intended to function as a p-n junction, material of opposite-type conductivity to the contacted semiconductor
is used. For example, indium can contribute donors to semiconductor material via physical diffusion. If contacts are sharp points,
the field intensity resulting from biasing current, suffices to dislodge charge carriers in contacted n-type material. This produces
the effect of tiny p-n junctions and is profitably exploited in the
point-contact transistor. The simplified theory presented is reinforced by the fact that transistor action is improved by using
points containing a p-type substance, such as phosphorbronze,
for example. In the latter case, the phosphor apparently acts as
an acceptor, that is, a source of holes for a p-n-p structure. A sharp
point never provides an ohmic contact to the body of semiconductor material.
Difference is One of Degree. Actually the difference between
ohmic and non-ohmic contact is a matter of degree. When unlike
materials are in physical contact, it is difficult to produce linear
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or "ohmic" electrical conductivity, because a "weak" p-n junction
generally is produced by the different energy gaps of the materials.
The use of the descriptive term "ohmic" with respect to transistor
connections therefore has a relative connotation. It infers that
charge-injection and depletion-layer phenomena are negligible
compared to what occurs within the transistor structure proper. In
general, ohmic contacts are obtained by using a connecting material
of the same conductivity type as the semiconductor region to which
such contact is desired. Thus, indium diffused into the surface of
p semiconductor material establishes a contact which is essentially
"ohmic." Indium is a trivalent element and acts as an acceptor
or p substance when diffused into germanium. Indium diffused
into the surface of n-type germanium produces a p-n junction. In
ohmic contacts the voltage drop across the contact elements is,
ideally, directly proportionate, to current flow. In p-n junctions
the voltage drop is an exponential function of current flow.
SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

Germanium vs. Silicon. As may be said about people, germanium and silicon are similar; but it is the little differences
which are important. Both of these substances are included in
group IV of the periodic table of chemical elements. Neither can
be said to display properties which permit a clear-cut designation
as either metallic or nonmetallic. Rather, they are both transitional
elements. They are capable of displaying both metallic and nonmetallic properties; at the same time they can behave in a manner
mid-way between metals and nonmetals.
Of particular relevance to transistors, germanium and silicon
are neither insulators, as are the nonmetals, nor are they conductors as are the metals. At room temperature, these two elements
are just beginning to make the transition from insulators to conductors. Conduction becomes possible, we recall, when outer orbit
electrons are freed from the binding force of the atom to move
through a material as elemental carriers of the electric current. In
germanium and silicon, the application of a weak electric field
suffices to free large numbers of electrons for conduction. (Even
less field force is required after addition of donor or acceptor
impurities.) It is here that we find ourselves face to face with
the important difference between the two semiconductor materials.
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Temperature Characteristics of Germanium and Silicon. For a
given temperature, germanium has a less firm hold on its outerorbit electrons than has siiicon. The measure of this property is
given by the energy gap expressed in electron volts. We say that
germanium has a lower energy gap than silicon. We might have
anticipated this from the fact that the four outer-orbit electrons
of the germanium atom are in the fourth outermost ring from
the nucleus, whereas the corresponding electrons of the silicon
atom occupy the third outermost ring. A reverse-biased p-n junction, such as we have in the base-collector diode of a transistor,
permits a small saturation current to flow because of thermally
generated minority carriers. Higher temperature supplies more
thermal energy which, in turn, increases the saturation current.
As the temperature is increased, a point will be reached wherein
the current due to such minority carriers is of the same order
of magnitude, or even exceeds, the cmTent which would be provided by majority carriers under the condition of forward conduction. It is obvious that the forward-to-backward conduction
ratio, that is the "goodness" of a p-n rectifier suffers degradation
with rising temperature. Above room temperature, germanium will
always be worse in this respect than silicon. In a transistor, we
begin to lose transistor action as the collector saturation current
becomes an appreciable fraction of the emitter current. Under
such a condition the injected carriers from the emitter no longer
maintain control of collector current. Indeed, a collector junction
having attained an elevated temperature, tends to produce increased collector current, which in turn heats the junction further.
We see that the cycle of events is cumulative, and can even
be destructive. This condition is aptly described as thermal
runaway. The effect of the alternately doped regions is largely
overcome, and the electrical conduction approaches that of intrinsic
material which, though negligible at room temperatures, becomes
many orders greater at elevated temperatures.
Temperature Effects on Conduction. The temperature sensitivity of conduction is of paramount importance in adapting an
intrinsic semiconductor material to a practical transistor application. It is in this regard relevant to consider the formulas so
describing germanium and silicon. We let C, represent the conductivity of germanium, and T the absolute temperature. From
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conductivity measurements at different temperatures we then obtain the relationship:
C11

= 4.3 X 104e-43 SO/T ohms/cm2

Similarly, if C, is the conductivity of silicon, we have the relationship
C,

= 3.4

X

10 4e-69SO/T ohms/cm2

INTERPRETATION OF FORMULAS. The numbers and their arrangement in these two relationships tell us that, for a given
temperature, the conductivity of intrinsic germanium exceeds that
of intrinsic silicon. Furthermore, the rate of increase in conductivity with rising temperature is greater in germanium than in
silicon. It is the latter factor which imposes the main restriction
to high-temperature operation of germanium. This is because in
a transistor the reverse-biased base-collector diode establishes a
depletion layer which behaves as intrinsic material.
We can therefore infer from these formulas that the revene
current in a germanium transistor must become excessive at a
lower temperature than in the case of a silicon tnnsistor.
Forward and Reverse Conduction. Because we must describe
first one, then the other, it might appear that forward and reverse
conduction represent qualitatively different phenomena. That the
contrary is actually the case, is revealed by a single formula which
equates current in terms of applied voltage for either type of conduction. At room temperature, the current I passed through a p-n
junction diode is given by the relationship
1 = I, (e40JI - l)

where I, is the saturation current, that is, the current resulting
from the application of reverse voltage; and where V is the applied
voltage.
Mathematical analysis of this equation shows that forward and
reverse conduction simply represent operation under two different
voltage conditions. The quantity (e4ov - 1) is substantially -1 for
any value of - V numerically greater than - 0.1 volt. On the other
hand, when we apply + V, corresponding to forward conduction,
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the quantity (e 40 V - 1) grows very rapidly. This state of affairs is
graphically illustrated in Fig. 4-10. This formula applies both to
germanium and silicon inasmuch as it indicates only relative current in terms of I •.
18 for germanium at room temperature is much greater than
for silicon. Therefore a given forward-conduction voltage will produce a heavier forward-conduction current than for silicon.
The current in a p-n junction increases exponentially with
temperature. This causes the room temperature difference in reverse current between germanium junction diodes and those made
of silicon to diverge increasingly as temperature is raised. When
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collector junction temperatures approach the vicinity of 90°C, the
collector current existing without emitter bias (100) is often no
longer low enough for good transistor action in germanium units.
On the other hand, silicon transistors can be designed for operating
temperatures in excess of I 50°C.
High-frequency Considerations in Germanium and Silicon.
The depletion layer in a junction diode behaves in the manner
of intrinsic material. Not only can we deal with germanium and
silicon as semiconductors, but we can also consider them as "semiinsulators." Accordingly the depletion layer constitutes a somewhat
leaky dielectric. We can appreciate that the dielectric constant of
the material must bear an effect upon high-frequency operation.
Silicon is more favorably disposed in this respect, having a dielectric
constant of 12 contrasted to 16 for germanium. This enables silicon
transistors, other factors being equal, to be made with less collector
capacitance, an important point for high-frequency performance.
There are other frequency-determining parameters, such as fabrica-
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tion geometry, base resistance, and carrier mobility. The latter
item is much higher in germanium. Theoretically, the greater
carrier mobility in germanium, makes this material appear to be
better for operation at extremely high frequencies. Practically
speaking, neither material can be said to have an overwhelming
advantage for high-frequency operation, and the material used for
the highest frequency transistors appears to depend upon the state
of the art.
Other Operational Factors. The heat conductivity of silicon
is somewhat better than in germanium. This, in conjunction with
the higher energy gap of silicon establishes this material as very
well suited for large power transistors. Yet another desirable feature
of silicon for use in power transistors is rhe "self-healing" nature
of excessive reverse voltage. The silicon junction withstands operation in its avalanche region much better than does germanium.
In the latter material, the avalanche phenomenon tends to be more
destructive. However, the silicon power transistors are considerably
more expensive than the germanium power transistors and are
therefore not so frequently encountered.

5. biasing the transistor
THE NEED FOR BIASING

Basically, similar objectives are served in biasing the transistor
as are provided by the polarizing voltages in vacuum-tube operation. We shall see, however, that the transistor is somewhat the
more critical of the two devices. This is primarily due to the
residual collector reverse current Ico, which can appear in the
input circuit and emerge sufficiently amplified to drastically move
a chosen collector operating point. The fact that Ico is extremely
temperature dependent, of course only serves to agitate the problem. Indeed, a cumulative sequence, known as thermal runaway is
often destructive to the transistor.
TWO-BATTERY BIAS

The most direct, if not the simplest biasing arrangement makes
use of two batteries, or other current sources. These are connected
to provide suitable biases to the emitter-base diode and to the
base-collector diode. The emitter-base diode is polarized for forward conduction; the base-collector diode is polarized for reverse
conduction. The resultant arrangement would be classified as a
common-base circuit for direct current. We note that the base
connection is common to the two bias sources. This circuit is a
fundamental one for approaching basic principles of both d-c and
a-c operation of transistors (see Fig. 5-1). In this circuit the emitter
7Z
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current is slightly greater than the collector current. The difference
between the two currents flows in the base lead. If we open the
connection to the emitter lead, we find that the residual current
100 persists in the collector circuit. The described circuit conditions constitute the definition of 100, for it is the residual collector
current in the common-base circuit when the emitter is open. We
note that we are dealing with rhe base-collector diode as an isolated
diode; that is, no transistor action is involved. As previously
pointed out, this reverse current is practically independent of
voltage, but increases very rapidly with temperature.
Component Parts of Collector Current. From the foregoing
discussion, it is evident that the total collector current in the twobattery common-base bias arrangement is made up of two component parts. One of these is the residual or saturation current

I AC ~UTPUT
"' o-l--Ac INPUT
.1...

~ '\,

Fig. 5-1. Two-battery bias
arrangement in d-c c0111mon-

base circuit.

100• The other is the portion resulting from carriers injected from
the emitter through the base, and into the collector region, that
is, from transistor action. If this portion of collector current is
much larger than 100, the effect of 100 at room temperature may
not be of consequence. However, at elevated collector junction
temperature, I co will be many times its value at room temperature.
Temperature rise may be developed by the collector junction either
from increased ambient temperature or from junction power
dissipation.
The portion of collector current resulting from carrier injection will, on the other hand, remain of the same order of magnitude for wide temperature shifts. Therefore, an inconsequential
lco at ordinary room temperature might, under the influence of
additional heat, increase sufficiently to displace the collector-current
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operating point. Other things being equal, silicon transistors have
much better bias stability than germanium transistors because 100
is always much lower at a given temperature. ·whenever possible,
transistors should be biased to a sufficient collector current to
exceed 100 by a factor of at least IO under the most adverse operating conditions.
Common-Emitter Bias Circuit. While discussing two-battery
bias supplies, it would be instructive to change the battery connections so that we have a common-emitter circuit for direct
current (see l•ig. 5-2). This is a much less desirable biasing arrangeNPN JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

I\,

0-1

i...--1.--1

~-.1

j----0 '\,
AC OUTPUT

AC INPUT

~

Fig, 5-2,

Two-bottery bios

arrangement in d-c commonemitter circuit,

ment. This evaluation holds true notwithstanding that either of
the arrangements can operate common emitter or common base
for ac.
Let us investigate the behavior of this biasing arrangement.
Due to the physical structure of the transistor, collector current
completes its circuit through the emitter-base diode. In so doing
it adds to the number of carriers injected into the base region.
The over-all result of this is that 1,,0 is amplified by a factor of
1/(l - a} which is very close to {J (beta), the current amplification
factor of the grounded emitter circuit.
a

# = ---i-=:
If we consider a typical a of 0.95, it is evident that the residual
collector current in this circuit is 20 times greater than in the d-c
common-base circuit. A temperature rise will cause the current
in the common-emitter circuit to exceed Ico in the common-base
circuit by many times 20 (see Fig. 5-3). A further practical disadvantage of this arrangement is that due to the polarity requirement of the two transistor diodes, two separate batteries rather
than a tapped battery must be used.
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Fig. 5-3. The collector current with no forward b,as applied to input diode:
1A)collector battery is connected from collector to base, producing common-base
circuit for de; (B) collector battery is connected from collector to emitter, producing
common-emitter circuit for de .

.litabilization by Emitter Resistance. Despite the relative instability of the d-c common-emitter bias circuit, it would be expedient to devote further attention to its properties. This is because
the d-c common-emitter circuit lends itself readily to single-battery
operation through a modification. No battery taps art: then required, and the over-all convenience exceeds other atTangements.
Fortunately a rather simple technique confers considerable stability
to the common-emitter circuit. This consists of the insertion of
resistance in series with the emitter lead (see Fig. 5-4).
Such a resistance accomplishes two desirable things. First,
the emitter-base diode should be energized from a constant-current
source. Otherwise temperature and operational changes will affect
the injection of mobile carriers and the effect will be amplified
in the collector circuit. An emitter resistance results in substantially
constant emitter-base current if it is comparable to-or preferably
several times larger than-the effective internal emitter-base resistance. Secondly, such an emitter resistance enhances stability by
virtue of its unique position in the transistor circuit. This resistance
provides a common path for input diode and output diode currents.
It thereby constitutes a means of producing feedback. The feed-

X

'A----....1~
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~
Fig. 5-4. Simple two-battery
stabilized bias arrangement
for d-c common-emitter cir•
cuit.
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~
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back is negative because an increase in collector current produces
an increased voltage drop across this resistor, which changes
emitter-base bias in such a direction as to oppose the increase in
collector current. Thus, the actual {3 of the transistor is no longer
effective as the current gain factor in the circuit. By bypassing this
resistance with an appropriate capacitor, the transistor {3 is readily
recaptured for a-c operation.
Effect of External Collector Resistance. In practical circuits
the collector circuit generally contains either a resistance or a
transformer winding. However the collector current is, by the na-

Fig. 5-5. Relati\le effects on
d-c fHd back stablllzatlon
produced by emitter and collector resistances.

ture ofthe transistor substantially independent of applied voltage.
For this reason, external collector resistance does not appreciably
add to general bias stability. Indeed, the stabilizing effect of a
given emitter resistance is reduced by resistance inserted in the
collector lead. (The voltage drop developed across such a resistance
is not available for negative feedback.)
Note in Fig. 5-5 that the d-c voltage drop across R 1 produces
d-c negative feedback which reduces the effective d-c amplification
factor of the circuit. The higher this voltage drop with respect
to the sum of both voltage drops (across R 1 and RL), the greater
the d-c stabilizing action. The d-c voltage drop across RL is a lost
voltage insofar as feedback stabilizing action is concerned. The
effective feedback voltage due to collector current is directly proportional to R 1 /(R 1 + RL)•

SI NC.LE-BATTERY BIAS
The aforementioned considerations of bias requirements lead
naturally to a single-battery bias circuit with emitter resistance.
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The two required biases are obtained from a divider network
connected across the battery. This circuit is shown in Fig. 5-6. The
basic configuration is the d-c common-emitter arrangement. Despite
the inherent bias instability of the simple common-emitter circuit,
this modified circuit is capable of extreme stability when the
resistances are properly chosen. The reason it is necessary to design
around the common emitter circuit is that we encounter an embarrassing design situation when we attempt to provide the
requisite biases for a common-base circuit from one untapped
battery and a divider network. Whereas polarity requirements of
the common emitter circuit are readily met by a single untapped
battery and a divider, such is not the case in the common-base
circuit.
Figure 5-7 shows the situation for a common-base circuit using
an n-p-n transistor. We see that the required bias for the emitter
is negative with respect to the base and that such a bias cannot
be provided by the divider connected in conjunction with the
battery. Because of these circumstances, the common-emitter arrangement of Fig. 5-6 has become the basic bias circuit-"basic" in
that most other connections can be considered as simplifications
or modifications thereof. We appreciate, of course, that each resistance dissipates power and the inherent efficiency of the transistor
NPN JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

Fit, 5-7, Circuit ahowint that
o divider network In conlunctlon with a sintle battery
cannot provide bath biases
in d-c common-base circuit.

EMITTER CANNOT BE --t----,••
CONNECTED HERE
BECAUSE POLARITY
IS NOT CORRECT FOR
FORWARD CONDUCTION
IN EMITTER-BASE DIODE
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is not realized by virtue of the biasing network. However, if the
resistances are wisely chosen, this will not be a significant factor
in most practical applications. It still remains true that the power
consumption of the transistor and its associated circuitry is a
small fraction of that required by tubes to accomplish similar ends.
THE STABILITY CRITERION, S

In order to make our discussion of bias stability meaningful,
we introduce the stability criterion S. S is the number of times
change in Ico appears magnified in the total collector current. In
the simple, unstabilized common-emitter circuit, S is approximately
equal to the common-emitter current-gain factor p. Inasmuch as
/J may range typically between 20 and 100, an S value of, say, 2 or
3 represents a significant improvement in bias stability. In any
event the lower the value of S, the greater the stability. The approximate value of S is readily obtained from the formula
S

=

=

1 + (Ri/R 2) + (Ri/Ra)
I - a+ (Ri/R,J) + (R1/Ra)

=

If we let R 1 0 in this formula, we find that S 1/(l - a)
which is close to the value of {3 [,B = a/(l - a)]. If a is not known,
a good approximation to Smay be obtained in practice by assuming a to be 0.970.
Elimi1tation of R 3 in Modified Bias Circuit. We note that the
load resistor RL does not appear in this relationship. We cannot
stabilize collector current by means of resistance inserted in the
collector lead because collector current is not governed primarily by
collector voltage, but rather by that input diode of the transistor.
The resistors associated with the input diode are R 1 , R 2 and Ra
(see Fig. 5-6). This formula further indicates that stabilization is
possible in a circuit in which R 2 is not present, that is, where R 3
is infinite. Consequently, the simpler stabilized circuit contains
only R 1 and R 2 (see Fig. 5-8).
An advantage of dispensing with Ra is that a source of battery
drain is thus eliminated. However, it often happens that R 2 must
then be in the neighborhood of several or more megohms. Such
a high resistance is sometimes undesirable in this application
because its value is subject to disturbance by moisture and dirt.
One's fingers placed across such a high resistance could cause
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destruction of the transistor. On the other hand, there is less likelihood that the input signal source will be unduly loaded by this
single high resistance.
Simplified Calculation of Resistances Associated with Bias
Network. The values R 1, R 2 , and R 3 can be calculated from three
simplified relationships. The results are approximate but sufficiently
accurate for a wide variety of practical circuits. In the following
formulas, the initial assumption is made that 100 is small compared to total collector current Ia, In this way, 100 need not be
considered as a necessary factor in the formulas. This assumption
may not always be true, but it is generally justified in many practical circuit applications.

S- I
R2=-----------lrf[E.,, - Ee - (IcRL)] - / /E~
0

E.,,(S-1)

Rs=---Ic
where RL = load resistance
E.,, battery voltage
Ea = collector voltage
/ 0 = collector current
S = stability factor

=

The relationships given by these formulas become increasingly
accurate as / 0 exceeds / 00 •
General Procedure in Design of Bias Network. We may begin
by selecting an S value of approximately 0.1 of the {3 of the transistor.
In any event, an S of say, 3, should confer more than sufficient
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Fig. 5-8.
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stability in most instances. From considerations of economics, practical application, and required voltage swing, we select our battery
or supply voltage. R 1, is governed by the a-c gain we wish to obtain.
In the a-c common-base amplifier, usable gain commences for load
resistances of several hundred ohms. In the a-c common-emitter amplifier, R 1, values between .r,o ohms and 50 kilohms are found in
many practical circuits. Here again, the gain increases as RL is
raised. 1,. is selected to harmonize with conditions imposed by RL
and Eb. le must be low enough to permit a suitable collector voltage
E,. The main requirement for Ee is that it is high enough to permit
the amplified signal voltage to undergo its peak-to-peak excursions.
Providing that battery economics does not interfere, it is generally
best to make le nearly as high as signal-voltage swing permits. In
this way we tend to make the ratio of 10 to lco as high as possible.
This is a desirable operational feature as well as a condition for
optimum calculation accuracy with the simplified formulas. When
it is necessary to operate germanium transistors at low collector
currents, it is often most expedient to calculate R 1 and R 8 but to
determine R:i experimentally. In so doing, one should start with
a very high resistance, about several megohms, and progressively
reduce the value until desired collector current is obtained. For
small "audio-type" germanium transistors, the experimental procedure for determination of R 2 should be employed when the
desired collector current is less than, say, 0.5 ma.
A. r'ariation of the Basic Bias Network. We sometimes encounter a variation of the basic bias network as shown in Fig. 5-9.
In this circuit R 2 acts as a negative-feedback path as well as an
clement of a voltage-divider network. In the event of an increase
in d-c collector current, the collector voltage will be reduced by
virtue of the increased potential drop developed across load resistance R 1,. This, in turn results in a reduction in forward-biasing
current applied through Ra to the base. Decreased base current
results in a reduction of collector current. The converse sequence
of events occurs in the event of a tendency for collector current
to decrease.
We sec that cl-c negative
this connection helps stabilize
This arrangement is difficult
functions as an a-c feedback

feedback such as provided by R 2 in
the collector current operating point.
to design or adapt, because R 2 also
path and thereby reduces a-c gain.
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It is not possible to bypass R 2 as in the case of R 1 • Indeed, a
capacitor connected across R 2 will only further reduce a-c gain.
Generally, in order to obtain a maximum ratio of d-c to a-c affect,
R 2 should be high. This in turn may require a higher voltage from
the bias supply than would otherwise be the case. A practical
approach to the design of this network is to first obtain operation
from the conventional network with R 2 connected to the battery
side of RL. R 2 is then disconnected and a new value of R 2 is connected from base to collector in compliance with desired collector
current.
OTHER BIASING CONSIDERATIONS

Relevant to Transistor Type. Everything said concerning bias
circuits applies in like manner to both n-p-n and p-n-p transiston,
except for battery polarities. If we are constructing a circuit in
which an n-p-n transistor is specified, but we wish to use p-n-p
Rz
Fig. .5-9.

An alternate bias

netwark. In this circuit R,, in
addition to its function as a
valtage divider element, pravides a negaitve feedback
path.

~c

o--j
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INPUT

~

OUTPUT

RL

~

type having similar characteristics, it is only necessary to reverse
the polarity of our bias supply. Because of their relatively low 10 0,
silicon transistors often require, other things being equal, less attention in the matter of bias stabilization. Germanium and silicon
transistors which appear to be very similar are not always interchangeable in the same bias network. This is because the emitterbase diode of the silicon transistor requires a higher voltage to
produce a given emitter-base current than in the germanium
transistor. Generally, it is found that the emitter-base voltage of
germanium transistors is a few hundred millivolts, whereas the
voltage is in the vicinity of 0.8 volt for silicon transistors. There
are other practical aspects of biasing, particularly those relating to
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a-c considerations. These will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
Using Another Transistor for Emitter Stabilization. Inasmuch
as the primary mechanism of bias stability is the enforcement of
constant current in the emitter-base diode, other stabilization
methods naturally suggest themselves. For example, instead of inserting resistance R 1 in the emitter lead, we can insert the collector
circuit of another transistor which derives its stabilization from a
conventional bias network (see Fig. 5-10). The collector circuit of

1-:c

OUTPUT

-!Fig. 5-10. Bias stabilization
of transistor from constontcurrent source provided by
preyious stage.

a stabilized transistor acts as a constant-current source, thereby
qualifying as an appropriate substitution for R 1• Such a tandem
arrangement of cascaded stages is particularly advantageous when
high power levels are involved in the output stage.
Other Bias Network Modifications. In some instances, required
circuit performance dictates modifications in biasing. A good example is the push-pull class-B stage. In class-B operation, the
emitter-base biasing current is provided by the signal. When no
signal is present, the transistors are "idling," and only lco flows
in their collector collector circuits. When the half cycle of the
signal is of appropriate polarity to provide forward bias to one
of the transistors, that transistor draws collector current very
nearly proportional to the instantaneous value of the ~ignal current.
The alternate transistor continues to idle at a collector current of
l<'o, until the signal reverses in polarity, whereupon the conductive
states of the two transistors exchange roles (see Fig. 5-11).
We note that, whereas the cutoff plate current of a tube is
substantially zero, the transistor draws a residual collector current
Ico, regardless of cutoff bias applied to its base. Sometimes. a slight
forward bias is applied to the transistors by a resistance connected
from collector to base. This produces an idling current somewhat
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Fig. 5-11. A biasing arrangement for the push-pull
closs-8 amplifier.

greater than Ico• The objecth:e here is to keep operation within
relatively linear regions of transistor characteristics, thereby minimizing distortion. The resistances form a voltage divider in conjunction with the resistance of the secondary of the driver transformer. The slight amount of feedback produced does not generally
alter circuit performance; if anything, decreased distortion at the
crossover points results.
Bias in the Detector Circuit. Another case where it is necessary
to dispense with conventional biasing networks is in the detector
circuit of Fig. 5-12. The operation of this circuit, insofar as biasing
is concerned, is similar to that of one transistor of the class-B pushpull pair. Because the collector is driven into conduction for only
one polarity of the incoming signal, rectification or demodulation
is accomplished.
Heat Dissipation. The matter of heat dissipation is logically
included in our discussion of biasing. We bias the transistor in
order to establish desired operating points. However, it is primarily under the stimulation of heat that drift in operating point
occurs. The removal of heat is of paramount importance in the
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Detector circuit.
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operation of power transistors-generally those transistors which
are called upon to deliver powers of several watts or more. Toward
this objective, power transistors are constructed with their collector
-electrodes in physical as well as electrical contact with massive
metallic plates or mounting studs. This construction enables efficient heat removal by the chassis or mounting plate, which is
then known as a heat sink.
An approach to a true heat sink would require a large area
of material having high thermal conductivity. In practice, the
amount of metal used for draining heat from the transistor depends upon such factors as the allowable collector junction temperature, the efficiency of the thermal contact between transistor
and sink, and the conditions of the air to which the sink is exposed.
In order to circumvent circuit difficulties, it is often necessary to
electrically insulate the transistor from the sink by means of a
thin mica spacer. A certain amount of degradation in heat transfer
is the unfortunate consequence of this technique.
Temperature- or current-sensitive resistance elements may be
incorporated in the bias network in such a way that the collector
current is prevented from increasing sufficiently to degrade circuit
operation or from destroying the transistor. One such arrangement
is shown in Fig. 5- I 3. Here, we note that R 3 is a thermistor. The
resistance of the thermistor decreases with rise in temperature.
When the circuit is operating in an environment having an elevated
temperature, base-emitter forward bias is reduced, thereby counteracting the tendency toward higher collector current. The 100-ohm
resistance R is inserted to make the effect of the thermistor somewhat less pronounced, inasmuch as its resistance decreases very

-

1500

THERMISTOR

Fig. 5-13. Insertion of ther•
mistor in power amplifier Was
network to prevent degradation of performance and
thermal runaway.
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rapidly with temperature. R also isolates the input circuit from
a-c distortion which might otherwise be introduced by the nonlinearity of the thermistor.
In d-c amplifiers, particularly those employing two or more
cascaded stages, a high order of d-c stabilization is generally necessary. Variations in /co, in the input, or in an early stage, appear
as signal variations to subsequent stages and receive the same
amplification as would an intentional signal. This is essentially a
bias problem and is often solved by a special circuit utilizing a
pair of transistors. The transistors are connected in such a way
that like disturbances in each produce no output signal. Con-

OUTPUT

DC

SIGNAL INPUT

t

-!Fig. 5-14.

The vacuu111-tube

differential amplifier.

versely, only a difference in conductive state between the two
yields an output signal. From this action the circuit derives its
name as a differential amplifier. A vacuum-tube differential amplifier is shown in Fig. 5-14. It consists essentially of a cathode follower
directly coupled to a grounded-grid amplifier.
Suppose for some reason, say an increase in filament current,
both tubes tend to conduct more current. The increased conduction current of J'1 fl.owing through mutual cathode resistance R 1
increases the potential drop developed across R 1• This in tum increases the positive bias applied to the cathode of J'21 which reduces
its plate current.
The converse sequence of events occurs in the event of a
tendency for both tubes to assume a lower conductive state. We
see that circuit action is such as to counteract the effect of like
changes in the two tubes. In Fig. 5-15 the transistor version of this
circuit is shown. It is assumed that the transistors are reasonably
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alike i11 their characteristics and arc mounted dose together so
that both will undergo the same temperature variations.
In the event of an inc.-reasc in ambient temperature, the increased l,:o in the two transistors will tend to cancel insofar as
rhange in output \'Oltagc is C'Oncerned, the drcuit mechanism being

DC
SIGNAL INPUT

--!Fig. 5-15.

The transistor dif-

ferential amplifier.

essentially the same as in the vacuum-tube differential amplifier,
We see that the useful property of the differential amplifier derives
from the fact that output is obtained in response only to differences
in conductive states of the two amplifying elements. The input
signal is applied in such a way as to upset conduction balance, but
the effects of changes in the lc0 's of similar transistors will tend
to cancel, as far as any change in output voltage is concerned.

6. the three transistor
amplifier circuits

As with vacuum tubes, there are three different ways in which
a transistor amplifier may be connected. One of these, the commonemitter circuit, is basically the same configuration as the most
usual vacuum-tube amplifier in which the cathode is the common
electrode to both input and output signals. A second transistor
amplifier, the common-base configuration, is analogous to the
grounded-grid amplifier in which the grid forms a mutual junction
for both input and output signals. Finally the common-collector
transistor amplifier is the transistor counterpart of the cathodefollower circuit. These analogies are shown in Fig. 6-1. In Fig. 6-2
the common<ollector circuit is redrawn to more clearly show that
the collector forms a mutual terminal for both input and output
circuits.
THE COMMON-BASE CIRCUIT

In investigating the circuit properties of the three basic
transistor amplifiers, it is expedient to start with the common-base
circuit. The physical construction and the physics of its operation
make this circuit a convenient reference for the characteristics of
the other two configurations.
The first property we shall concern ourselves with in the
common-base circuit is the current-gain factor a. (alpha). a. expresses
17
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Fig. 6-1. The three trenaiator configurotiona and their vacuum-tube counterparts
(a-c euentials only}; (A) common emitter; (8) common base; (C) common collector.

the ratio of collector current to emitter current under short-circuit
output conditions, that is, when R 1,=0. Figure 6-3 shows the circuit
arrangement for obtaining a. In junction transistors operating
within factory-specified temperature range, a is a number close to
but always less than I. We must not infer from this that the

INiUT

@2 •1 + '

Fig. 6-2.

INPUT

t

OUTPUT

i

Common collector and cathode follower circuits redrawn to facilitate
comparison with other configurations.
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common-base circuit docs not provide power gain. Considerable
power gain attends the operation of this circuit by virtue of its
voltage amplification. Consider the equation
A.le

a=-A.le

where A.le = change in collector-current resulting from closure of
switch S1
A.le= change in
switch S1

emitter current resulting from closure of

Alpha, The Common-Base Current-Amplification Factor. The
current gain factor a of the common-base amplifier is a measurement of the physical fact that not all emitter carriers arrive at the
collector. At low frequencies, say up to I kc, this loss, insofar as
the external circuit is concerned, manifests itself as current in the
base lead. Thus, it is very nearly true that the emitter current is
equal to the sum of the base current and the collector current.

Fig. 6-3. Circuit for meosur•
ing • in common-base configuration.

The two important causes of base current are (1) emission of
minority carriers from base to emitter and (2) recombination of
majority carriers in the base region. The latter phenomenon is
analogous to interception of electrons by a positive grid in the
vacuum tube.
At high frequencies another phenomenon exists. This is a
transit-time effect. The mobility of the carriers and the thickness
of the base region impose a limit on the speed at which an injected
carrier can diffuse to the collector region. We see that, when the
frequency is sufficiently high, arrival of carriers in the collector
region may no longer be in time phase with the input signal. This
in itself would not be of great consequence if a "package" of
charge carriers all crossed the base region together. There would
then exist a time delay between output and input signals which
would not limit high-frequency operation at as low frequencies
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as actually occurs in transistors. Inasmuch as the diffusion process
of carrier transit through the base is characterized by "randomness," the arrival of injected carriers in the collector region has
something of a smeared rather than a "stacatto' effect. As long as
the bulk of the relatively late arriving carriers make their transit
of the base region in a time which is small compared to the duration of a cycle of the operating frequency, a will remain substantially at its low-frequency value.
As the operating frequency is raised, this is no longer the case,
for then it is no longer possible for the majority of injected carriers
to cross the base region in sufficient time to contribute to a collector
replica of the emitter signal. Consequently, we see that a must
decrease at high frequencies._ By definition, the frequency at which
alpha is 71% of its low-frequency value is the a cutoff frequency.
The cutoff is not a sharp one as in certain filters, but the output
of a common-base amplifier is approximately limited to this frequency insofar as flat frequency response is concerned. Narrowband tuned amplifiers and oscillators can operate at reduced output
considerably beyond a cutoff frequency.
Common-Base Circuit Properties. The salient characteristics
of the common-base amplifier are as follows: This configuration
docs not reverse the phase of the signal undergoing power amplification. It does not produce current amplification, but provides
appreciable voltage and power gain. Its input impedance is the
lower extreme encountered in the three circuits, whereas its output
impedance is the highest. Consequently, the cascading of commonbase stages by resistance-capacitance coupling results in such a
severe impedance mismatch that usable pmvcr gain is not obtained.
Common-base stages can however be cascaded by appropriate impedance-matching transformers. The common~base stage is capable
of providing a power gain in excess of that obtainable from the
same transistor connected as a common collector stage, but not as
great as can be obtained with the same transistor connected in
the common emitter circuit. Of the three configurations, the common-base stage provides the best isolation insofar as concerns the
effect of the output circuit on the input circuit.
Collector Current in Common-Base Circuit. An interesting
property of the common-base circuit derives from the fact that
collector current is virtually at its operating value even when the
collector voltage is zero. This enables a very close approach to
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50% efficiency for class-A-amplifier operation. The collector charac,
teristics illustrated in Fig. 6-4 makes this dear. Further exposition
of common-base characteristics will continue in the ensuing discussion of the common-emitter amplifier. A better insight into the
properties of both circuits is made possible by comparison of the
two, for it will be seen that a unique relationship exists between
them.
THE COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT

The common-emitter amplifier, which resembles the most frequently encountered tube circuit, is generally easier to work with
than the common-base configuration .. The input and output impedances both have more moderate values. As a result, despite

IE=4MA

IE-2MA

AC LOAD LINE IN TYPICAL
CLASS "A" AMPLIFIER

Fig. 6-4. Collector charaderistics of typical small audiotype transistor in the common-base configuration.
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the impedance mismatch which does exist, usable gain is accumulated from cascaded common-emitter stages which are resistancecapacitance coupled. The power gain of the common-emitter stage
is the highest of the three amplifier circuits. This is because the
common-emitter circuit develops both current and voltage gain,
whereas the other two configurations provide voltage or current
gain only.
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Fig. 6-5.

Circuit for direct

measurement of current-gain
factor

fJ

in common-emitter
amplifier.

Is

The important properties of the common-emitter circuit are
derived from the counterpart characteristics of the common-base
circuit. For example, {3, the current gain factor of the commonemitter circuit, is obtained from a; thus {3 = a/(l - a}, Transposition of this relationship yields the useful formula

/3
/3 + I

a=--We see that simple calculations permit derivation of either " or fJ
if the value of one of these parameters is available. {3 is defined
as the collector circuit magnification of a small change in base
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current. The circuit for directly measuring f3 is shown in Fig. 6-5.
The relation between a and f3 is shown in Fig. 6-6.
/Jo

P=-

!Jb
where Alb= change in base current due to closure of S1
Ale= corresponding change in collector current
Although a is a small number, less than I, p is a large number
which increases rapidly as a approaches 1. The higher current gain
factor of the common-emitter circuit could have been anticipated
from the circuit conditions of the common-base stage.
In Fig. 6-7 the significant fact is that the two currents in the
base lead flow in opposite directions. The net base current is then
the difference between emitter and collector current. Inasmuch as
emitter and collector current are nearly the same, the base current
must consequently be much smaller than the emitter current, which
is to say we have more collector current magnification with respect
to base current than with respect to emitter current.
lb= 10 -le
assuming 100 is negligible compared to 10
le>> lb

We note, of course, that one of the prime differences between
common-base and common-emitter amplifiers is the signal injection
point.
RELATING COMMON-BASE AND
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUITS

Conversion Factor. We have seen that f3 is a value which is
I /(I - a) times as great as a, This multiplying factor transforms
other common-base parameters to those pertaining to the commonemitter circuit. For example, the f3 cutoff frequency is a frequency
equal to the a cutoff frequency divided by this factor: that is,
a

f3 cutoff frequency

cutoff frequency

= -------

1/(l - a)
or more simply, a cutoff frequency times the factor (1-a),
We see that the f3 cutoff frequency is much less than the 11,
cutoff frequency. f3 cutoff frequency is defined as the frequency at
which short-circuit collector current is 71 % of its value at low
frequencies, say several hundred cycles. Although this implies
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poorer frequency response, it is often possible to extend frequency
response by negative feedback. This is generally practical becauae,
as explained in the discu~sion on feedback, the improved impedance match often obtained by appropriate feedback connections
can regain the power loss which might otherwise be the price of

fig. 6-7. Insight into common-emitter operotion is provided by consideration of
base current in the commonbase amplifier.

IE

feedback. Even where this may not apply, the nonfeedback power
gain of the common-emitter circuit is high, and a power loss can
often be spared.
In still other cases, the {3 cutoff frequency is well above the
maximum operating frequency; so the full power gain inherent in
this amplifier may be obtained together with satisfactory frequency
response.
Input Impedance. Another modification by the factor 1/(1-cz)
is encountered in the input impedance to the two amplifier circuits.
The input impedance to the common-emitter circuit is very nearly
equal to I/ (I - a) times the common-base input impedance. The
output impedance of the two configurations is also approximately
related by the factor 1/(1 -a) with the common-emitter output
impedance being the lower in value. Thus, for most practical
purposes we may use the relationship that common emitter output
impedance is approximately given by
common-ba~e output impedance

1/(l-a)
or more simply, common-base output impedance times the factor
(l - a).
Voltage Gain. For most circumstances encountered in practice,
the voltage gain of both circuits may be considered to be numerically the same but with one difference: that is, the commonemitter circuit produces phase reversal of the signal undergoing
amplification, whereas the common-base amplifier does not. For
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both circuits the numerical voltage gain is approximately
r1.(a)

re+ r11 (l -11)
The values of r6 and rb are dependent upon emitter-base current
and may be approximated from the manufacturer's specifications.
For many applications involving small general-purpose or
audio-type transistors, we may gain some notion of a "ball-park"
value of voltage amplification by estimating r, as follows:
15

for germanium alloy junction structures
for grown junction structures (both germanium and
silicon)

In both instances I, is the emitter current in milliamperes. The
base resistance, rb, may be assumed to be within the 250- to 500-ohm
range for the purposes of such an estimate.
Power Gain. Finally, the power gain of the common-emitter
amplifier is 1/(1 -11) times that of the common-base amplifier.
The approximate formulas for the two circuits are as follows:
Common-base power gain

11ZrL
= ------

re+ rb (1 - a)

I
11ZrL
Common-emitter power gain= - - - x - - - - - 1 - 11
re+ rb (1 - 11)

Another formula for determination of power gain involves
terms which are somewhat easier to measure or estimate.
•

Power gam =

lout

(

-I1n

2 (
)

rL

-- )
Yin

This formula is applicable to all three amplifier circuits. 11n is the
current measured in the base lead in the common-emitter (and
common-collector) circuit. For the common-base circuit, 110 is the
current measured in the emitter lead. I£ r 1n is the input impedance
of the transistor, the power gain is then that corresponding to the
transistor in conjunction with the particular load, rL. I£ r 1n is the
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net input impedance due to transistor and bias network, the power
gain is then that corresponding to the actual amplifier circuit.
THE COMMON COLLECTOR CIRCUIT

The common-collector configuration is the third transistoramplifier circuit. This configuration is analogous to the vacuumtube cathode follower, which in essence is a common-plate ampli-

fier.
It has been shown in the common-base and common-emitter
circuits that, for a given collector current, a nearly equal current
exists in the emitter lead, but a much smaller current flows in
the base lead. We may say that there is current amplification in
the emitter circuit with respect to the base circuit. It is not to be
inferred that such amplification exists in a simple p-n junction
diode or in the common emitter circuit with no collector current.
Although in the common-collector configuration the output is
derived across a resistance inserted in the emitter lead, the current
amplification is the consequence of transistor action and is due to
flow of current in the emitter-collector circuit.
As in the common emitter circuit, the multiplying factor
1/(1 - a) plays a prominent role in defining the operating parameters. The important relationships in the common-collector
circuit are as follows:
.
I
C urrent gam = - - 1-

which, we note is approximately p

Cl

.
d ance = - I - rL
Input 1mpe
I - Cl
We see that a high input impedance requires a high impedance
load. It should be borne in mind that the load being driven exerts
a shunting effect on the actual resistance inserted in the emitter
lead.

r0 + r,,
Output impedance= r. + - - - I /(I - a)
or

Output impedance= re+ (r0 +r,,)(I - a)

where r0 is the impedance of the signal source. We note that, as in
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the other amplifiers, TL does not appear in our simplified formula
for output impedance. The output impedance is the impedance
seen by the load looking back into the transistor.
Voltage amplification a! I

a

TL

a.) + rL
The common-collector circuit is, in a sense, the opposite of the
common-base circuit. The common-collector circuit provides current amplification but not voltage amplification, whereas the converse situation prevails with the common-base circuit. This is
reflected in the impedance of the two circuits which are of opposite
extremes. On the other hand, a mutual property of both configurations is that no phase reversal is imparted the signal undergoing
power amplification.
The cutoff frequency of the common-collector amplifier is substantially the same as that of the common-emitter amplifier and is
obtained from the relationship
T~

+ rb (I -

a.co
Common collector cutoff frequency = - - - - or aoo (I -a)
1/(l - a)

where aco is the cutoff frequency of the common-base amplifier. For
most practical purposes, a useful approximation is
CIC()

Common-collector cutoff frequency

=-p

COMPARISON OF CIRCUIT PARAMETERS IN THE
THREE CONFIGURATIONS

Table 6-1 presents the relative values associated with the three
amplifier circuits. Further insight into the nature of the transistor
amplifier may be gained by inspection of the typical parameter
values shown in Table 6-2. The value ranges indicated are not
necessarily related, but have been chosen from consideration of
many circuits to convey a practical "feel" for the transistor amplifier. As with vacuum tubes, transiston are made with different
power-handling capabilities. High-power transistors will not have
the value ranges. indicated in Table 6-2. Most significantly, their
input and output impedances will generally be below 100 ohms,
and their a cutoff frequencies generally do not exceed 100 kc.
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However, the correlation of relative values with configuration
shown in Table 6-1 is still valid.
TABLE 6-1.
RELATIVE VALUES OF TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS
FOR THE THREE AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS
Characteristic

Com111011 base

Analogous vacuum-tube Grounded grid
amplifier
cJrcuit
Moderate
Maximum power gain
Near unity (ci)
Current gain
High
Voltage gain
No phase
Phase of output
reversal
signal relative to
input signal
Highest
Half-power frequency
(ci or fJ cutoff
frequency)
Lowest
Input impedance
Output impedance
Highest

Common emitter

Common collector

Grounded-cathode
amplifier
Highest
High (/J)
High
Phase reversal

Cathode follower
Lowest
Highest (fJ + 1)
Near unity
N'o phase
reversal

Low

Low

Moderate
Moderate

Highest
Lowest

Cascaded Stages Using Resistance-Capacitance Coupling. Although transformer coupling enables cascading of any combination
of transistor amplifier configurations, we generally do not have
this design liberty with resistance-capacitance coupling. For example, it would not be profitable to make a resistance-capacitancecoupled amplifier using two common-base stages. The input impedance of the second stage would be much too low to permit the
first stage to develop r-easonable power gain. The same would be
true in a common-emitter--common-base circuit using resistancecapacitance coupling. In most cases of resistance-capacitance coupling, optimum power gain will not be obtained due to mismatch.
How~ver, some combinations are much better than others. A usable
system of cascaded stages results from employing resistance-capacitance coupling between common-emitter stages. Despite considerable power loss due to impedance mismatch, the inherent high
power gain of the common emitter circuit permits such a cascaded
arrangement to develop practically any required power amplification by the employment of an appropriate number of stages.
The Common Collector Stage as an Impedance Matcher.
Where space, weight, or economic factors exclude the use of transformer coupling, the common-base output amplifier can often be
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efficiently driven by a common-collector stage. In turn, the common collector stage can be preceded by either a common-base or
common-emitter input stage. In such a three-stage amplifier, the
common-collector stage performs the role of an impedance-matching device. This it is able to do by virtue of its relatively high
input impedance and low output impedance. It should be appreciated, that, whereas in a vacuum-tube arrangement, a cathode
follower might be considered a "wasted" stage because it provides
no voltage gain, the common-collector stage provides a usable current gain in the transistor amplifier. The common-collector stage
is capable of providing more drive than a transformer to a power
output stage.
Circuit Considerations for High Input Impedance in CommonCollector Stage. A fact often overlooked in both the vacuum-tube
cathode follower and the transistor common-collector stage is that
high input impedance does not naturally ensue regardless of the
load seen by the output. If the load is a low impedance, the input
impedance will not be high. In the cathode follower this relationship is perhaps of less consequence because the input impedance
to the grid circuit of a tube operating as a class-A amplifier is
inherently high. However, with the transistor, the input diode,
operating in its forward-conduction region, has an inherently low
TABLE 6-2.
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES LIKELY TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH
A TYPICAL SMALL AUDIO-TYPE JUNCTION TRANSISTOR
Characteristic

Common base

Common emitter

600-1200

8000-12,000

Common collector

Power gain,
Pou,/P,n

12-50

Current gain,
f 0 u,/l1n

Half-power
frequency range,
kc
Voltage gain,

E .,/E,
0

0

Input impedance,
ohms
Output impedance,
ohms

0.920-0.980

12-50

12-50

800-1200

40-300

40-300

200-600

15-50

15-50

40-80

600-1200

250-750 K

•Very dependent on load resistance.

40-80 K

.'5-50 K•
100-400

JOO
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impedance. This impedance can be effectively raised by means of
appropriate feedback applied to the common-emitter circuit. This
will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
Signal Dissipation by Bias Network. A direct approach to the
a-c amplifier is the circuit depicted in Fig. 6-8. There is the possibility that the divider network R 2 and Ra can dissipate an undesirable portion of the incoming power. This situation will be encountered when the impedance of the driving source is high, say
two or more times the impedance seen looking into the input
k'---+--1

I--<>
AC OUTPUT

-!- '\,
•

Rz

fig. 6-8.

A-c amplifier using
capacitance coupling.

terminals of our amplifier. Under such conditions, it is often
possible to modify the bias network so that this shunting effect
will be reduced; that is, both R 2 and Ra can be raised by a factor
of several or more times. In most practical situations stability will
not be greatly degraded by this design modification inasmuch as
R 1, the emitter resistance, generally provides sufficient stabilization.
Another facet of avoiding excessive signal shunting effect has
to <lo with RL. It is not profitable to make resistance RL high
unless the loading effect of the subsequent stage is accounted for
in estimating the a-c gain of our amplifier. It follows that transformer coupling is a means whereby the impedance of one stage
can be matched to the impedance of another. However, it may
still be necessary to consider the shunting effect of the bias network.
Overcoming Signal Dissipation by Bias Network. Figure 6-9
shows one way in which transformer coupling can be incorporated
into a transistor amplifier. It must be appreciated that the objective, insofar as efficient transformation of power is concerned
is to match the output impedance of one stage to the input impedance of the following stage. When the input impedance is substantially comprised of bias resistances, a power loss is inevitable.
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~AC

~UTPUT

Fig. 6-9. One way of using
transformer coupling.

This cannot be avoided by matching into the net effective input
impedance. Such a loss may be reduced by increasing the values
of both R 2 and R 8 •
An alternative scheme of connecting the transformer avoids
this loss altogether. In Fig. 6-10 the d-c bias to the transistor input
diode is series-fed rather than shunt-fed, as in the circuit of Fig.
6-9. Both circuits require a blocking capacitor C1• In the circuit
of Fig. 6-10 no a-c shunting effect is provided by bia& resistances
R 1 and R 2 • Efficient power transformation prevails inasmuch as the
transformer feeds only the input diode of the driven stage.
COMPLEMENTARY SYMMETRY

The existence of transistors of two conduction types, n-p-n and
p-n-p, make possible interesting and useful circuit combinations
which have no counterpart in tube practice. Figure 6-11 shows a
direct-coupled amplifier using an n-p-n transistor as driver for a
p-n-p power output stage. Both stages employ the common-emitter
configuration. A little consideration reveals that a conflict in bias-

~AC

~UTPUT

Fig. 6-10. Alternative transformer connections.
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ing polarity would prevent such direct coupling of commonemitter stages using transistors of like conductivity type. When
the transistors are opposite types, the same current biases the
output diode of the driver stage and the input diode of the power
stage. The arrangement depicted in Fig. 6-11 is a fortunate one.
NPN

PNP

)lt-----1H~

OUTPUT

-b
fig. 6,11.

Transistor ampli•

fier employing principle of
complementary symmetry.

inasmuch as there is a wider selection of p-n-p power transistors available than of n-p-n power units. However, the principle of the circuit
remains valid for the case of a p-n-p first stage and n-p-n second
stage.

Push-Pull Class-B Amplification by Complementary Symmetry.
The principle of complementary symmetry may be used in a simple
circuit which functions as a push-pull class-B output amplifier,
yet dispenses with the need for phase inverter as well as a push-pull
output transformer. This circuit is formed by simply connecting
otherwise similar n-p-n and p-n-p transistors essentially in parallel.
Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 6-12. With no input signal
neither transistor conducts, because no forward bias is provided.
On the positive excursion of the a-c input signal the n-p-n transistor
becomes conductive and delivers power to the load. On the negative excursion of the a-c input signal the p-n-p transistor assumes
this role. Thus over a complete cycle, the circuit action is essentially similar to that of conventional push-pull class-B amplifiers.
Input Impedance Dependence on Bias Current. The impedance
of the base-emitter diode decreases as forward current is increased.
Thus, when we cite an input impedance for an a-c signal, we
imply an average impedance. If the amplitude of the applied a-c
is not too great, the average input impedance will be substantially
governed by the bias current and voltage employed to establish
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d-c forward conduction. The instantaneous input impedance decreases with input driving current. It follows that the applied a-c
wave must suffer distortion. This distortion is generally most
severe in the common-base circuit. It can be diminished by inserting a resistance in series with the emitter lead, or by driving from
a source having a higher impedance than that corresponding to a
match.
Such techniques introduce losses, but can often be profitably
used to decrease distortion. In the common-emitter circuit, an
unbypassed resistance is frequently inserted in the emitter lead

AC SIGNAL INPUT

Fig. 6-12. Circuit illustrating basic principle of complementary symmetry in pushpull class-B amplifier.

+

+

for the purpose of providing negative feedback. Such feedback
raises the effective input impedance by a factor greatly in excess
of that which would result from simple ohmic addition of the
inserted resistance.
This situation is even better in the common-collector circuit
where, ideally, 100% inverse feedback can raise the effective input
impedance to a very high value. Of course, we start with a better
situation in the common-emitter and common-collector circuits
than in the common-base circuit. This is because a smaller input
current suffices to produce a given collector current. Except for
exacting requirements, the nonlinearity of the input circuit is generally of practical consequence only in the common-base amplifier.
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK IN TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Both the theoretical and practical aspects of feedback can
constitute a voluminous study. We shall restrict our investigation
of feedback to generalities which are, however, particularly relevant
to transistor amplifiers. From vacuum-tube circuitry, we recall that
negative feedback is extensively employed for the purpose of
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reducing distortion. Feedback accomplishes the same result in
transistor amplifiers, but should not be used without regard to
the input and output impedance changes inevitably produced. One
reason why this consideration is generally overlooked in vacuumtube amplifiers is that the input impedance of a tube is, insofar
as the majority of practical circuits is concerned, infinite. Thus
it is of little practical consequence that feedback can increase or
decrease this very high impedance by, say a factor of 10.
In a transistor, however, the input impedance is relatively low,
often between several dozen and several kilohms. This necessitates
consideration of impedance matching in order to avoid excessive
loss in power gain. Inasmuch as two or more amplifying stages
are often cascaded, we see that the relative input and output
impedances of individual stages are of great importance in R-Ccoupled amplifiers.
It is usually profitable to manipulate these impedances by
feedback in the direction of at least an approximate match. In so
doing, power gain will be used up by the feedback but will be
virtually recovered by the improved match. The net result is
about the same power gain as without feedback, but with the
desirable features provided by feedback. These are reduced distortion, increased a-c stability, diminished importance of transistor
characteristics, and improved frequency response. When transformer coupling is used, the same performance improvements are
attained, but one must provide for an attendent reduction in the
maximum po.ssible power gain.
Effect of Feedback on Current Gain. Negative feedback in a
transistor amplifier is described by the modifying factor (I + K)/
(I+ KG) where G represents current gain without feedback and K
is the percentage of a-c output current returned to the input
through the feedback network. This modifying factor becomes
more meaningful when we employ it to express the change in
operating parameters brought about by the feedback. For example,
the current gain of a feedback amplifier is given by
I +K

G----

1 +KG

This relationship provides us with interesting insight into the
stabilizing nature of negative feedback. In most practical feedback
amplifiers, particularly those involving a feedback path encom-
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passing two or more cascaded stages, K is small enough compared
to I to merit dismissal from the numerator for the sake of simplicity.
Our simplified expression for current gain with feedback is
therefore
I

G----

1 +KG
Now, let us suppose that by virtue of high nonfeedback gain,
the product KG is much larger than I. This enables us to make an
additional simplification with little deviation from accuracy. Our
current gain with feedback now is very nearly G(l/KG) or G/KG,
which yields the ultimate simplification 1/K. That is:
Current gain with feedback

=- 1
K

SIGNIFICANCE OF FEEDBACK EQUATION. The most significant
aspect of this relationship centers about the parameters which are
not contained therein. We note that the current gains of individual
transistors are not involved. Nor are such factors as operating voltage
or current. The natural conclusion is that the negative feedback
has stabilized the gain of our amplifier. In practice, this is indeed
the case; the higher the product KG, the more immune is the
amplifier to transistor circuit and operating voltage variations.
Effect of Negative Feedback on Frequency Response. The
factor 1/(1 + KG) (or 1/K when KG is large compared to 1) governs other parameters as well as current gain. For example, the
frequency response with feedback is extended over the nonfeedback response as follows: Let A the half-power point at the lowfrequency end without feedback. Let B = the half-power point at
the high-frequency end without feedback. Then the new low-frequency half-power point when feedback is applied is the frequency
given by

=

A

l

1 +KG

or

A

1 +KG

The new high-frequency half-power point when feedback is applied is the frequency given by
B

1/(1

+ KG)

or B (1 + KG)
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The Different Ways of Providing Feedback Paths. We shall
now concern ourselves with the various types of negative feedback
and their relative effect on input and output impedances. To a first
approximation these impedances are raised or lowered by the factor 1/(l + KG). Accordingly, henceforth we shall simplify our
discussion by merely stating whether input or output impedance
is raised or lowered. The impedances are those looking into the
input or output of the transistor divorced from bias resistance
or load impedances.
We begin our feedback investigation by considering the
"jack-of-all-trades" circuit shown in Fig. 6-13. This circuit conFEEDBACK PATH

o-----11 t---VV-,.,-----o
C
R

~~·

'""'f

D

Fig. 6-13 A-c essentials of two-stage amplifier shawing possible points for con•
nection of feedback path. Refer to Table 6-3 for significance of various connections.

tains a number of designated points to which we can connect a
feedback path consisting of a resistance and capacitance in series.
We assume that the capacitor is large and functions only as a
means of blocking the flow of d-c current. This circuit, in conjunction with Table 6-3, provides the impedance-changing information we need to determine the various ways in which the feedback
path may be connected to provide return of a fraction of the a-c
output to the input circuit. (Not all combinations are shown,
inasmuch as we are restricting our discussion to negative feedback only.)
Feedback Derivation. We should know that there are two
basic ways of deriving feedback from the output circuit and, likewise, two basic methods of applying or returning feedback to the
input circuit. Let us first consider the derivation of feedback.
If we derive our feedback current in such a way that it is
proportional to the a-c output voltage, we describe such feedback
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as being voltage-derived. Feedback derived from points 2 and 4
in Fig. 6-13 is voltage-derived.
TABLE 6-3.
THE EFFECT OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK CONNECTIONS ON
INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE OF A TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIER
Point of
Feedback
Derivation in
Fig.6-U
(I)

1
1

Point of
Feedback
Application in
Fig.6-13
(2)
A
B

1

C

1

D

Circuit
Conditions

Descriplion of
Feedback

Output
Impedance

Input
lmpedance

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

T 2 connected for Current-derived;
no phase reversal shunt-applied

Raised

Lowered

Current-derived;
series-applied

Raised

Raised

Voltage-derived;
shunt-applied

Lowered

Lowered

Voltage-derived;
series-applied

Lowered

Raised

Current-derived;
shunt-applied

Raised

Lowered

Current-derived;
series-applied

Raised

Voltage-derived;
shunt-applied

Lowered

Lowered

Voltage-derived;
series-applied

Lowered

Raised

T, connected for

phase reversal

2

A

2

B

2

C

2

D

T, connected for
phase reversal
Also, Ra and R,
are shorted
or bypassed
T 2 connected for

no phase reversal

5

A

5

B

5

C

5

D

4

A

4

B

4

C

4

D

T, connected for

phase reversal
T 2 connected for
no phase reversal
T, connected for
phase reversal
Also, Ra and n.
are shorted or
bypassed
T, connected for

no phase reversal
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If feedback current is obtained from the output in such a way
that it is proportional to the a-c output current, such feedback
is described as being current-derived. Feedback derived from points
1 and 3 in Fig. 6-13 is current-derived feedback. Given percentages
of either type of feedback derivation are about equally beneficial
in reducing distortion and in stabilizing the a-c gain of the ampli•
fier. However, they have opposite impedance-changing effect on
the output of the amplifier. Voltage-derived feedback lowers the
output impedance. Current-derived feedback raises the output
impedance.
Return of the Feedback Path. Now let us investigate the two
ways of applying or returning feedback to the input of the amplifier. If the feedback current is returned in such a way that it
acts in parallel with the input signal, such feedback is said to be
shunt-applied. Feedback current returned to point A or B of
Fig. 6-13 is shunt-applied.
If the feedback current is returned in such a way that it acts
in series with the input signal, it is said to be series-applied. Feedback current returned to point C or D is of this variety.
Given feedback percentages confer approximately equal improvements in distortion reduction and a-c-gain stabilization,
whether shunt- or series-applied. However, the two methods of
feedback application produce opposite changes in the input impedance to the amplifier. Shunt-applied feedback lowers the input
impedance. Series-applied feedback raises the input impedance.
An Example of lmpedm1ce Modification with Feedback. An
interesting consequence of impedance manipulation by feedback
is found in resistance-capacitance-coupled amplifiers. Consider the
two-stage cascaded emitter amplifier shown in Fig. 6-14. To begin
with, assume that R 2 is shorted out and the network R 1-C 1 is

<>-1

INPUT

.1...

Fig. 6-U. A-c euentials of
a two-stage amplifier which
can be improved by load
feedback.
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not in the circuit. The output impedance of the first stage may
be 10 to 100 times as great as the input impedance to the second
stage. A considerable loss in power gain results from such a drastic
mismatch.
If we connect the network R 1-C 1 from collector to base of the
first stage, we lower the output impedance of this stage, thereby
providing a better impedance match to the second stage. The
over-all power gain of the two-stage amplifier will not thereby
increase because negative feedback decreases power gain. However,
the first stage will now have the stabilizing and distortion-reducing
benefits of negative feedback.
If we are to obtain optimum results from this technique, we
must provide for the lowered impedance in the input of the first

Fig. 6-1 lj.

Use of conjugote

feedbacks to retain no-feedback impedances.

stage. A lower a-c driving impedance is now necessary to avoid
gross impedance mismatch at the input.
Other Feedback Techniques for Impedance Control. An alternate procedure is to insert R 2 in the emitter lead of the second
stage. This raises the input impedance of the second stage, which
is again a change in the direction of impedance match between
the two stages. In order to prevent unnecessary sacrifice of power
gain, we must now work into a higher impedance output load, inasmuch as R 2 also raises the output impedance of the second stage.
Many other feedback techniques can be conjured from the
information contained in Table 6-3. An example is the single
common-emitter stage with conjugate feedback paths shown in Fig.
6-15. In this arrangement, R 1 raises both input and output impedance, whereas R 2 lowers both impedances. These two feedbacks
may be proportioned so as to retain the "no-feedback" input and
output impedances where this is desirable, say in carrier telephone
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applications where it is often necessary to insert an amplifier
between designated impedances.
Feedback in the Common-Base Amplifiers. Our discussion of
feedback has centered about the common-emitter stage. The distortion and instability of the common-base configuration are generally low enough so that feedback is not needed. However, there
are applications where such feedback may prove beneficial. We
cannot simply insert an unbypassed resistance in the base lead or
connect a resistance and a-c blocking capacitor from collector to
emitter. Such connections produce positive rather than negative
feedback. A special tertiary winding on an output transformer is
necessary. A common-base stage with negative feedback is shown
in Fig. 6-16. The feedback is voltage-derived and series-applied.
Consequently the input impedance is raised, and the output impedance is lowered.
Feedback in the Common-Collector Circuit. The commoncollector circuit is inherently a negative feedback amplifier. A little
reflection will reveal this configuration as the end result of increasing current-derived series-applied feedback to the limit in a
common-emitter stage. We must appreciate however that the shunting effect of a load connected across the emitter resistance decreases
the transistor feedback current. In order to attain the high input
impedance, the feature for which this circuit is often chosen, the
load seen by the emitter resistor must not be too low.
GAIN CONTROL IN TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

The control of gain in a transistor amplifier is preferably
accomplished by varying some part of the circuit which affects the
a-c level, but does not disturb the d-c operating point. This is
particularly so in audio amplifiers. Figure 6-17 shows three methods
of varying the gain of transistor amplifiers. In Fig. 6-I7A the a-c
input level to the second stage is varied by means of potentiometer
R1,

In Fig. 6-l7B the current gain of the amplifier is governed by
the amount of negative feedback selected by R 1 • This method does
not permit reduction of the transferred signal to zero level. However the attenuation range can be extended by provision of input
and output circuits which see a greater impedance mismatch as
feedback is increased. We note that the feedback is voltage-derived

rrr
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fig. 6-16. A-c essentials of
common-base amplifier with
negative fNdback,

shunt-applied. Accordingly, both input and output impedance
decrease with increasing feedback.
In Fig. 6-I7C the a-c essentials of a section of a superheterodyne
receiver is depicted. The gain of the i-f amplifier is controlled by

re
-½

~

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

~

(al

(b)

DET-AVC

FROM~
CONVERT~

(cl
fig. 6-17. Three gain-control methods: (A) Control of a-c input level to audio
amplifier; (B) control of a-c gain by variable feedback in audio amplifier; (C) gain
control by variation of base-emitter bias in i•f amplifier.
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a d-c "error current" derived from the second detector. For strong
signals, the forward bias applied to the base-emitter diode of the
i-f amplifier is decreased. This lowers the current gain of the
transistor. This effect exists only for very low values of emitterbase bias. In audio amplifiers, such operation would introduce
considerable distortion due to nonlinearity of the transistor characteristics. In the i-f amplifier, "distortion" of the signal is of no
consequence, because the harmonics and intermodulation products
thereby generated are highly attenuated by resonant circuits.
TRANSISTOR NOISE

For many applications, the self-generated noise of the junction
transistor is of no appreciable consequence. On the other hand,
where a multiple-stage amplifier possessing a high gain-bandwidth
product is part of the system, the internally produced noise power
in the input stage can assume considerable if not limiting significance. At relatively low frequencies, generally including most

------- - ~ - --

THERMAL NOISE GENERATED
BY A I K RESISTANCE~ -

~

--

\

-

1000
1.0
10.0
100
FREQUENCY (OR BANDWIDTH) AT WHICH NOISE IS MEASURED ( kc)
Fig. 6-18.

Internally generated noise power as a function of frequency for typical
small germanium junction transistor.

of the audio spectrum, the main source of transistor noise displays
different frequency distribution properties than does the thermal,
or "white noise," generated by resistance. The unique property
of such transistor noise is that for a given bandwidth, it decreases
in direct proportion to increasing frequency. Mathematically
termed "I//" noise, this relationship is equivalent to stating that
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the same noise power is contained in each octave (that is, each
decade frequency range). At higher frequencies, a noise resembling
shot noise in electron tubes assumes prominence (see Fig. 6-18).
This noise, like thermal noise, has a "flat" power spectrum; i.e.,
this noise power increases with increasing octaves of the frequency
spectrum. (We note that successively higher octaves of bandwidth
contain more cycles per second and that noise can be assumed generated as so much power per cycle per second.)
Source of 1/f Noise. 1/f noise apparently has two sources, both
however associated with the process of charge injection. One of
these sources appears to be localized within the emitter region.
The other emanates from the collector region. Low forward-bias
current helps reduce the emitter noise power, whereas low collector
voltage, say I volt or less, greatly diminishes collector noise power.
Other Noise Considerations of Junction Transistors. One of
the advantages possessed by junction transistors over electron tubes
is the absence of microphonics. This is, of course, due to the
unitized physical structure of the transistor; no section is free to
vibrate with respect to any other. Another advantage stems from
the high immunity to induced noise from external magnetic or
electric fields. In those critical applications wherein noise must be
maintained at a low value, it is desirable to operate the input
transistor stage from batteries rather than rectified and filtered alternating current. The input diode of the transistor responds to
ripple as it would to a signal. In this respect, the vacuum tube
may show up advantageously because the thermal inertia of a
filament, or particularly an emissive cathode, makes such emitters
less susceptible to emission modulation from moderate ripple percentages than the input diode of the transistor.

7. related semiconductor
devices
Undeniably, the technologies of communications and control
have benefited greatly from exploitation of the conventional tripleregion junction transistor. We should appreciate, however, that
this component is but a single member of a large family of semiconductor devices, each capitalizing upon a unique practical aspect
of basic p-n junction phenomena. So numerous and varied are
these, that the description in detail of even a reasonably representative portion of them could not possibly fall within the
intended scope of this book. Nevertheless, our acquaintanceship
with the junction transistor will certainly be enriched by giving
at least some consideration to other semiconductor devices.
DOUBLE-BASE OR TETRODE TRANSISTOR
A structure which by its resemblance to the simple junction
transistor, merits our first attention is the double-base, or tetrode,
transistor. In its simplest form, we have an alloy junction transistor
with a second base connection as depicted in Fig. 7-1. When the
second base B 2 is biased with respect to the conventional base B 1,
the emission of carriers from the emitter region is no longer approximately uniform, as in Fig. 7-2A. When B 2 is positive with
respect to Bi, emission is considerably inhibited from the upper
part of the emitter, as shown in Fig. 7-2B. Conversely, when B2 is
114
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OHMIC CONTACT.

EMITTER

fig. 7-1.

COLLECTOR

The tetrode transistor.

negative with respect to B1, the preponderance of emission occurs
from the upper portion of the emitter (see Fig. 7-2C).
In either case, the effective areas of both emitter and collector
are considerably reduced. This in itself contributes significantly
to improved high-frequency performance. Of even more importance
at high frequencies the effective base resistance is greatly reduced
because less base material is involved in carrier transport between
emitter and collector. (We note this effect is opposite to that which
would be expected from ordinary experience with metallic conduction.) Figure 7-3 shows an i-f stage using a tetrode transistor.
As the bias on B2 is increased, the a of the transistor will
decrease because an appreciable portion of emitted carriers will
be deflected as they are about to enter the collector junction. Such
deflected carriers recombine in either the B1 or B2 region and thus
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Fig. 7-2. Electronic control of effective emitting area in tetrode transistor: (Al no
bias on 8,; (8) 8, is negative with respective to 8,; (Cl 82 is negative with respect
to 81.
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fig, 7-3.

Tetrode transistor

i-f amplifier,

do not participate in transistor action. We see that the control
of bias applied to B2 affords an excellent means of controlling
circuit gain. This is particularly so inasmuch as signal circuits are
not directly affected. We are reminded somewhat of screen grid
control of a-c gain in a tube amplifier.
THE HOOK TRANSISTOR

The hook transistor makes use of a collector region which
contains an extra p-n junction. This structure is illustrated in
Fig. 7-4. We recall that in a conventional three-region junction
transistor a current amplification of 1/(1- a) exists in the base
lead relative to the emitter lead. It is this very multiplying factor
which enables the common-emitter circuit (base injection) to produce more current gain than the common-base circuit (emitter
injection). Thus, the ratio of p to a is l / (I - a). The incorporation
of an additional junction in the collector region of the hook
transistor provides such current multiplication.
Further insight into the nature of current multiplication may
be attained by inspection of the approximately equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 7-4b. Here we see a tandem arrangement consisting
of a common-base amplifier driving a common collector amplifier.
C

B

E

NPN

,.....A--,, ,--A-... ,.....A--,,

EMITTER BASE

COLLECTOR

,...A---.. r--"--.. ~

p

p

N

(al
fig. 7-4,

N

(bl

The p-n-p-n hook transistor and an approximately equivalent circuit.
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Complementary symmetry takes care of d-c bias requirements.
Voltage gain is provided by the input stage, current gain is produced by the output stage. We note that emitter-base forward
bias to the n-p-n transistor as well as reverse bias for the collectorbase diode of the p-n-p transistor is supplied by battery B. Referring back to Fig. 7-14A the regions designated emitter, base,
and collector may be correlated with the respective elements of
the p-n-p stage of the circuit shown in Fig. 7-4B. The regions
designated C, B, and E are by the same reasoning the collector,
base, and emitter of the n-p-n output stage. Thus, three of the four
regions of the p-n-p-n structure can be construed to perform double
functions in terms of this analysis.
Unlike conventional junction transistors, the hook transistor
produces an e1 in excess of .unity when connected as a commonbase amplifier. This endows it with a negative input impedance

OHMIC CONTACT

OUTPUT

Fig. 7-5. Structure of the
unipolar fiefd controlled transistor.

-

+
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which is useful for certain switching applications. A particularly
significant characteristic of the hook-transistor is that it suggests
the mechanism which may operate in point-contact transistors
which also display common-base current gain factors in excess
of unity.
THE UNIPOLAR FIELD CONTROLLED TRANSISTOR

The unipolar field controlled transistor is an amplifying de•
vice in which semiconductor phenomena are used differently than
in the conventional transistor. In Fig. 7-5 the n-type germanium
rod is continuous from end to end. The central region of this rod
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is encircled by a band of p-type germanium, and a p-n junction
exists between the band and the rod. We see that this structure does
not consist of alternate conductivity regions in the same way as
conventional transistors are constructed. The effective cross-sectional area of the section of rod encircled by the band is a function
of the width of the depletion layer which separates the p- and
n-type material. This is illustrated in Fig. 7-6. The width of the

ROD
( b ) HIGH REVERSE BI AS

(a) LOW REVERSE BIAS
Fig, 7-6,

Electronic control of effective crou-actionol orea in rod of unipolar
field tran1i1tor.

depletion layer is, in turn, governed by the reverse bias impressed
across the junction. By varying this bias, we modulate the conductivity of the rod. Consequently a current passing through the
rod will reproduce these variations. Power amplification results
because, whereas a minute current is consumed by the reverse
biased input diode, considerable current passes through the n-type
rod. We note that this device has no "output diode," as does a
conventional transistor. Therefore, the polarity of the rod supply
is of little consequence. Battery B could be reversed if desired.
THE DOUBLE-BASE DIODE

The double-base diode, or unijunction transistor exhibits
properties which make it suitable for switching operations rather
than for proportional amplification. The structural configuration
of this device is shown in Fig. 7-7. Two ohmic contacts, B1 and
B2, are made to the end sections of an n-type germanium bar. In
the central region the bar is a p-n junction with a lead brought
out from the pellet of p material. Suppose a d-c voltage with
polarity as indicated is impressed across B1 and B2 • The current
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that flows longitudinally through the germanium bar will cause
the central region of the bar to be positive with respect to base
B 1• As a consequence, a small positive voltage impressed between
E and B 2 will not suffice to make E positive with respect to the
germanium bar. Therefore, such a small voltage will not cause
forward conduction in the p-n junction.
We should note furthermore that the lower portion of the
emitter region (that which is closest to B2) can be expected to emit
before the middle or upper portions, inasmuch as the latter portions are adjacent to more highly positive germanium. In essence
the middle and upper portions of the emitter are back-biased by
a higher voltage than the lower portion.
If we slowly increase the positive emitter voltage, a point will
be reached wherein the lowest portion of the emitter becomes
positive with respect to adjacent germanium, and forward conOHMIC CONTACT
GERMANIUM BAR

N

+

+
Fig. 7-7, The structure of
the double-base diode and
its biasing arrangement.

duction occurs. The advent of forward conduction upsets the
longitudinal voltage distribution along the germanium bar in such
a manner that more of the emitter region finds itself positive
with respect to adjacent germanium and heavier forward conduction ensues. This phenomenon is cumulative and rapidly propagates
to embrace the entire emitter region.
We see that a switching cycle has taken place; a tiny forward
current initiates the occurrence of heavy conduction in the E-B 1
circuit. The process is essentially one of conductivity modulation
in the lower half of the germanium bar brought about by emission
of holes into this section of the bar.
A self-actuating switching circuit, or sawtooth generator, is
shown in Fig. 7-8. When this circuit is placed into operation by
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closing switch S, the capacitor begins to charge from current flowing through the p-n junction. We note that the junction is reversebiased, E being negative with respect to B2 • As the voltage across
the capacitor builds up, a value is finally attained which permits
the lower portion of the emitter region to become positive relative
to adjacent n-type germanium. When this occurs, the entire junc-

C

o.os,.t

1200

Fig. 7-8. Dovble-baH sawtooth gene rotor.

tion rapidly becomes forward-biased due to abrupt conductivity
change in the lower half of the germanium bar. The capacitor is
t.hereby discharged to a low level and the entire cycle of events
then repeats itself. The 12-k resistance provides a slight forward
bias to the emitter in order to make oscillation self-starting. This
circuit is readily synchronized as a stable frequency divider by
injecting trigger pulses as indicated in Fig. 7-9.
THE SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER

The silicon controlled rectifier, like the hook transistor, comprises four alternately doped conduction regions. This device may
be said to be the semiconductor counterpart of the thyratron gas
tube. As with the thyratron, conduction is initiated by a trigger
signal which must attain a certain level. Likewise, in thyratron
fashion, once conduction exists, the triggering signal exerts no
further control unless the load circuit is interrupted. The silicon
controlled rectifier possesses the ability to switch very heavy currents in a matter of microseconds.
The basic structure of this device together with an approximately equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 7-10. Except for the
insignificant fact that we happen to be now considering an n-p-n-p
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Fig. 7-9. Double-base diode
connected as a synchronized
frequency divider.
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rather than p-n-p-n structure, we see that the silicon controlled
rectifier is essentially of the same nature as the hook transistor.
The essential difference is that the silicon controlled rectifier is
designed to function as a large signal-switching device, whereas the
CATHODE
EMITTER OF I ST STAGE
BASE OF

N
GATE

STAGE AND COLLECTOR OF

2ND

STAGE

COLLECTOR OF I ST STAGE AND BASE OF

2ND

STAGE N
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STAGE P
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L __
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( b)

(c)

Fig. 7-10. The silicon controlled rectifier: (A) basic structure; (8) its approximately
equivalent circuit; (C) flow of load current after conduction has been initiated by
momentarily closing switch S.
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hook transistor is intended to provide proportionate amplification
of small signals. We note that the two-transistor analogy in Fig.
7-IOB resembled a multivibrator circuit in that the collector of
each transistor is returned to the emitter of the alternate transistor.
In this circuit, sustained oscillation does not exist because both

AC
SUPPLY

RL

Fig. 7-11. Basic half-wave
controlled silicon rectifier cir•
cult.

transistors are deprived of forward bias when they are in their OFF
conduction states, and there are, furthermore, no energy storage
elements, such as capacitors, to provide time constants for the
relaxation-type oscillations associated with multivibrators. Initially,
the circuit is in its OFF condition, and no current flows through
the load. This is because the emitter-base diode of the second stage
does not receive forward conduction bias unless the first stage is
in its conductive state. However, the first stage is nonconductive
because switch S is open. We now momentarily dose switch S,
establishing conduction in the first stage and thereby in the second
stage also. Two paths now exist for the load current as indicated
in Fig. 7-IOC. Path I maintains forward conduction bias on the
second stage, whereas path 2 maintains forward conduction bias
on the first stage. The currents in the two paths reinforce one
another, and the conductivity of both transistors is well in their
saturation regions.
A half-wave controlled rectifier circuit is shown in Fig. 7-11,
whereas the full-wave arrangement is depicted in Fig. 7-12. In

AC~
SUPPL~
Fig.7-12. Full-wave controlled
rectifier circuit.
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both cases a very small actuating current suffices to turn on or off
the flow of heavy load currents. We note that the gate signal
must remain present for continued flow of load current. This is
because the cmTent through the controlled rectifiers is ac and
conduction ceases for approximately half of the applied cycle.
COMMUTATING CAPACITOR

Fig. 7-13.

Basic inverter em-

~

AC
EXCITATIO~

ploying silicon controlled rectifier.

When the polarity of the current reverts to that necessary for
conduction, the gate signal must be present to cause renewed
firing. Instead of the switch, a control device such as a transistor
may be used to satisfy a particular control requirement.
Figure 7-13 illustrates the essentials of an inverter. Capacitor
C serves the same function as in similar thyration inverters. When
one controlled rectifier is switched to its conductive state, the
resultant pulse communicated through this capacitor momentarily
depresses the voltage existing across the alternate rectifier, thereby
switching it to its OFF condition. The output is a square wave
with a frequency of the excitation applied to the gates. The waveshape and duty cycle of the exciting current is of little consequence
because the switching operation is mainly governed by the commutating capacitor in conjunction with the characteristics of the
controlled rectifiers.
Further insight into the characteristics of the silicon controlled
rectifier can be gained by inspection of Fig. 7-14. It is seen that
if moderate a-c voltage is applied, say not exceeding an amplitude
corresponding to the range between points I and 2, negligible
current flows through the device. Under such a condition, the
rectifier behaves as an open switch to both halves of the a-c cycle.
If the amplitude is increased in the forward direction much beyond
point 2, sufficient transistor action will occur to regeneratively
switch operation to the AB region in which the device acts as a
closed switch for one half of the a-c cycle.
Significantly, however, operation can be shifted to the AB
region without raising the applied voltage beyond point 2. This is,
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of course, accomplished by means of a momentary gate signal (see
Fig. 7-15). The gate signal will switch operation to the AB region
for any forward bias exceeding about 0.75 volt but less than the
breakdown value indicated by point 3. The reverse breakdown
region is of little practical concern other than that such operation
should be avoided.

THE FOUR-LAYER DIODE
The four-layer diode is a semiconductor switching device
utilizing much the same principles as the silicon controlled rectifier.
The four-layer diode is a two-terminal device and is made in
smaller power ratings than the three-terminal silicon controlled
rectifier. Jn our discussion of the silicon controlled rectifier, it was
noted that switching could be initiated by the application of
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Fig. 7-14.

Effect of a-c volt-

age impressed across silicon
controlled rectifier with gate
circuit open.

sufficient forward voltage even with the gate circuit open. In the
case of the four-layer diode, this switching technique is intentionally used.
Referring back to Fig. 7-IOB, we note that the two-transistor
analogy constitutes a closed posith-e-fcedback arrangement. In such
systems, either sustained oscillation or a single switching cycle
ensues when the over-all loop gain is equal to unity. Such a con-
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dition would exist when the a of each transistor is equal to ½,
Inasmuch as no forward bias is applied to the emitter-base diodes
of the transistors, the a's are considerably less than the critical
value of ½ when a moderate forward voltage is applied across
the device. It is important to appreciate that, due to the leakage
current I ro of each transistor, a tiny current will flow through the
device. This is because the Ico of each transistor provides a small
forward bias to the alternate transistor. Thus, for moderate forward potentials impressed across the terminals of the four-layer
diode, some transistor action will occur. Inasmuch as the current
gain of a silicon transistor is low for small forward-bias currents,
the circuit will lack sufficient gain to regeneratively switch conductive states. However, if we increase the forward potential, we
will arrive at a point where the collector-base junction of the p-n-p
transistor approaches avalanche breakdown. This immediately increases the current passing through the terminals of the circuit.
The increase in forward-bias current at the emitter-base junctions
of both transistors increases their current gains, which thereby
enables a further increase in current through the circuit terminals.
At the same time the initial avalanching of carriers in the p-n-p
transistor rapidly approaches saturation.
We see that the factors participating in the switching process
are cumulative. The entire process is speeded by the regenerative
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action of the circuit, so that once initiated, closure of our semiconductor switch occurs in a very brief time, on the order of
perhaps IO to 100 mµ.sec. Once closed, a small "holding" current
suffices to maintain the transistors in their highly conductive

OPENING VOLTAGE AND MINIMUM
HOLDING CURRENT

V-------- I

FIRING VOLTAGE

Fig. 7-16. Forward breakdown characteristic of the
four-layer diode.

APPLIED FORWARD VOLTAGE

states, each transistor reinforcing its alternate in conduction. If the
current is decreased from this threshold value, the drop in current
gain in the two transistors causes the circuit to revert to its nonconductive or OFF state.
The four-layer diode is, as a circuit element, somewhat
analogous to the simple neon lamp and can be connected in a
relaxation oscillator circuit which charges and discharges a capacitor in similar fashion to the well-known neon bulb oscillator.
In both devices, the ability to behave as a self-driven switch
derives from a voltage hysteresis; that is, firing voltage is greater
than opening voltage. This is shown in Fig. 7-16. We see in Fig.
7-17 a four-layer diode connected as a relaxation oscillator. The
series resistor Rs limits the current to a value below that required
for maintaining the four-layer diode in its closed condition. The
capacitor charges through Rs until sufficient voltage difference
exists across its plates to fire the four-layer diode. The four-layer
diode discharges the capacitor, then reverts to its open condition,
whereupon the capacitor-charging cycle repeats.
In Fig. 7-18 there is shown a pulse generator which is triggered
from an external source. The circuit is essentially similar to that
of the relaxation oscillator. However, in this case the d-c voltage
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applied across the terminals of the four-layer diode is less than
breakdown voltage. An incoming waveform of sufficient amplitude
then initiates breakdown in the four-layer diode, and the resultant
pulse derives its power from the d-c source. The performance of
this circuit reminds us of the Schmitt trigger which is widely used
for conversion of slow waveforms to pulses with steep sides.
The four-layer diode is a versatile switching element and is
readily adaptable to circuits requiring rapid transition in operating
state. Such applications include binary and ring counters, and the
various pulse techniques underlying the operation of digital apparatus.
THE DYNISTOR

The dynistor is a device similar to the four-layer diode. The
parent material is, however, germanium rather than silicon. The
mucture, as indicated in Fig. 7-19 is p-n-p-m signifying the use of
a metallic region as cathode. This is possible because a metal
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Fig. 7-17,
The four-layer
diode employed as a relaxation oscillator.
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can be used as a source of electrons, somewhat as n-type semiductor material. However, when a metal is used as an emitter, a
true p-n junction is not obtained. For reverse conduction, the metal
acts more in the nature of an ohmic contact. Consequently, the
dynistor conducts for reverse polarity of the applied voltage in
contrast to the four-layer diode which blocks reverse current flow.
The salient feature of the dynistor is its exceedingly low turn
on time, on the order of 0.0 I µ.5ec.
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Fig, 7-18.
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diode connected in o pulse
generator circuit.
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BILATERAL TRANSISTOR
If we exchange emitter and collector leads in a common-base
amplifier using an ordinary junction transistor, it is often possible
to retain an appreciable amount of power gain; that is, the
transistor is inherently a bilateral device, but its design is such
as to favor one direction of signal transmission over the other.
Thus, a transistor may have an a of 0.970 in its intended forward
direction and an a of 0.800 if used with emitter and collector leads
interchanged. The corresponding f3's are 32 and 4.
Obviously degradation in performance would be much worse
in the common-emitter than the common-base circuit. Favored
direction of amplification is brought about primarily by the use
of different doping and different effective areas in emitter and
collector regions. However, in the bilateral transistor of Fig. 7-20

p
N

GERMANIUM BODY
p

METALLIC REGION
Fig. 7-19. Structure of the
Westinghouse dynistor,
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the emitter and collector regions are identical, making possible
bilateral signal transmission as well as the interchange of emitter
and collector leads. This is a desirable feature for carrier telephone
systems, phase-detection circuits, bidirectional switching, and multiplexing devices. It should be appreciated that bilateral transmission
is not simultaneous. Rather, it is necessary to exchange emitter
and collector bias supplies to reverse the direction of transmission.

THE ZENER DIODE
The Zener diode makes use of both Zener and avalanche
breakdown which occur when the reverse voltage impressed across
a p-n junction exceeds a certain value. The semiconductor material
used is silicon.
Although reverse voltage breakdown exists in germanium
junction diodes, a much more abrupt transition is obtained when
silicon is employed. A series current-limiting resistance prevents the
breakdown from being destructive. Figure 7-21 depicts the characteristics of a typical Zener diode. Prior to breakdown voltage, the
reverse current through the diode is very small by virtue of the
small number of carriers thermally generated in the depletion
layer. After breakdown occurs, the resultant multiplication of carriers enables a very heavy flow of current.
We are reminded of the behavior of a gaseous diode subjected
to an ionization voltage. The Zener diode is used in similar applications as the gaseous diode, but with definite advantages in
performance. Unlike the gaseous diode, a wide range of breakdown voltages are available, from a few volts to 150 volts or more.
ACTING EMITTER

ACTING COLLECTOR
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INPUT

OUTPUT

ACTING COLLECTOR
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Fig. 7-20. Example of possible use of bilateral transistor in an intercommunications amplifier: (A) bias connected for "listen"; (6) bias connected for "talk."
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Fig, 7-21. Characteristic of
the Zener diode. Reverse
breakdown is caused by
Zener phenomena when the
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breakdown voltage is less
than about 5 1~ volts, For
higher breakdown voltages,
carrier avalanche is the predominant mechanics responsible for the abrupt increan
in conduction.

-IOOMA
REVERSE CONOUCTION TO ZENER
OR AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN

As in the gaseous diode, the breakdown phenomena are accompanied by a nearly constant voltage drop across the device. Consequently, the Zener diode makes a very versatile voltage-regulating
clement. It does not require a firing voltage in excess of operating
voltage as does the gaseous diode.
The basic circuits for regulation of d-c and a-c voltages are
shown in Fig. 7-22. In the a-c arrangement, we see two Zener diodes
series-connected back-to-back. This circuit functions also as a
peak clipper and will provide a good approximation to a square
wave if the amplitude of the input sine wave is high. The two
diodes are alternately switched from reverse conduction to forward-conduction states. For the portion of a half cycle during
which one diode regulates, the other operates as a closed switch.
An element such as the Zener diode which maintains nearconstant terminal voltage over wide variations of current can provide a similar circuit function to that of a large bypass capacitor.
Figure 7-23 shows a pair of Zener diodes connected to produce
cathode-grid bias in a vacuum-tube amplifier. No bypass capacitor
is necessary inasmuch as the a-c dynamic impedance of the Zener
diodes is very low. This is very convenient for low frequencies
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D-c and a-c voltage-regulating circuits using Zener diodes.
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where the conventional cathode resistor would require an inordinately large bypass capacitor in order to avoid undesired
degeneration.
A further advantage of the Zener diode bias arrangement is
that the a-c impedance of this bias source is not frequency-dependent as is a capacitor.
An important use of the Zener diode is as a precise voltage
reference in regulated power supplies and other servo systems. In
these applications, the Zener diode substitutes for a battery or
a gaseous voltage-regulator tube (see Fig. 7-24). Yet another function is the automatic protection of meter movements or other
sensitive devices from overload. Figure 7-25 shows how such
protection is provided for the 100 µamp movement of a IO-volt
d-c meter. The Zener diode is rated at 8 volts breakdown. When
a voltage in excess of IO volts is applied across the IO-volt terminals,

Fig, 7-23,
ployed
grid

~UTPUT

Zener diode em-

01

bias

source of cathodein

vacuum-tube

amplifiers,
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the Zener diode breaks down, thus preventing more than full
deflection current from flowing through the meter movement.
It is interesting to note that there is no voltage hysteresis
associated with reverse breakdown. This precludes use of the Zener
diode as a relaxation oscillator such as is obtained by connecting
a resistance in series with the parallel combination of a neon bulb
and a capacitor.
THE SEMICONDUCTOR VARIABLE CAPACITOR

The semiconductor variable capacitor is a silicon junction
diode designed to advantageously exploit the voltage dependent
width of the depletion layer. The "plates" of the capacitor may
be said to constitute the edges of the p and n regions adjacent
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Fig. 7-24.

The Zener diode as a voltage reference in a regulated d-c power supply.

to the depletion layer (see Fig. 7-26). The dielectric of the capacitor is the near-intrinsic material in the depletion layer itself.
When the reverse bias impressed across such a diode is increased,
the depletion layer widens, thereby reducing the effective capacitance. This effect is very useful for electrically tuning resonant
circuits, particularly when automatic frequency correction is desired in response to a change in a d-c error signal. Another
interesting use is found in the dielectric amplifier. Here, a change
in resonant frequency along the steep slope of a high-Q tank circuit
results in magnification of the bias change responsible for the
frequency shift.
It should be mentioned here that there is another type of
voltage-sensitive variable capacitor involving the material barium
titanate in polycrystalline form. In this device the dielectric con.stant of the material changes with the voltage impressed across
the plates. This type of voltage-tuned capacitor is considerably
more temperature-sensitive than is the junction diode type.
THE JUNCTION PHOTODIODE

The junction photodiode is a light-actuated p-n device. In
the ordinary junction diode, the current which flows under
reverse-bias condition is due in large part to the thermally gen-
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eratecl electron-hole pairs in the depletion layer. Light is basically
the same physical manifestation as heat, but occupies a higher
frequency band in the electromagnetic spectrum. Both heat and
light manifest corpuscular as well as wave characteristics and can
thereby be thought of as traversing space and materials in clusters
of discrete wavetrains or packages of energy known as jJhotons.
If the junction region of a diode is exposed, light photons
will impinge on the atoms in the semiconductor material. The
impact energy will be sufficient to dislodge some outer-orbit electrons associated in the covalent bond which unites the atoms in
the crystal-lattice structure. The dislodged electrons become mobile
current carriers and simultaneously produce holes which likewise
DEPLETION LAYER

DEPLETION LAYER

(a) LOW REVERSE BIAS

( b) HIGH REVERSE BIAS

~

(cl

Fig. 7-26. The voltoge-sensitive copacitor: (A) junction is norrow, producing a
relatively high effective capacitance; (8) junction is wide, producing a relatively
low effective capacitance; (C) turning a resonant circuit by means of a variable
d-< voltage.

behave as mobile current carriers. These free electrons and holes
are swept out of the junction region by the electric field produced
by the bias battery and give rise to current in the external circuit
(see Fig. 7-27).
THE SOLAR GENERATOR

The solar generator (see :Fig. 7-28) is a p-n junction diode in
which an entire surface of the depletion layer is permitted to
receive light photons from solar radiation. The diode, or cell,
consists of a thin slice of arsenic-doped silicon into which has been
diffused a microscopically thin layer of boron. The major portion
of the silicon wafer is thus of the p-conductivity type, whereas
the surface is of the n variety. Ohmic contacts are made to these
p-n junction elements. The surface layer of n material is so thin
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Fig. 7-27. The junction
photodiode.
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that a considerable fraction of the sun's radiation impinging at the
surface penetrates through to the depletion layer of the junction.
Here, the resultant action is the same as in the photodiode.
Electron-hole pairs are generated which upset the electrical equilibrium of the p-n junction, thereby producing a current in the
external circuit. The efficiency of the silicon solar generator is
about 11 %, considerably in excess of other thermoelectric generators such as the thermocouple.
With this efficiency, over 10½ watts/£t 2 of silicon surface is
available from strong sunlight. The open-circuit voltage of a single
cell is in the neighborhood of 5½ volts. Under matched load conditions the output voltage drops to about 0.4 volt. Output current
generally ranges from several to l I,O ma. The cells may be connected in series, parallel, or series-parallel in order to provide a
desired operating voltage and current. Such combinations are often
referred to as solar batteries. However, this term may be somewhat
misleading, inasmuch as energy cannot be stored as in the case of
electrochemical cells or batteries. Indeed, a useful function is provided by employing chemical-storage batteries in conjunction with
the solar cells. Surplus electrical energy is then stored as chemical
energy, which in turn is immediately available as electrical energy
at night and other times when solar radiation is not available.

,,1,/
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P
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Fig. 7-28. The silicon solar
generator.
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THE PHOTOTRANSISTOR
The phototransistor possesses an advantage over the photodiode in that power amplification is inherently developed. In the
simplest usage of the phototransistor, unmodulated light is permitted to impinge upon an exposed edge of the emitter-base junction region. The base lead is left unconnected. The arrangement
resembles that of the photodiode inasmuch as only two leads are
connected to the external circuit. However, true transistor action
takes place because forward emitter-bias is produced by the release
of electron-hole pairs by impacting light photons. The connections
for operation of the phototransistor from an unmodulated light
source arc shown in Fig. 7-29A. \Vhen the light source is modulated,
it is advantageous to provide a slight forward bias to the emitterbase diode, as shown in Fig. 7-29B.
Figure 7-30 depicts a more practical circuit for modulated
light. A resonant circuit is employed in order to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio. Here again the input diode is operated with
a small forward bias. We see that for nonmodulated light the phototransistor behaves as a d-c amplifier, whereas a-c amplifier action
is obtained for modulated light. The spectral response of both
the junction photodiode and junction phototransistor embraces
the visible region and generally extends far into the infra red.

THE TUNNEL DIODE
The latest, and most spectacular, semiconductor device (at the
time of writing of this book) is the tunnel diode. The theory
underlying the operation of the tunnel diode is quite complex,
involving speculative hypothesis in quantum mechanics. Nevertheless, the physical configuration, as well as associated circuitry required, is simpler than that of the transistor. In many respects, both
attained and predicted performance arc superior to the best available transistors.
The tunnel diode is a two terminal device, somewhat similar
to the p-n junction diode commonly employed as a rectifier, or
voltage regulator. The significant difference is that the tunnel
diode displays a negative resistance region throughout a portion
of its forward-conduction region. (This is in contrast to the negative
resistance region exhibited by some point-contact diodes in their
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The phototran1i1tor: (A) connections with unmoch1lated light source;
(8) connections with modulated light source.

reverse conduction region.) Figure 7-31 illustrates the negative
resistance region. Negative resistance is a circuit parameter which
enables amplification and oscillation to be obtained. This is so
because power is suj>plied to an appropriate circuit rather than
dissipated as with ordinary, or "positive" resistance. Indeed, it can
be shown mathematically that negative resistance is present as a
circuit parameter in all amplifiers and oscillators.
The tunnel diode consumes on the order of one-hundredth to
one-thousandth of the d-c power required by transistors. This
device operates over a temperature range much greater than can
be obtained from either germanium or silicon transistors. Tunnel
diodes have been made which operate at the temperature of liquid
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helium. Silicon tunnel diodes have shown operational capabflity
as high as 650°F. Tunnel diodes made of other materials will
permit operation at even higher temperatures. In addition to
silicon and germanium, many other semiconductors appear suitable
for fabrication of this amazing device. Some which have been experimented with are indium antimonide, gallium antimonide, gallium, and gallium arsenide.
The tunnel diode is very much less susceptible to damage
from nuclear radiation than is the transistor. Units of 2000-mc
capability are readily made, and in principle it appears feasible
that the frequency response may be extended to IO me, and even
higher microwave frequencies. Amplification is produced with
much less self-generated noise than in the transistor. Finally, there
is every indication that the tunnel diode will ultimately lend
itself well to mass production at low cost.
The tunnel diode is basically a p-n junction diode. However,
the depletion layer is much thinner than prevails in ordinary
ORDINARY FORWARD CONDUCTION
1-
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Fig. 7-31,

Forward bias characteristics of the tunnel diode.

diodes or transistors, being less than l µ.in. thick. Consequently,
current transfer through the junction no longer depends upon the
haphazard arrival of randomly moving electrons or holes. In the
tunnel diode, once an electron receives impetus to move, the effect
is almost instantaneously communicated to the oppositely doped
region. Specifically, an electron in the n region can cross the depletion layer at nearly the speed of light. The arrival of the electron
in the p region then constitutes the flow of current through the
diode. Such conduction is quite analagous to ordinary electronic
conduction in metals. In a metallic conductor, we do not have to
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wait for the same electrons injected at one end to emerge from
the opposite end. Rather, the electric effect is propagated at near
light velocity by numerous ·'billiard-ball" impacts of millions of
electrons. Each electron moves a short distance, but extremely
rapidly.
The movement of any single electron is similar to that occurring within the thin depletion layer of the tunnel diode. The
metallic conductor will not amplify because it does not display
the property of negative resistance. Negative resistance exists
throughout a voltage-current range in the tunnel diode by virtue
of the fact that an increase in applied voltage produces a decrease
in current flow through the device. This is a dynamic characteristic,
only a change in voltage can receive amplification. The steady d-c
bias voltage and current necessary to project operation in the
middle of the negative-resistance region represents expenditure
of power from the d-c supply.
The basic circuit arrangement for producing oscillation in a
resonant L-C tank is shown in Fig. 7-32. The negative resistance
of the tunnel diode neutralizes the effect of the inherent dissipative losses of the tank circuit. When this is done, thermal noise,
or the electrical disturbance created in energizing the circuit initiates the build-up of oscillation in the resonant tank. The oscillatory amplitude increases until the peaks of the a-c wave approach
the end regions of the negative resistance characteristic, whereupon
equilibrium is attained. When amplification, rather than oscillation is desired, the bias is adjusted so that the numerical value
~f the negative resistance is somewhat less than the effective positive resistance of the circuit in which amplification is to occur.
For example, in Fig. 7-32, the L-C tank could represent the primary or secondary of an i-f transformer.
THE FUTURE

Th~ advent of the transistor, in itself a phenomenal occurence,
revealed an untold number of possible semiconductor devices. Nor
need we confine our thinking to germanium and silicon. There
are innumerable other materials. These are for the most part, compounds both of the inorganic and organic varieties. A few interesting effects will be briefly mentioned. These and many others
are undergoing intense research and development.
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Refrigeration can be provided by passing current through
bismuth-telluride junctions. Electroluminescent semiconductors
such as zinc sulphide and gallium phosphide provide light when
subjected to an electrostatic field. A variety of amplifiers and transducers incorporate the Hall effect (see Fig. 7-33); basically, when
Fig. 7.32, Basic tunnel diode
oscillator circuit. Oscillation
occurs when the numerical
resistance presented to the
tank circuit equals or ex•
ceeds ~ the equivalent
resistance
resulting
from
parallel resonance.
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a semiconductor strip has its plane perpendicular to a magnetic
field and an electric current flows longitudinally through the strip,
a voltage is developed between its opposite edges. There are semiconductors which change resistivity when under mechanical stress.
Some semiconductors change from p to n type at a certain temperature. Persistance of photocurrents for days after removal of
radiation has been investigated. These and a long list of other
manifestations must ultimately provide the basic technology for
large-scale exploitation in the form of practical semiconductor devices.
With respect to the transistor proper, one can expect continued progress in high-frequency performance, thermal stability,
and power capability. At the same time great emphasis is being
directed to the matters of reliability, uniformity, and standardization. Economic competition with tubes has been, for the greater
part, achieved. Nevertheless, improved manufacturing processes
such as semiautomation and better control over intrinsic material
will result in further price reductions. New materials will extend
operating temperatures far beyond those presently permitted by
silicon.
R-f power transistors will become available for small transmitters. Increased use of transistors can be expected in the entertainment field. They will he employed abundantly in television
sets where their use will confer portability. Marine radio and electronic equipment will, like automobile radios, be transistorized.
The telephone industry will replace tube equipment with their
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transistorized versions as rapidly as is consistant with maintenance
of service. Transistorized telemetering apparatus is a natural for
space exploration vehicles. Likewise, air-borne electronics will
center about the transistor.
All these, and many more applications will be ensured by the
several features in which transistors excell tubes. Namely, these

Fig. 7-33. The Hall effect:
(A) production of a voltage
across sides of semiconductor; (8) change in resistance of semiconductor
due to magnetic field.

(a)

(b)

are size, weight, ruggedness, and economical use of operating power.
Certainly the time has arrived when one labors under limitation in being adept only with vacuum-tube techniques. It is hoped
that both insight and stimulus for further study of the transistor
have been provided by this book in which an endeavor was made
to emphasize only the basics of an almost inexhaustible technology.
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stages in cascade, 98
current gain of, 92
Combined bias-feedback network, 80
Complementary symmetry, 101
Components of collector current, 73
Concentration gradient in base region, 42
Conduction by electron-hole pairs, 26
Conduction, possibilities in insulators, 22
Conductivity modulation, in field-controlled
transistor, 118
Conjugate feedback paths, 109
Controlled injection, in tubes and transistors, """
Contacts, ohmis vs. junction, 66
Covalent bond, as special type of chemical
combination, 12
Critical alpha in sections of four-layer
diode, 125
Crossover distortion, reduction of in class8 amplifiers, 83
Crystal lattice, as pattern of matter buildup, 16
Current control of transistors, -48
Current-derived feedback, 108
Current-flow, 19-22
through metallic wire, 19-20
in liquids, 20-21
in gases, 21-22
Current gain, effect of feedback on, 10-4
with feedback, 105
Current multiplication, in hook transistor,
116
Cutoff frequency in common-collector circuit, 97
D-c amplifiers, bias requirements of, 85
D-c bias network, formula for calculation
of, 78

D-c negative feedback, as means of improving bias stability, 76
D-c power, requirement of tunnel diode,
136
Depletion layer, function of in silicon solar
cell, 133
Depletion layer in p-n junction, 31
Derivation of feedback, 106
Detector circuit, biasing of, 83
Differential amplifier, 85
Diffused-base transistor, 61
Diffusion of emitted carriers, -42
Diffusion in base region, -46
Diffusion process in fabrication of junction
transistors, 58, 61
Dielectric nature of depletion layer, 70
Dielectric amplifier, 131
Dielectric constant, as function of voltage
in barium titanate, 131
Differences between tubes and transistors,
52

Dislodging of covalent electrons by
photons, 133
Distortion due to input nonlinearity, 103
Donor atoms, 28
Doping in bilateral transistor, 128
Doping of p-n regions in junction, 33
Double-base transistor, 11-4
Double-base diode, 118
Drift of free electrons in current-carrying
metallic conductor, 20
Drift transistor, 62
Dynamic behavior of charges in depletion
layer, 31
Dynistor, 127
Electric field gradient in base region, 41
Electric field, as impetus for charge movement, 23
Electric impulse, speed of, 20
Electrical conduction, in metals, 19
Electrons, in orbital rings, 5
Electro-deposition, 58
Electrode currents in biased transistor, 48
Electroluminescence as response to electric
field, 139
Electrolytes, conduction state of, 21
Electron mobility compared to hole mobility, 65
Electroplating, as evidence of matter migration in liquid conduction, 20

INDEX
Emitter stabilization with collector circuit
af another transistar, 82
Emitter-base doping considerations,
Emitter resistance, as bias-stabilizing medium, 75
Energy, as reactive agent in atomic
systems, 15
Energy satisfaction in inert elements, 13
Energy levels in atomic slates, 8
Energy gap in germanium and silicon, 68
Equivalent circuit of hoop transistor, 116
Equivalent circuit of silicon-controlled rectifier, 120
Equilibrium between charge formation and
recombination, 26
Exponential current rise with temperature,

«

70
Feedback, as means of manipulating impedance, 104
Feedback in common-base amplifier, 110
Feedback in common-collector amplifier,
110
Feedback derivation, 106
Feedback, from emitter resistance for improvement of bias stability, 75
Feedback connections, effect on input and
output impedances, 107
Feedback paths, various ways of providing, 106
Field-controlled transistor, 117
Forward-conduction characteristic of tunnel diode, 135
rorward and reverse conduction, as single
phenomenon, 69
Forward conduction in p-n junction, 33
Four-layer diode, 124
Forward-bias current, effect on noise generation, 113
Free electrons, in metals, 19
Frequency division by unijunction transistor, 119
Frequency response, effect of negative
feedback on, 104-105
Frequency capability of tunnel diode, 137
Gain control in transistor amplifiers, 110
Gain control in tetrode transistor, 115
Gases, electrical conduction characteristics,

21
Gaseous diode,
diode, 129

comparison

with

Zener
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Gate signal, effect of on silicon controlled
rectifier, 123
Germanium compared to silicon, 67
Germanium crystals, atomic buildup in, 17
Germanium, electrical conduction in, 23
Graded junction transistor, 62
Ground state, in atomic energy balance,
22
Grid-bias element, use of Zener diode as,

130
Grown-junction transistors, 58, 59
Growth process of crystals, 57
Hall effect, 139
Half-wave controlled rectifier circuit, 122
Heat dissipation, as related to biasing, 83
Heat conductivity of germanium, 71
Heat sink, use of, 84
Helium atom, 5
Helium atoms, lowest energy state in, 8
High impedance, how to obtain in common-collector-circuit input, 99
High-frequency considerations of germanium and silicon, 70
High-frequency limiting factor, 52
Holding current, in four-layer diode, 126
Hole, concept in sodium-chlorine reaction,

14
Hole conduction in germanium, 25
Hook transistor, 116
Hydrogen atom, lowest energy state in, 8
/,.,, in common-emitter base circuit, 74
Impedance modification in R-C amplifier
by feed back, 108
Impurities, effect on conduction in germanium, 27
Impurity concentration, as factor in voltage breakdown of reverse biased pn
junction, 37
Indium, example of use for ohmic and
junction contacts, 66
Indium, as acceptor atom, 29
Inert elements, 13
Inert gas, suscep1ability to ionization, 21
Infra-red response of photodiode and
phototransistor, 135
Insulators, 22
Input impedance, dependence on bias
current, 102
Input impedance of common-emitter circuit, related to common-base, 94
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Input stage, significance in noise generator, 112
Isotopes, 7
Internal voltage of p-n junction, 33
Intrinsic germanium, 20
Intrinsic conduction in germanium, 20
Intrinsic barrier transistor, 61
Intercepted electrons in positive grid tube,
51
Inverter, using silicon controlled rectifiers,
123
Ions, as charged atoms, 10
in lattice structure of germanium, 26
Ionic movemenf in current carrying liquid,
20
Ionic movement in liquids, speed, of, 20
Ionization, mechanism of, 10
of gases, 21
due to weakening of electrical forces,
10
Isolation of output-input circuits in common-base amplifier, 90
Jumps of excited electrons, 23
Junction transistor, as extension of p-n
diode structure, 40
Junction photodiode, 131
Krypton, as closest inert element to germanium, 24
Lattice structure in crystals, 16
Leakage currents in sections of four-layer

diode, 125
Lifetime, of ions in a solution, 12
Lifetime of charges in depletion layer, 32
Lifetime of charge carriers in germanium,

27
Light, as inner orbit phenomenon, 15
Load impedance, effect in common-collector stage, 99
shunting of by input of subsequent
stage, 100
Macroscopic warld, as illusion of senses, 2
Magnetism, an analogy to ionization, 11
Matter and energy, reconciliation of in
miscroscopic world of atom, 15
Majority carrier in n material, 28
Mesa transistor, 61
Metals, electrical conduction in, 19
Meter protection by Zener diode, 131

Mismatch, in cascading of amplifier circuits,

98
Mobile charge carriers involved in liquid
conduction, 20
Mobile carriers, ions functioning as, 11
Modified d-c bias circuit, 78
Modulated light, in conjunction with phototransistor, 135
Molecular affinity, 17
Molecule, as result of atomic combination,
10
N-type semiconductor material, 28
Negative feedback, as means of improving
de bias stability, 76
in transistor amplifiers, 103
Negative input impedance, in hook transistor, 117
Negative and positive ions, as co-contributors to current flow in liquids, 20
Negative resistance, in tunnel diode, 136
Neutron, governing factor of isotopes, 7
as constituent of nucleus, 7
Noise, as manifestation of erratic motion
of free electrons, 20
Noise generation, in tunnel diode, 13
by transistors, 112
Nonlinear input impedance, effect of, 113
N-p-n and p-n-p transistor stages, direct
coupling between the two, 101
N-p-i-n (intrinsic barrier) transistor, 61-62
Nuclear radiation, effect on tunnel diode,
137
Nucleus, simplified composition of, 6
as heart of atom, 9
Ohmic contacts, 66
Opposite-sign emission, as loss in injection
efficiency, 50
Orbital jump of electrons, 5
Orbital electrons, as determinent of type
of atom, 5
Output impedance of common-emitter circuit, relation to common-base circuit,
94
P-type material, 29
Parent semiconductor materials, purity requirements of, 56
Particle, as wave packet of energy, 4
Particles and waves, interactions between,
15

INDEX
Particle-to-particle interactions, 16
Peak clipping, with Zener diodes, 130
Phase conditions in common-callectar circuit, 97
Plating techniques used in fabrication of
surface-barrier transistor, 64
Pentode, as analogy to junction transistor,
96

Persistence of photocurrents, 139
Phase conditions in common-base circuit,
90
Photons, interaction with semiconductor
atoms, 133
Phoions, as discrete-energy package, 16
Phototransistor, 135
Pho~odiode, junction type, 131
P-n junction, 29
P-n-i-p (intrinsic-barrier) transistor, 61-62
P-to-n transition due to temperature, 139
Point-contact transistor, 64
Power gain in common-base and commonemitter circuits, 95
Positive and negative ions, as co-contributors to current flow in liquids, 20
Positive-grid vacuum tube, as analogy of
Ira nsistor atom, 40
Positive charge of nucleus, 5
Power amplification in junction transistor,
43
Power dissipation of bias network, 77
Proton, as constituent of nucleus, 7
Pulse generator, using four-layer diode,
126
Punch-through, 62
Purity of semiconductor material, 56
Random movement of carriers in base region, 49
Rate-grown junction transistor, 60
Recombination of majority carriers in base
region, 89
Re:ombinaHon of ions in solution, 12
Rectifier action of p-n junction, 30
Refrigeration, by p-n junction phenomenon,
139
Regenerative switching action in four-layer
diode, 125
Relation between common-base circuit and
common-emitter circuit, 93
Related semiconductor devices, 114
Relaxation oscillator, using four-layer diode, 126
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Residual collector current, 47
Resistance in collector circuit, effect on
bias stability, 76
Resistance in emitter circuit, effect on bias
stability, 75
Resistivity change in semiconductor due to
mechanical stress, 139
Resistivity of input and output diodes in
junction transistor, 46
Return of feed back path, 108
Reverse conduction in p-n junctions, 34
Reverse voltage, effect of in p-n junction,
37
Reverse conduction, as subject to same law
as forward conduction, 69
R-f power transistors, 139
Room-temperature conditions in germanium, 25

S, bias stability criterion, 78
Saturation current of collector-base diode,
47
Sawtooth generator using unijunction transistor, 119
Self-healing property of silicon junction,
71
Self-starting of unijunction switching circuit, 120
Seed, use of in crystal growing, 57
Semiconductor variable capacitor, 131
Series applied feedback, 108
Series fed bias, to avoid signal dissipation,
101
Sharing of electrons in germanium, 24
Sharing of electrons in covalent bond, 12
Silicon compared to germanium, 67
Silicon-controlled rectifier, 120
Shunt-applied feedback, 108
Shunt-applied feedback, 108
Silicon crystals, atomic buildup in, 17
Simplified bias network, 78
Single-battery bias, 76
Solar batteries, 134
Solar generator, 133
Spectral response of photodiode and photo:ransistor, 135
Spe:tral distribution of transistor noise,
112
Speed of ion migration, 20
Stability criterion S, 78
Stabilizing action of inverse feedback, 104
Stable states of the atom, 8
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Submicroscopic world, in terms of everyday experience, 3
Submicroscopic world, correlating to experiences in the every-day wc,rld, 2
Surface-barrier transistor, 64
Synchronization of unjunction frequency
divider, 120
Switching in unijunction transistor, 119
Tapered impurity region in drift transistor,
63
Temperature characteristics of germanium
and silicon, 68
Temperature effects on conduction, germanium and silicon, 68, 69
on reverse conduction in pn junction, 35
on electron-hole generation, 36
on rectification efficiency of p-n junction,
37
Tetrode transistor, 114
Thermal energy, effect on free electrons
in metals, 19
Thermistor, as preventive of thermal runaway, 84
Thermal agitation, as charge moving impetus in base region, 41
Thermal runaway, 68
Transistor action, summary of, 54
Transit time, in tunnel diode, 138
Transit times in tubes and transistors, 53
Transformer coupling, 100

Tunnel diode, 135
Two-battery bias, 72
Unijunction transistor, 118
Unipolar field-controlled transistor, 117
Unity loop gain in four-layer diode, 124
Voltage-derived feedback, 108
Voltage gain of common-emitter circuit,

94
Voltage gain in common-collector circuit,
97
Voltage gradient in drift transistor, 63
Voltage reference element, use of Zener
diode as, 131
Voltage (egulation by reversed-bias p-n
diode, 38
Voltage regulation by Zener diode, 130
Water, as ionizing agent, 11
Wave packet af energy, as alternate nature of particle, 4
X rays, significance of penetrating power,
2

Zener breakdown in reverse-biased p-n
diode, 38
Zener diodes, 39, 129
Zone refining of semiconductor ingot, 56

